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Summary

Model driven development using domain-speci�c languages and the related testing and validation
tasks are common in safety-critical system development. Designing a new domain-speci�c language
and selecting the right tool set for model manipulation and validation is a challenging task, since
this determines the capabilities and e�ciency of the entire development process. This dissertation is
concerned with domain-speci�c language design, tool set selection and frameworks for model ma-
nipulation and validation demonstrated in two speci�c, new application domains.

The �rst part of the dissertation presents a domain-speci�c language design method, that aims to
provide support to derive domain-speci�c languages from ontology-based speci�cations. The chal-
lenge was to derive a language that supports e�cient model generation and validation. The main
contribution of this part is the construction of the well-de�ned mapping between the ontology-based
and domain-speci�c model representations. This mapping allows the domain engineers to use ontolo-
gies in the language design phase, while the domain-speci�c model validation and manipulation tools
can be used in the modeling phase. Additionally, the selection of the tools for model manipulation
and validation is supported by providing a benchmark and initial benchmark results.

The second part of the dissertation focuses on a model-based test data generation method for
black-box testing of autonomous agents. The input test data for this testing approach are models that
represent the agent’s context, in which the behaviour of the agent can be recorded and compared to
the expectations. The challenge was to provide a modeling method to capture the agent’s context
and additional requirements. The main contribution of this research is the de�nition of the test data
generation problem as a constraint satisfaction problem on domain-speci�c models. Based on the pro-
posed representation an iterative test data generation framework was constructed and demonstrated
in an industrial use case.

The third part of the dissertation presents a framework for checking the standard compliance
of development and V&V processes. The challenge was to provide a modeling method that allows
capturing the requirements described in the standards for development and V&V processes. The
main contribution of this part is an ontology-based modeling method that covers both the modeling
of the standards and the development processes, and provides a validation method for checking the
standard compliance of the process models.
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Összefoglaló

A szakterület-speci�kus nyelvek segítségével történő modell-alapú fejlesztés és az ezekhez kap-
csolódó tesztelési és ellenőrzési feladatok gyakoriak a biztonság-kritikus alkalmazások fejlesz-
tése során. Egy új szakterület-speci�kus nyelv tervezése és a megfelelő modellmanipulációs és -
ellenőrzési eszközkészlet kiválasztása kihívást jelent a mérnökök számára, hiszen ez a választás
meghatározza az egész fejlesztési folyamat korlátait és hatékonyságát. Ez az értekezés a szakterület-
speci�kus nyelvek tervezésével, a hozzájuk kapcsolódó modellező és ellenőrzési eszközökkel, keret-
rendszerekkel foglalkozik, melyeket két új alkalmazási területen keresztül mutat be.

Az értekezés első része egy szakterület-speci�kus nyelvtervezési módszert mutat be, amely biz-
tosítja egy szakterület-speci�kus nyelv származtatását ontológia alapú leírásból. A kihívás egy olyan
nyelv származtatása volt, amely hatékony modellgenerálási és -ellenőrzési eszközöket támogat. Ezen
részben bemutatott fő eredmény egy jól de�niált leképezés elkészítése volt az ontológia alapú leírások
és a szakterület-speci�kus nyelvek között. Ez a leképezés lehetővé teszi a szakterület mérnökeinek,
hogy a tervezési szakaszban ontológiákat használjanak, míg később a modellező fázisban már használ-
hatóak a szakterület-speci�kus modellező és ellenőrzési eszközök is. Mindezeken túl a modellező és
modell ellenőrzési eszközök kiválasztását egy itt bemutatott összehasonlító keretrendszer és annak
kezdeti eredményei is támogatják.

Az értekezés második része egy, az autonóm robotok “fekete-doboz” teszteléséhez kapcsolódó
modell-alapú tesztadat előállítási módszert mutat be. Ezen tesztelési megközelítés bemeneti teszta-
datai modellek, melyek a robot környezetét írják le, amiben a robot viselkedése meg�gyelhető és ez
összehasonlítható az elvárt viselkedésmintákkal. A kihívás a robot környezete és hozzá kapcsolódó
követelmények modellalapú megfogalmazásában rejlett. A kutatás legfontosabb eredménye a teszt-
adat előállítási feladat szakterület-speci�kus modelleken vett kényszerkielégítési problémaként való
értelmezése. Az ajánlott modellezési megoldásra építve egy iteratív tesztadat előállító keretrendszer
készült el, mely egy ipari esettanulmányon keresztül kerül bemutatásra.

Az értekezés harmadik része a fejlesztési és ellenőrzési folyamatok szabványnak való
megfelelőségét ellenőrző keretrendszert mutat be. A kihívás egy olyan modellezési módszer kifej-
lesztése volt, amely lehetővé teszi a fejlesztési és ellenőrzési folyamatokra vonatkozó szabványokban
megfogalmazott követelmények leírását. A legfontosabb eredmény ebben a részben egy ontológiákra
épülő modellezési módszer, mely lehetővé teszi mind a szabványok, mind pedig a fejlesztési fo-
lyamatok modellezését és biztosítja a fejlesztési folyamatok szabványoknak való megfelelőségének
ellenőrzését.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Models always played an important role in system and software development, e.g., they were used
to capture database-schemas, domain knowledge and requirements. Nowadays they become more
important and act as a core concept in many areas of system engineering. Model-driven development
is an emerging approach, especially in safety-critical system development, where models are used
in several phases of the development process, e.g. during the requirement analysis, system design,
implementation and also testing.

Starting with the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [Obj01] issued by the Object Management
Group (OMG), model-based technologies became essential technologies of software engineering.
General purpose modeling languages like UML [OMG11] and SysML [Obj12] are used in di�erent life
cycle phases, although they are characterized by the lack of precise semantics. The domain-speci�c
modeling languages are increasingly preferred, because these provide better focus on the target do-
main and also provide better tool-support and �exible integration opportunities. One of the main
achievements of this approach is that it is more simple to capture the domain knowledge and the
domain expert can be more easily involved in the system development.

1.1 Challenges in new application domains

This dissertation focuses on new and emerging application domains, which present several new chal-
lenges for the language engineering, as well as for the model manipulation, generation, validation
and query activities.

The presented application domains belong to di�erent industrial applications. Their challenges
can be traced back to a common background, namely, domain speci�c modeling (DSM) that raises
similar questions in these domains: (1) how can domain experts with limited IT and modeling skills
capture the domain knowledge in order to support the solution of domain-related problems, and (2)
how can domain-speci�c models be generated and validated in the development process.

1.1.1 Context-aware autonomous systems

Nowadays context-aware mobile and autonomous systems (AS) are wide-spread in di�erent areas, like
transportation systems (e.g., laser guided forklifts), military systems (e.g., unmanned aerial vehicles)
or in the household (e.g., autonomous vacuum cleaners). This application domain was addressed
in the R3-COP research project [R3C11] that aimed to support the development of robust and safe,
autonomous and co-operative robotic systems.

1
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A formal de�nition of autonomous systems (agents) [FG96] can be given in the following way: An
autonomous agent is a system situated within and a part of an environment that senses that environment
and acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and so as to e�ect what it senses in the future. So
an autonomous system is a system that makes and executes a decision to achieve a goal without full,
direct human control [Con+06a]. The reference architecture is shown in Figure 1.1. This set up is
very similar to the arrangement that authors use in [RN03], when de�ning the connection between
an agent and its context.

Figure 1.1: Architecture of an autonomous agent.

The agent program utilizes an internal representation of the context, that stores the knowledge
of the agent about its environment. This representation should describe all the context objects and
events that are relevant to the behaviour (control algorithms) of the agent.

Testing is an essential step of all software development processes. Testing such autonomous
agents is a challenging and complex task, because of the context-aware behaviour and the large num-
ber of potential environment con�gurations (context).

Writing test cases is labor-intensive and time consuming, thus facilitation or automation of the
test data generation process is desired. The main challenge in test data generation is to avoid ad-hoc
testing and to support systematic test case generation using measurable coverage metrics.

In order to support the testing of autonomous agents, contexts should be generated in which the
mission of the agent can be executed and evaluated. These contexts can be represented as models and
can be created using model generation techniques based on domain-speci�c information: namely,
the metamodel that describes the elements of a context and di�erent well-formedness and semantic
constraints that add restrictions to the models based on the domain knowledge.

The test contexts include the static con�guration of the environment and may also represent
dynamic changes, cooperating partners and humans, as well as explicit messages and commands
from them. In such generated test contexts, the context-aware behaviour of an AS can be analyzed
against functional, safety and robustness requirements.

In this testing approach the black-box testing of autonomous agents is supported, where the en-
vironment (and the perception of the AS) can be simulated and the test verdict can be constructed
based on the test traces captured in the simulation output.

The challenges in this approach are (1) how to support the domain expert in capturing the neces-
sary domain knowledge in a formal model and (2) how to provide e�cient context model generation
methods to satisfy various test data generation strategies and coverage criteria.
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1.1.2 Development processes of safety-critical software

Our everyday life depends on software to a considerable extent, this way the reduction of the risks of
design and implementation failures is of utmost importance.

To reduce the risks of residual software design failures, the software development processes are
more and more subject to regulations �xed in (domain-speci�c) standards that de�ne criteria for
the selection of proper techniques and measures. Accordingly, if software is deployed in a critical
environment then an independent assessment is needed to certify that its development process is
compliant to the criteria stated in the related standard.

Applying formal modeling techniques could improve the process assessment. This requires the
representation of the domain-speci�c standard, where a formal model can be constructed by capturing
the concepts, their relations and any additional requirements based on the (mainly textual) standard.

The challenge in this process certi�cation lies in that the domain-speci�c standard-based require-
ments should be formalized using a domain-speci�c language and a formal validation method should
be constructed based on the collected knowledge. This application domain was addressed in the
CECRIS EU FP7 project [CEC13] that aims to provide methodologies to improve the development,
veri�cation, validation and certi�cation of critical systems.

1.2 Summarizing the new challenges

In summary, I identi�ed the following open research questions that motivated my work and by identify-
ing the underlying (more generic) challenges lead to the scienti�c results presented in the dissertation.

Challenge 1: High-level de�nition and validation of domain-speci�c languages How
domain-speci�c languages can be de�ned in a high-level and user-friendly way, and how the lan-
guage design can be validated for consistency? To address this challenge, the use of ontologies for
capturing the domain knowledge and ontology related tools for the early validation of the language
design is a promising approach.

Challenge 2: Context model generation for testing autonomous systems. How can the test-
ing of autonomous agents, operating in a dynamic, frequently changing environment, be supported
by the generation of test context models? The generation of models shall be based on the context
(meta)model, domain constraints, and model coverage metrics representing the testing strategy.

Challenge 3: Model validation for standard-based assessment of development processes.
How can the di�erent requirements speci�ed in various standards for safety-critical development pro-
cesses be formalized, and how can these formalized requirements be checked to assess the standard
compliance of development processes? When the development process is represented as a process
model (that is commonly used in case of software development processes) then the formalized re-
quirements can be checked by model validation in the form of model queries, making it possible to
identify compliance problems and potential optimizations in the process model.

The generic challenges (i.e., that are independent of the mentioned applications) behind these re-
search questions are related to domain-speci�c language engineering and domain-speci�c modeling.
Namely, the following generic challenges can be identi�ed:

1. Ontology based design and validation of a domain speci�c language and the related constraints,
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Application domain Speci�c research question Generic challenge
Capturing domain
knowledge

Designing domain speci�c
languages with early detec-
tion of �aws by validation of
the language

Deriving domain speci�c
languages from ontology
speci�cations and applica-
tion of ontology reasoners
for validation

Testing context aware
behavior of autonomous
systems

Constructing test context
models to check the safety
and robustness of the be-
haviour of autonomous
systems

Model generation on the ba-
sis of metamodel, domain
constraints, and model met-
rics

Assessing the
development processes
of safety-critical software

Checking models of develop-
ment processes on the ba-
sis of requirements derived
from standards

Model validation based on
model queries and concept
matching

Table 1.1: Application domains, research questions and the related generic challenges

2. Generation of instance models on the basis of metamodels, model metrics and constraints,

3. Validation of models on the basis of requirements represented as model queries.
The technologies proposed in the dissertation o�er solutions to the speci�c research questions of

these application domains as well as to similar questions in other domains.
The research questions emerged in the discussed application domains and the related generic

challenges addressed in the dissertation are summarized in Table 1.1.

1.3 State of the art

The above presented research questions have a common background: model-based techniques are
required to capture the domain-speci�c knowledge and – based on the constructed models – model
validation and model generation techniques are needed.

There are several approaches in the model-driven development community to use ontologies to
design domain-speci�c languages and to apply model-based testing, however, they need to be adapted
or extended to suit the needs of these new application domains. In the following I summarize the state
of the art in this area to provide the context of my work.

1.3.1 Domain-speci�c language engineering

DSLs were successfully applied in many areas, because of their �exibility and tool support. Domain-
speci�c language engineering is the process, when a new DSL is constructed optionally reusing an
existing one or starting from scratch.

The speci�cation of complex DSLs necessitates a combination of di�erent techniques. The abstract
syntax of the DSL is usually captured by a metamodel, which can be augmented with well-formed-
ness constraints, which capture additional restrictions that need to be respected by any well-formed
instance model. Such constraints can be de�ned by model queries, graph patterns (special type of
model queries) [Ber+11] or as invariants expressed in the Object Constraint Language (OCL). Domain
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speci�c requirements are usually captured using constraints and the requirement can be checked on
an instance model by executing a model validation.

Capturing the requirements and domain concepts is one of the most important phase of model-
driven development and DSL engineering. Based on the modeling language and requirement de-
scription, analysis, code generation and also model-based test data generation can be performed.
Constructing a good modeling language is becoming less and less di�cult, since domain-speci�c lan-
guage engineering appears part of the industrial routine, but it still requires special IT technology and
modeling skills. One of the addressed challenges of this dissertation is to support language engineer-
ing with a high-level approach, using ontologies and related tools for constructing and validating a
domain-speci�c language.

On a lower, technology level, the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [EMF14] became a leading
DSL technology and a de facto standard in the model-driven community. EMF provides a class diagram
like structural description language for constructing a metamodel with sophisticated tool support for
editing and model manipulation. Similarly, instance models can be created and manipulated with
easy to use graphical editors (that are built on GMF, GEF or Graphiti) or textual editors (with Imp,
Xtext, EMFText [EMF14]). Constraints can be captured using OCL or graph pattern language, which
can be continuously evaluated during model manipulation, and errors can be displayed by marking
inconsistent elements.

1.3.2 Ontology-based domain modeling

Ontologies using popular languages like OWL2 [OWL09] or SWRL [Gli+09] are able to capture do-
main knowledge in a very early phase of the design in a precise way. Ontologies provide a natural
formalism for sketching the concepts of a domain or system and capturing additional constraints
on a high level of abstraction. They can be written in several concrete textual syntaxes, including
the machine processable RDF/XML (close to metamodel functional syntax) and the human-friendly
Manchester syntax. Even controlled natural language representations are developed like the Attempto
Controlled English, or the FluentEditor for OWL, which can help in language description or knowl-
edge documentation. Ideas can be formalized incrementally as they come thanks to the open world
assumption of ontologies. Distributed design is also supported, as uni�cation and consistency check
can be performed automatically with the help of reasoners.

I believe, that the ontology-based and metamodel-based domain-speci�c modeling approaches
are both useful, but provide advantages in di�erent phases of the language engineering. Ontologies
provide high-level means for capturing the concepts and related constraints of systems and domains
with precise semantics and automated meta-level reasoning techniques to identify speci�cation �aws
early in the design even if certain parts are underspeci�ed. Metamodel based domain-speci�c model-
ing environments e�ectively support domain engineers in designing the system by providing e�cient
means for instance-level validation of well-formedness constraints.

Ontology reasoners are optimized for concept-level (i.e., meta-level) validation (like Pellet
[Cla14b] or RacerPro [Rac12]): they can detect inconsistent speci�cations and classi�cations in an
early phase of design based upon the precise semantic foundations of ontologies. In contrary, when
using metamodel based domain-speci�c techniques with OCL constraints, there is no support for de-
tecting the inconsistencies in the de�ned metamodel and OCL statements and thus it is possible to
create a language that is “unsatis�able”, i.e., no valid model can be constructed.

Metamodel based domain-speci�c language engineering frameworks and tools are tailored to the
needs of domain engineers, thus increasing their productivity by o�ering functionally rich program-
ming environments. DSM tools can be e�ciently used by domain engineers for the detailed design of
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the system and for model manipulation. E�cient instance-level validators (like Eclipse OCL or EMF-
Inc�ery [Ber+10]) can be applied that can quickly detect violations of design rules or constraints
on the instance-level. These DSM tools also support the development of domain-speci�c applications,
like model-based test data generators.

Discovering and exploiting the synergies between ontologies (of semantic web engineering) and
metamodels of domain-speci�c language engineering has become a hot research topic in recent years
[Hil11; WSS09; ROD10]. There are approaches [Wal+10; WSR10; WSS09] that deal with domain speci-
�cation based on description logic, other approaches [SSW09; Tao+10] present instance model valida-
tion support and another ones propose a mapping between the OWL ontology and EMF-based repre-
sentation, but only for the metamodel. However, there is no support (1) for mapping well-formedness
rules, that are not expressible by metamodels, (2) for mapping and evaluating SWRL rules and (3) for
systematic benchmarking that covers the instance model validation implementations.

1.3.3 Technology overview

Besides the high level overview of parallel research results the relevant technologies are also sum-
marized in the following. Every thesis of this work highly depends on the following technologies:
e.g. de�nes a mapping between these modeling formalisms, measures the instance model validation
performance of the relevant tools, executes instance-model generation based on domain-speci�c con-
straints.

OWL2 (Web Ontology Language) [OWL09] is a W3C standard designed to describe semantic
web models. The OWL2 language allows to de�ne classes, called concepts in description logics (DL)
and various properties between classes, called roles in DL terminology. Classes and properties are
arranged into a subsumption hierarchy, while each property can have a domain and a range class.
Furthermore, OWL2 allows to express additional restrictions (constraints) for classes and properties.
These constraints are less expressive than �rst order logic (FOL), but the description logic foundation
of ontologies guarantees decidability to provide advanced reasoning capabilities over OWL2 speci�-
cations using the direct semantics interpretation.

From a metamodeling viewpoint, the language supports two-level metamodeling, where instances
are stored in the ABox (which is the model or instance level knowledge base), while concepts and roles
are stored in the TBox (language or meta-level store).

An OWL2 ontology is built up from ontology axioms, which are statements about the relation-
ship between two ontology expressions. Expressions are composites, consisting of simple expressions,
ontology declarations and possibly other composites, making up a complex construct that can be rep-
resented as a canonical tree (canonical decomposition). Essentially, the nodes of this tree are n-ary
(higher order) functions that can be embedded into each other at arbitrary depth and together ex-
press a complex condition that de�nes the valid members of the instance model universe.

The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [Gli+09] is an extension of OWL2 to enhance ex-
pressiveness for capturing more complex design constraints for ontologies. An SWRL expression
(shown later in Figure 2.13) is composed of variables (denoted by a ’?’ pre�x), class expressions and
property expressions (expressed as predicates over variables in a Prolog-like notation), and other
built-ins, which are primarily used for attribute checking. The basic form of a rule is: antecedent→
consequent. If the antecedent is true (for any variable substitution), the consequent must hold, which
is conceptually close to queries in logic programming languages.

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [Gro04] is inspired by the Semantic Web, and de-
scribes graph models with {subject, predicate, object} triples. The subject and object are vertices, while
the predicate is the type of the relation from subject to object. One atom of a triple statement can
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be an IRI (Internationalized Resource Identi�er), while objects can be IRIs or XML Schema de�ned
literals for describing values (like string or int). In contrast to EMF, RDF supports multi-level and
multi-domain metamodeling. Other constraints can be expressed, like subsumption between classes
or references, domain and range restrictions of relations. EMF supports inverse relations and cardi-
nality restrictions by default, while in RDF these can be expressed only by using the OWL extension.

Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) uses Ecore metamodels to describe the abstract syntax of
a modeling language. Such models can be edited by framework provided graphical editors, which are
similar to UML class diagram editors. The main elements of the Ecore language are EClass, EReference
(or associations) between EClasses, and EAttribute of EClasses. EReferences and EAttributes can be
single-valued or multi-valued and they can be ordered or unordered. EReferences may additionally
imply containment, which is mainly used during model serialization. Inheritance may be de�ned
between classes, which means that the inherited class has all the properties its parent has, and its
instances are also instances of the ancestor class, but it may further de�ne some extra features. Note,
that inheritance between relations is not supported by the language. An EObject instance has exactly
one EClass type, and the metamodel is stored separately from instance models. An example EMF
metamodel is shown in Figure 2.2.

A di�erence between ontology and EMF based applications is how they treat missing information.
Ontologies use open world assumption (OWA), which means that the truth value of missing informa-
tion is unknown, they are not used during reasoning. This means that ontologies deal with under-
speci�cation and uncertainties helping the language development process. Oppositely, DSM tools
use closed world assumption (CWA), which means that missing information is treated as false leading
too much more implicit assertions. This approach of data processing assumes complete dataset at a
speci�c time, but DSM tools allow information modi�cation, deletion as well as addition, changing
previously false assertions to true. On the other hand ontology reasoners are prepared for mono-
tonic information processing, allowing only the addition of new assertions. This is why an OWA→
CWA semantic shift is practical during the transformation of requirements captured in ontologies and
constraints.

IncQuery Pattern Language (IQPL) [Ber+11] is based on the formalism of graph patterns and
has a textual notation that can be seen in Figure 2.14. A graph pattern (GP) identi�es parts of the
instance model that ful�ll given conditions (or constraints). A basic graph pattern consists of struc-
tural constraints prescribing the existence of nodes and edges of a given type. A negative application
condition (NAC) de�nes cases when the original pattern is not valid (even if all positive constraints
are met), in the form of a negative sub-pattern. A match of a graph pattern is a group of model el-
ements that have exactly the same structure as the pattern, satisfying all the constraints (except for
NACs, which must be violated). The core graph pattern formalism has the expressive power of �rst
order logic, but the query language of EMF-Inc�ery provides semantic extensions such as recursive
patterns, and match counting or practical extensions like attribute constraints.

1.4 Research method

The starting point of my work was the question: how to exploit the advantages of ontologies in system
and software development?

In order to provide support for language engineering, I analyzed the application conditions of
ontology-based models and the classical domain-speci�c languages used in the model-based devel-
opment processes. I identi�ed the key advantages / disadvantages and proposed a mapping from the
ontology-based languages to domain-speci�c languages.
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Afterwards, I focused on the construction of metamodels and on model manipulation, generation,
validation and query techniques.

Finally, I adapted the ontology- and model-based technologies to the presented new challenges.
As an application of these modeling technologies a new context modeling and test data generation
approach for autonomous agents and a new process assessment method were developed.

Figure 1.2 gives an overview on how my research results are related to each other. The �rst
thesis about domain speci�c language engineering deals with the common theoretical background,
and the related methods and techniques. The other two theses address the problems appeared in the
two discussed application domains (process model assessment and test data generation) through the
solution of the related generic challenges (namely, model validation and model generation).

Figure 1.2: Overview of the research results

1.5 Contribution and new results

The main contributions of my work targets the previously presented challenges. The structure of the
dissertation follow the order of my contributions, each thesis and the underlying work is presented in
a new chapter. The work presented here was part of joint collaborations in various research projects.
Every chapter is phrased based on my relevant publications and my own results are highlighted.

The �rst thesis is presented in Chapter 2 that introduces a domain speci�c language develop-
ment approach that (1) aims to use the ontology-based technologies to de�ne the initial structure
of a domain speci�c language, (2) aims to execute consistency check based on the ontology-related
technologies and (3) after the transformation to the EMF-based modeling formalism aims to use the
EMF-based tooling for performing the model-manipulation and validation tasks. A benchmarking
framework is also introduced to show the main di�erences between the tooling of the two modeling
formalism and help the domain experts and architecture designers to make a decision between the
instance model validation tools.

In Chapter 3 a test data generation method for autonomous agents is presented that is based on
an instance model generation approach. This model generation method produces instance models
conforming to a previously de�ned domain speci�c language and model metrics (belonging to dif-
ferent test strategies). An EMF-based modeling formalism is used that is extended with additional
well-formedness constraints and an SMT solver is integrated to �nd an instance model that satis�es
the required constraints and metrics.

In Chapter 4 an ontology-based modeling approach is introduced to capture the requirements
of development and V&V processes in the safety-critical area. The related standards (e.g. [EN599])
are analyzed and a requirement modeling approach, a process model validation and process model
generation framework is presented.



Chapter 2

Deriving domain-speci�c languages
based on high-level speci�cations

Discovering and exploiting the synergies between ontologies of semantic web engineering and meta-
models of domain-speci�c language engineering has become a hot research topic in recent years
[Hil11; WSS09; ROD10]. Ontologies using popular languages like OWL2 [OWL09] or SWRL [Gli+09]
are able to capture domains and its requirements in a very early phase of the design in a precise
yet natural way. Ontology reasoners are optimized for concept-level (i.e., meta-level) validation (like
Pellet [Cla14b] or RacerPro [Rac12]), which can detect inconsistent speci�cations and classi�cations
in an early phase of design based upon precise semantic foundations of ontologies. Domain-speci�c
language engineering frameworks and tools, on the other hand, are tailored to the needs of domain en-
gineers, thus increasing their productivity by o�ering functionally rich programming environments
and e�cient instance-level validators (like Eclipse OCL [Ecl11] or EMF-Inc�ery [Ber+10]) that can
quickly detect violations of design rules or constraints on the instance-level.

Ontologies provide a natural formalism for capturing requirements or sketching the concepts of
a system on a high level of abstraction. They can be written in several textual concrete syntaxes, in-
cluding the machine processable RDF/XML, close to metamodel functional syntax or human-friendly
Manchester syntax. Even controlled natural language representations are developed like the Attempto
Controlled English, or the FluentEditor for OWL, which can help in language description or knowl-
edge documentation. During the design one coherent metalanguage is used (as the SWRL is an organic
extension of OWL2). Ideas can be formalized incrementally as they come thanks to ontology’s open
world assumption. Distributed design is also supported, as uni�cation and consistency check can be
done automatically with the help of reasoners.

DSM tools can be e�ciently used by domain experts for the detailed design of the system. EMF
[EMF14] became the de facto standard in the industry, as it provides class diagram like structural
description language with high level tool support. Instance data can be created and manipulated with
easy to use graphical editors (that builds on GMF, GEF or Graphiti) or textual editors with Imp, Xtext,
EMFText. Consistency requirements can be captured in OCL or graph pattern language, which can
be continuously evaluated, and errors can be displayed by marking inconsistent elements.

Instance model validation requires e�cient tool support, since the size of the models and also the
frequency of the validation requests increases rapidly. Similarly, to the big data research area, the big
model area needs huge attention in the next years [Rát12].

While in the past years batch validation (one time validation) of instance models was common, but
now the live validation approaches (incremental validation) become popular and important. These

9
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technologies can be integrated into domain-speci�c modeling environments and they can provide
almost real-time feedback about inconsistencies for the domain expert during the model modi�cation
steps.

2.1 Motivation and challenges

The overall motivation behind this research is to develop a domain-speci�c modeling environment,
with the combination of OWL and EMF based tools to bene�t from each world. More speci�cally, I
argue that (i) domain speci�c language engineering can be e�ciently supported when starting from
semantic web technologies, and (ii) certain instance-level validation tasks can be run on the domain
speci�c model by an e�cient, incremental model query framework, especially when the underlying
knowledge base is changing or evolving.

The �rst contribution of this thesis is to propose a method for deriving initial versions of EMF
based DSM framework from ontologies describing the domain (Section 2.4). Thus, I provide an au-
tomated mapping from standard OWL2 and SWRL descriptions (capturing high-level requirements
of a domain) to EMF metamodels and graph patterns captured in the textual IQPL (IncQuery Pattern
Language) language [Ber+11]. This target language was chosen (instead of OCL), as both SWRL and
IQPL are graph pattern based languages, thus I need to bridge a smaller semantic gap between the
two languages. Furthermore, the SWRL to OCL mapping is found problematic, as in OCL the results
are instances of a context element (1-ary), while in SWRL and IQPL multiple pattern variables can be
used, allowing n-ary result set elements.

The bridge created between the two modeling formalism motivated a benchmarking framework
for instance model validation. The main goal of the proposed benchmark is the performance com-
parison of di�erent model query implementations especially by the incremental approaches. This
motivation has di�erent aspects. From the tool developer’s perspective the impact of technologies,
query formalism and the metamodel is important. The end user would like to know which model sizes
and which model characteristics are allowed in order to achieve good model query performance. The
system architect would like to identify bottlenecks and improve the parts of the system.

From the technical view, the main questions that should be answered are the following:
1. What is the performance gap between the batch and incremental tools? How can these tools

be compared?
2. How the tools perform, when we scale up with the model sizes?
3. What are the key di�erences between implementations?
4. What are the di�erences of tools on the query complexity?
The second contribution of this thesis is a benchmarking framework that supports the perfor-

mance comparison of the instance model validation tools. I provide a benchmark DSL (Section 2.3),
that is complex enough to di�erentiate between the tools, then I de�ne the benchmark scenario and
present the implementation details (Section 2.5). The proposed benchmark concentrates to the model
validation use-case, where constraints (formulated as queries) are �xed, and instance models are
evolving. The benchmark measures the batch phase and incremental phases separately, and eval-
uates them for multiple modeling domains (EMF, RDF, OWL, GDB, RDB).

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.2 summarizes the existing approaches for mapping
between the modeling formalisms and executing instance model validation performance benchmarks.
Section 2.3 details the synthetic domain speci�c language and queries used as example during the
mapping and used for benchmarking. Section 2.4 presents the details of the mapping between the
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ontology and EMF-based representations. Section 2.5 shows the proposed benchmark framework
and the initial experiments with it. Section 2.6 summarizes my new results and outlines the future
work.

2.2 Background and related work

The interaction of semantic web and domain-speci�c model-based technologies has already been
examined in many, di�erent settings. The EMF-Triple [Hil11] project can be considered as a repre-
sentative of tight integration of these domains, as it provides an EMF-compliant RDF data repository
backend as a set of Eclipse plugins. EMFTriple provides no own solution for model validation, but
such support can be achieved by using additional modules (e.g. EMFQuery, EMF-IncQuery or OCL).

In the OntoDSL [WSS09] approach, DSL models are enriched by formal class descriptions, which
are together checked by an ontology based framework. In this way, the consistency of DSL models
can be veri�ed by a reasoning service even in an early design phase. Note that this approach provides
services of the ontology domain to the process of DSL speci�cation, in contrast to the instance-level
model validation techniques in the domain-speci�c domain.

A complex approach, which focuses on model querying aspects, is suggested in [HBL09], which
can rewrite SPARQL to Hibernate QL queries and vice versa by two separate, unidirectional model
transformations written in ATL, which are preceded and succeeded by a text-to-model, and model-to-
text translation step, respectively. In addition to query rewriting, results of queries are also converted
by a corresponding transformation. Although this approach provides a sophisticated way for bidirec-
tionally mapping queries of di�erent domains, its applicability is currently restricted to the above-
mentioned query languages, which thus, cannot be considered as a general multi-domain solution.

In addition to a nice overview on the fundamentals of both the OWL and EMF domains, [ROD10]
proposes an automatic transformation from OWL2 ontologies to EMF models and corresponding OCL
constraints, and in this sense, this approach shows the largest similarity to my approach. The conver-
sion is implemented as an Eclipse plugin, and it is adjustable on both meta and instance level. They
mapped OWL2 axioms (without SWRL) to OCL constraints.

The SWRL Drools Tab [Bio12] is a plug-in implemented to Protégé, which maps SWRL extended
OWL2 axioms to Drools rules. Here the purpose of the mapping is to perform OWL2 RL reasoning
and execute rules, and not to guarantee closed world consistency.

Stardog ICV [CP11] translates OWL2 and SWRL rules to SPARQL graph patterns, in a formally
de�ned way. This shows the importance of closed world consistency checking of models described
in ontology, but this solution remains in the ontology domain, where traditional model-driven devel-
opment tools cannot be used, and incremental query engine is not available.

The mbeddr [Voe+12; Voe+13] is a domain-speci�c language de�nition and integration framework
that is based on the JetBrain MPS language workbench. It allows language designers to de�ne new
programming languages, both general-purpose and domain-speci�c [PSV13]. Using an extension
mechanism it provides an extensible DSL construction for embedded systems (mainly based on the C
language) and provides tooling (e.g. model veri�cation support) to it.

Similarly to the domain speci�c language engineering, the benchmarking aspect of this thesis
has many related research connections. One of the most well known RDF benchmark is the Berlin
SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM) [BS09], which models an e-commerce use-case. BSBM concentrates
on throughput performance (in a steady state) of parametrized queries. In most of the use cases
a performance of �xed constraint checking queries is interesting in a batch and incremental query
evaluation.
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The SP2Bench [Sch+09] works on an unstructured dataset (DBLP) suited to RDF data representa-
tion with the goal of measuring query evaluation performance of SPARQL engines, concentrating on
testing every feature of the SPARQL language and not the same query in di�erent implementations.
I interpret the benchmark as queries executed on a structured dataset, which queries can be imple-
mented in multiple query and data description languages. Moreover, the benchmark scenarios address
continuous evolution of the dataset, which is a future work in SP2Bench, and also not addressed in
[Pet] and [Mor+11].

Other ontology benchmarks are the Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM) [GPH05], and its im-
proved version, the UOBM Ontology Benchmark [Ma+06]. These are tailored for measuring reasoning
capabilities of ontology reasoners, while they are not able to compare query answering performances.

Model transformation tools are compared annually in the Transformation Tool Contest [TTC13]
by solving model synchronization, model execution and simulation, veri�cation use-cases from di�er-
ent application domains. The aim is to compare expressiveness, usability and performance of di�erent
tools in the �eld.

There is no general application benchmark, or comparison of EMF query technologies (like Eclipse
OCL or EMF Query). However, there are performance measurements [Dav10] about core EMF func-
tions, and di�erent EMF con�gurations. Some relevant con�guration from these tips were imple-
mented, but they were not e�ective, so this work stuck at the default EMF implementation.

Relational database benchmarks are not analyzed here, because the main scope of this work is the
graph-based databases. MySQL is included only for a rough comparison. RDB benchmarks usually
use relational schemas (and not graph-based metamodels), and measure throughput with concurrent
modi�cations like as de�ned in the TPC-C [Tra10] benchmark.

Egyed published papers about verifying and �xing inconsistencies in UML models [Egy07; Egy06]
with performance and memory consumption measurements [RE12] of the UMLAnalyzer tool. They
measured 19 rules and 30 independent UML models, scaling up to 100000 elements. The tool evaluates
OCL expressions in sub-millisecond time using an impact analysis approach.

Praxis [Fal+13] use rule-reduction technique to provide incremental instance model validation. It
represents the model and edits using an operation based approach. Technically Java, UML or Movida
metamodels can be used, and conforming instances as well as edit operations are translated to Prolog
[Llo12] facts. Constraints are represented as Prolog rules, which are evaluated when they are triggered
based on the user written impact list. The paper reports evaluation performance in the 0.1 second
range (without measuring the conversion time), and very low (below megabyte during evaluation,
and tens of megabytes during modi�cation at maximum) memory usage.

2.3 The railway DSL

In this section I present a domain with its metamodel and additional constraints. This domain will
be used in both part of this thesis: as a case study for the mapping and as a benchmark DSL for the
proposed benchmark framework.

The domains used in real projects (e.g. AUTOSAR [AUT]) usually miss some important features
of the modeling language or are not enough complex for demonstration purposes. A synthetic domain
was constructed to demonstrate the DSL engineering tasks and the mapping from the ontology to the
EMF formalism. This domain covers the most commonly used modeling structures that are relevant
for the presentation of the mapping.

The idea of this domain metamodel originated from the MOGENTES EU FP7 [The14] project, and
the requirements were de�ned by railway domain experts.
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In the following, for presentation purposes I use in most cases the EMF graphical notation to
display the metamodel or instance models, since the ontology visualization tools are not as good as
the EMF tools.

2.3.1 Metamodel

First the concepts of the railway domain are collected into an ontology T-Box. As it is proposed
by this thesis, an ontology can be built up and based on this representation the metamodel of the
domain-speci�c language can be derived.

A train route can be de�ned by a set of sensors. Sensors are associated with track elements, which
can be connected to each other and can be a track segment or a switch. An entry and exit signal is
also de�ned for every route, which signal can indicate GO or STOP to the driver or can be in FAILURE
state. The status of a switch can be left, right or failure. A route can have associated switch positions,
which describe the required state of a switch belonging to the route. The route can be activated only
if every switch is set to the required position. Di�erent route de�nitions can specify di�erent states
for a speci�c switch.

An excerpt of the corresponding ontology description (in the Manchester syntax) is given in Fig-
ure 2.1.

1 ObjectProperty : s w i t c h
2 Domain : S w i t c h P o s i t i o n
3 Range : Swi tch
4 Class : S w i t c h P o s i t i o n
5 SubClassOf : s w i t c h
6 exactly 1 owl : Thing
7 ObjectProperty : a c t u a l S t a t e
8 Domain : Swi tch
9 Range : S w i t c h S t a t e K i n d
10

11 Class : Swi tch
12 SubClassOf :
13 S w i t c h _ a c t u a l S t a t e
14 exactly 1 owl : Thing
15 Class : S w i t c h S t a t e K i n d
16 EquivalentTo :
17 { Swi tchSta teKind_LEFT ,
18 SwitchStateKind_RIGHT ,
19 Swi tchSta teKind_FAILURE }

Figure 2.1: Excerpt of the ontology in Manchester syntax

The derived EMF representation of the railway domain is depicted in Figure 2.2.

2.3.2 Requirements

Several high-level requirements can be speci�ed that must hold for any valid instance model of a train
system. These requirements can be formulated using constraints and used during the instance model
validation tasks. In this thesis I use the following six requirements given by their textual de�nition:

1. REQ_SwitchSensor: Every switch must have at least one sensor connected to it.
2. REQ_PosLength: Every Segment’s length must be positive.
3. REQ_RouteSensor: All sensors that are associated with a switch that belongs (through a pre-

de�ned switch position) to a route, must also be associated directly with the same route.
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Figure 2.2: Train Metamodel and Instance Model Characteristics

4. REQ_SignalNeighbor: Every route has an exit signal should be the entry signal of an other,
connected route.

5. REQ_SuperVisor: A route must have at least two supervisors unless all switches belonging to
the route points LEFT or RIGHT.

6. REQ_SensorShare: A segment that is more than 10 km long cannot share sensors with a
switch.

2.4 Mapping ontologies to domain speci�c languages

The mapping de�ned between ontology descriptions and domain-speci�c models is detailed in this
section. The presented approach aims to provide a mathematically precise mapping between the
OWL2 and SWRL-based representation and the EMF and GP based descriptions.

Formulating textual requirement speci�cations in ontology is described in related papers [DHK07]
[DLS05], so �rst, it is assumed that domain engineers capture domain-speci�c knowledge and require-
ments using the SWRL extended OWL2 ontology language. In this phase ontology can be edited with
Protégé [Bio14] and reasoners (like Pellet [Sir+07]) can be used for constraint consistency checking.
This process requires fewer modeling and IT skills from the domain expert and provides early-phase
validation support. The domain knowledge (concepts and requirements) is captured using ontolo-
gies instead of strict metamodeling technologies, that ensures more freedom in the modeling process.
Afterwards the proposed model transformation (implemented in the VIATRA2 framework [VB07])
automatically derives EMF metamodel for basic structures. From complex constraints which cannot
be expressed directly in the EMF metamodel graph patterns are generated that can be evaluated on
the EMF instance models. The presented mapping allows the domain engineer to formulate and check
consistency of requirements in an early design phase.

Based on these generated artifacts an initial version of a domain-speci�c modeling framework
can be built automatically for the constructed domain-speci�c language. Using this framework the
domain engineer can create and modify a custom instance model with advanced EMF tools, while
pattern matching engines (e.g. EMF-Inc�ery) can provide e�cient [Rát12] continuous instance
level well-formedness validation in the background by incrementally evaluating graph patterns after
each edit operation.
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2.4.1 Selecting the target platform

EMF is a de-facto standard in the research and also industrial area for specifying domain-speci�c
modeling languages. Its eCore metamodeling formalism is used to describe the abstract syntax of
a modeling language [The12]. The main elements of Ecore are EClass, EReference, and EAttribute.
EClasses de�ne the types of the instance model elements, enumerating EAttributes to specify attribute
types of class instances and EReferences to de�ne association types to other instance elements. ERef-
erences and EAttributes can be multi-valued and ordered. Some EReferences can additionally imply
containment. Inheritance may be de�ned between classes, which means that the inherited class has
all the properties its parent has, and its instances are also instances of the ancestor class, but it may
further de�ne some extra features. Each instance EObject has exactly one EClass type, and the meta-
model is well-separated from instance models.

There are multiple constraint description formalisms that can be used for extending the meta-
model, like OCL or graph patterns. In this work the graph pattern formalism was chosen, as SWRL is
graph pattern based language, thus there is smaller semantic gap between the two formalisms.

Graph patterns are generic queries that rely on a combination of elementary structural (type)
constraints as well as attribute value constraints to express a condition over the instance model. A
match of a graph pattern is a set of those model element combinations that satisfy the constraints of
the pattern. Graph patterns are identi�ed by pattern signatures (name of the pattern, and the name
of its parameters), and are registered into a �at namespace.

There are graph pattern languages with di�erent expressiveness, which expressiveness is based
on the features included in the language. Graph pattern languages and its feature set is a hot research
topic [Fle+15; BET08; Are+10; KPP08; Ren03; Ber+11; KRV14]. The details of this theory are out of the
scope of this dissertation, since this work does not deal with graph patterns and its expressiveness,
they are used as a target platform only.

During my research I identi�ed the following graph pattern language features:
• Structural constraints The core feature of graph patterns describes the required graph struc-

ture, the nodes and edges, that are required in the model to match the pattern.
• Injective or sharable matching This feature allows that during the evaluation of the graph

pattern on a graph model two or more pattern variables can be assigned to the same model
element (sharable) or not (injective).

• Composition Graph patterns may reuse (call) each other similarly to the semantics of em-
bedded queries (where the result of a sub-query can be used within the scope of the calling
query).

• Negation Structural constraints and pattern calls can be negated to express negation, resulting
in a negative application condition (NAC). A match of the enclosing pattern is considered invalid
if the NAC is satis�able.

• Transitive closure Provides simple constraints to express the most frequent used recursion in
queries.

• Attribute constraints Simple boolean expressions may be used as attribute constraints to
specify the required attribute values.

• Arithmetic constraints This type of constraints evaluates an arithmetic expression based on
referenced scalar variables, and assigns the result to a scalar variable.

• Aggregation Similar to the SQL aggregation function an aggregation is a pattern call that
aggregates (counts, sums, etc.) matches of the called pattern with some given input parameters.
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During the construction of the mapping not all of the previously mentioned graph pattern lan-
guage features were used. My mapping requires the following graph pattern features:

• Structural constraints,
• Pattern composition,
• Negation,
• Attribute constraints,
• Arithmetic constraints.
The support for these features should be checked during the selection of the graph pattern im-

plementation. Part of the required features are supported by graph pattern languages, like Groove
[Kas05]. Other pattern languages are included in model transformation frameworks or transformation
languages and do not provide standalone pattern matching solution (e.g. QVT, ATL [JK06], Henshin
[Are+10]).

Finally, for implementation purposes I selected the IQPL graph pattern language [Ber+11], the
pattern language implementation of the EMF-Inc�ery, because it supports all the required graph
pattern features for this mapping, namely:

• Basic structural pattern elements are included in the core language,
• Pattern composition is supported using the �nd keyword,
• Negation is supported using the neg keyword,
• Attribute and arithmetic constraints are evaluated in the check constraints.
By moving from the IQPL language to other graph pattern language the existence of the above

features should be checked.
Two example IQPL graph pattern are presented in Figure 2.3. The �rst pattern (lines 1-6) matches

Segment instances which length is set less than 10. The second pattern matches route instances which
do not contain short segments. There are structural constraints (lines 2,3,8,9 and 10), attribute con-
straint (line 4) and composition with negation (line 11).

1 pattern shortSegment(SegmentInstance) = {
2 Segment(SegmentInstance );
3 Segment.length(SegmentInstance ,SegmentLength );
4 check (SegmentLength < 10);
5 }
6
7 pattern route_with_no_short_segment(RouteInstance) = {
8 Route(RouteInstance );
9 Route.routeDefinition(RouteInstance ,SensorInstance );
10 Sensor.trackElement(SensorInstance ,SegmentInstance );
11 neg find shortSegment(SegmentInstance );
12 }

Figure 2.3: Sample IQPL pattern

2.4.2 Structure of the mapping

The conceptual and technological overview of the entire mapping is provided in Figure 2.4.
The expressive power of source and target languages are not equal. Using the OWL2 formalism

complex expressions can be constructed that cannot be mapped to only EMF metamodel and addi-
tional graph patterns are needed to provide the same expressiveness. E.g. in OWL2 we can de�ne a
SimpleRoute class that is a subclass of the Route class and is restricted to contain only Segments and
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Figure 2.4: The ontology to domain-speci�c platform transformation process

not Switches (through the routeDe�nition and trackElement object properties). Such class constraint
cannot be expressed in the pure EMF metamodeling formalism

Since the di�erences in expressive power of source and target languages, the mapping consists of
three logical steps. First, a part of the OWL2 ontology is mapped into EMF metamodel, which provides
the basic metamodel structure. Afterwards the remaining, complex OWL2 axioms are mapped into
graph patterns and �nally SWRL rules are also mapped into IQPL graph patterns.

Figure 2.5: Overview of the mapping

The steps of the mapping are presented in Figure 2.5 and will be detailed in the following.

2.4.3 Mapping OWL2 T-Box axioms to domain speci�c language formalisms

The algorithm that processes OWL2 constructs and maps them to EMF metamodel and graph patterns
consists of two main phases. In the �rst phase, the metamodel (type axioms) of the OWL2 input is
processed to create the EMF metamodel. In the second phase, complex OWL2 axioms are processed
according to a depth-�rst tree traversal along the canonical decomposition.

In this approach, the complex constructs of OWL2 are mapped into a declarative graph pattern
language, as they cannot be expressed in the EMF metamodel. An indirect validation approach is used,
whereby results of the graph query correspond to those elements, which violate the given constraint.
In other words, a negated query is generated from OWL2 axioms, in order to e�ciently retrieve the
set of violations.

2.4.3.1 Mapping OWL2 to EMF metamodel

When representing knowledge in a domain-speci�c model, the metamodel can be derived from the
hierarchy of concepts de�ned in the TBox of an ontology. Such mappings have been de�ned by
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several authors [Obj09; The11]. In this thesis the OWL2 to EMF transformation proposed by [ROD10]
is followed. This approach describes a mapping from OWL2 to EMF metamodel enriched with OCL
expressions. I adapted only the �rst part of this mapping that deals with the generation of the EMF
metamodel, namely the following parts:

• Class hierarchy OWL2 classes are mapped to EClasses. Since multiple generalization is not
supported by the EMF, the mapping is restricted to only single generalizations.

• Enumeration types They are supported on both platform, they can directly mapped

• Object properties Object properties are transformed into EReferences. Cardinality constraints
and inverse properties are also supported.

• Datatype properties Datatype properties are transformed to EAttributes. Since most of the
OWL2 datatypes have their Ecore datatype counterparts, this mapping is limited only to these
datatypes and additional complex datatypes are not supported.

The other, complex OWL2 axioms that cannot be expressed using EMF metamodel are mapped to
graph patterns (if applicable).

2.4.3.2 Mapping OWL2 to graph patterns

By this approach, the complex constructs are mapped into a declarative graph pattern language.
First, the previously constructed EMF metamodel is traversed and auxiliary helper patterns are

generated that will be used in complex well-formedness queries to refer to elementary types of the
metamodel. These helper patterns represent the elementary concepts (Figure 2.6) and object proper-
ties (Figure 2.7) from the OWL2 ontology.

1 pattern class_Route(Ind) = {
2 Route(Ind);
3 }

Figure 2.6: Sample helper pattern for a concept

1 pattern objProperty_Route_Supervisor(Src ,Trg) = {
2 Route(Src);
3 Supervisor(Trg);
4 Route.Route_Supervisor(Src ,Trg);
5 }

Figure 2.7: Sample helper pattern for an object
property

Afterwards, the complex OWL2 axioms are processed according to a depth-�rst tree traversal
along the canonical decomposition tree. At each tree node (corresponding to an OWL2 axiom or
expression), a transformation is prepared that maps the given OWL2 construct to a corresponding
graph pattern that matches exactly when a violation of the axiom is found in the instance model
using the closed world assumption (for details see Section 2.4.3.3).

The transformation of the complex OWL2 axioms is implemented using a template-based sub-
stitution. These templates use traversal numbers (to account for the higher order nature of OWL2
constructs) to distinguish the generated patterns from each other (as graph patterns cannot be directly
embedded into each other, but need to be accessible in a �at namespace). Additionally, templates also
make use of resulting generated graph pattern identi�ers (obtained from the depth-�rst traversal of
the children of the currently processed node) as input, in order to connect sub-patterns by using the
�nd keyword.

An example of such a generator template is shown in Figure 2.8, in the Viatra2 Template Lan-
guage syntax. Segments between << and >> mark places where the template engine will make
substitutions based on the inputs of the template. An example result that is emitted as model query
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code is shown in Figure 2.9, where the traversal number serial, as well as the names of generated
sub-patterns m(1) (objProperty_actualState) and m(2) (objOneOf_6) are substituted with actual values.

1 pattern
2 objSomeValuesFrom_ <<serial >>(Ind) = {
3 find <<m(1) >>(Ind , Trg);
4 find <<m(2) >>(Trg);
5 }

Figure 2.8: Sample generator template

1 pattern
2 objSomeValuesFrom_5(Ind) = {
3 find objProp_actualState(Ind , Trg);
4 find objOneOf_6(Trg);
5 }

Figure 2.9: Generatedgraph pattern

2.4.3.3 Details for the mapping OWL2 to graph patterns

Based on the previous presented iterative, hierarchical algorithm each tree node in the canonical
decomposition tree of the OWL expression is mapped to a graph pattern. These mapping is de�ned
systematically based on the OWL 2 Web Ontology Language Quick Reference Guide [W3C]. The
mapping for each OWL2 construct is de�ned or an explanation is given, why the mapping is not
created.

In the following, the list of the OWL2 constructs and axioms are presented and some example
mapping de�nitions are highlighted. The full list of the mapping rules is placed in Section A.1

• Class expressions
– Prede�ned and named classes: the named class and universal class expressions are mapped

to graph patterns, while the empty class expressions are mapped to a simple neg �nd graph
pattern call.

– Boolean Connectives and Enumeration of Individuals
– Object Property Restrictions
– Data Property Restrictions
– Restrictions Using n-ary Data Range

• Properties
– Object Property Expressions
– Data Property Expressions

• Individuals and literals
• Data Range Expressions
• Axioms

– Class Expression Axioms
– Object Property Axioms
– Data Property Axioms
– Datatype De�nitions
– Assertions
– Keys

• Declarations
• Annotations
• Datatypes
• Facets
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2.4.3.4 Example use case for the mapping algorithm

Requirement 5 (REQ_SuperVisor) is used in the following as an example to describe an example input-
output pair of the mapping algorithm. This requirement can be formulated using the OWL2 functional
syntax as shown in Figure 2.10.

1 SubClassOf (
2 ObjectIntersectionOf (
3 ObjectComplementOf (
4 ObjectAllValuesFrom ( : s w i t c h P o s i t i o n
5 ObjectAllValuesFrom ( : s w i t c h
6 ObjectSomeValuesFrom ( : a c t u a l S t a t e
7 ObjectOneOf ( : Swi tchStateKind_RIGHT
8 : Swi t chS ta t eK ind_LEFT )
9 )
10 )
11 )
12 )
13 : Route
14 )
15 ObjectMinCardinality ( 2 : s u p e r v i s o r )
16 )

Figure 2.10: Sample generator template

This axiom operates with two main expressions. The �rst de�nes the set of routes (ObjectInter-
sectionOf ) that are not in the set (ObjectComplementOf ) (lines 1-3) that collects routes with switches
(ObjectAllValuesFrom) (lines 4-5) positioned either LEFT or RIGHT (ObjectSomeValuesFrom and Objec-
tOneOf ) (lines 6-9). The second expression de�nes the routes that have at least two supervisors (line
15) connected to it. The axiom de�nes that the set de�ned with the �rst expression must be subset of
the set de�ned with the second expression (SubClassOf ).

This OWL2 construct is transformed into a collection of interconnected graph patterns, where the
call tree structure of the graph patterns closely corresponds the structure of the OWL2 formula. The
top of the call tree is depicted in Figure 2.11, where squared nodes are the patterns of declarations, the
top node is the axiom to be checked, and other oval nodes are expressions. Arrows represent pattern
composition.

subClassOf_1

objectMinCardinality_8
objectIntersectionOf_1

typedRelation_9

class_Supervisor objectProperty_Route_supervisor

class_Route objectComplementOf_2

...

Figure 2.11: Pattern call tree of Requirement 5

The overall result of the mapping of the example requirement is shown in Figure 2.12, where the
OWL2 tree representation, and the correspondingly generated graph patterns are shown side-by-side.

As mentioned previously, from OWL2 declarations (that de�ne concept, relation and individual
names, i.e. the “metamodel”) auxiliary graph patterns are generated that are used as elementary type
and relationship subqueries in complex expressions. Examples for such auxiliary patterns that can be
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:SwitchStateKind::RIGHT

SubClassOf

ObjectIntersectionOf

ObjectOneOf

ObjectComplementOf

ObjectAllValuesFrom

ObjectAllValuesFrom

ObjectSomeValuesFrom

ObjectMinCardinality

:SwitchStateKind::LEFT

:switchPosition

:switch

2

:supervisor

:Route

01 pattern subClassOf_1(Individual)={
02 find objectIntersectionOf_1(Individual);
03 neg find objectMinCardinality_1(Individual);  
04 }
05 pattern objectIntersectionOf_1(Individual)={
06 find objectComplementOf_1(Individual);
07 find class_Route(Individual);          
08 }
09 pattern objectComplementOf_1(Individual)={
10 neg find objectAllValuesFrom_1(Individual);                 
11 }
12 pattern objectAllValuesFrom_1(Individual)={
13 neg shareable pattern objectAllValuesFrom_BadRange (Individual) ={
14 find objectProperty_switchPosition(Individual, Target);
15 neg find objectAllValuesFrom_2(Target);         
16 }
17 }
18 pattern objectProperty_switchPosition(Source : Route, Target : SwitchPosition)={
19 Route.switchPosition(Source, Target);
20 }
21 pattern objectAllValuesFrom_2(Individual)={
22 neg shareable pattern objectAllValuesFrom_BadRange (Individual) ={
23 find objectProperty_switch(Individual, Target);
24 neg find objectSomeValuesFrom_1(Target);         
25 }
26 }
27 pattern objectProperty_switch(Source : SwitchPosition, Target : Switch)={
28 SwitchPosition.switch(Source, Target);
29 }
30 pattern objectSomeValuesFrom_1(Individual)={
31 find objectProperty_switch (Individual, Target);
32 find objectOneOf_1(Target);         
33 }
34
35 // See pattern objectProperty_switch(Source, Target) at lines 29-33
36
37 pattern objectOneOf_1(Individual)={
38 find individual_RIGHT(Individual);
39 } or {
40 find individual_LEFT(Individual);         
41 }
42 pattern individual_RIGHT(Individual : SwitchStateKind)={
43 Individual == SwitchStateKind::RIGHT;
44 }
45 pattern individual_LEFT(Individual : SwitchStateKind)={
46 Individual == SwitchStateKind::LEFT;
47 }
48 pattern class_Route(Individual)={
49 Route(Individual);
50 }
51 pattern objectMinCardinality_1(Individual)={
52 Count == count find objProperty_Route_supervisor(Individual, Target);
53 check ((Count as Integer) >= 2 );
54 }
55 pattern objectProperty_supervisor(Source : Route, Target : Supervisor)={
56 Route.supervisor(Source, Target);
57 }

:switch

Figure 2.12: The ontology mapping to graph patterns

found in Figure 2.12 at lines 18–20 (switchPosition role), 27–29 and 34-36 (switch role), 48–50 (Route
concept), and 55–57 (supervisor role).

Complex OWL2 constructs are processed, according to the depth-�rst traversal. The following
highlight the mapping rules supported by the transformation:

• SubClassOf axioms They describe subsumption or subset relation between expressions. If an
instance is member of the subset, then it must also be a member of the superset. The graph pat-
tern shown in lines 1–4 matches instances that are elements of the subset but are not elements
of its superset.

• Intersections They are Boolean connectives. For instance, bad routes are routes that have not
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only switches in their left or right position. This can be formalized using ObjectIntersectionOf,
and can be mapped as described in lines 5–8.

• Negation It helps e.g. describing individuals without only left or right switches (lines 9–11).
The neg keyword is used to describe the required negative match of a graph pattern.

Universal quanti�cation In OWL2 this construct can be mapped by applying the ∀P.C ≡
¬∃P.(¬C) equivalence (double negation). For instance, to �nd individuals with switches only
in the left or right position, the property restriction can be expressed with ObjectAllValuesFrom,
and can be mapped to the graph pattern as shown in lines 21–26.

•• Existential quanti�cation It is directly supported by the target graph pattern formalism. For
example, an ontology expression that matches instances with left or right actualState can be
written in OWL2 as: ObjectSomeValuesFrom(actualState ObjectOneOf(LEFT RIGHT)). This ex-
pression matches individuals that have an actualState, which is achieved by a pattern reuse/-
composition, as can be seen in lines 30–33.

• Enumerations Enumerations (expressed by ObjectOneOf ) are mapped according to the exam-
ple in lines 42–47, where a pattern is created that matches all instance model elements that are
LEFT or RIGHT as described in lines 37–41.

• Subsumption expressions In simple cases these expressions are mapped to an EMF meta-
model (Section 2.4.3.1). The mapping of a simple subsumption expression to a graph pattern
is sophisticated. It would check, whether an instance object is typed for example Trackele-
ment, when it is typed Switch (if Switch is subsumed by Trackelement), but it is more natural
to map it into EMF metamodel as generalization (Trackelement generalize Switch), since it ex-
presses the same, and the tool support is better. But in ontology complex subsumptions can
also be expressed, which can only be expressed as graph patterns. For example, a statement,
like: „a Switch, that has one actual state, which is left is subsumed by Trackelement” can only
be mapped to graph pattern.

• Cardinality expressions They are also mapped to an EMF metamodel (Section 2.4.3.1) in the
cases that are supported by EMF (”0”, ”1”, and ”*”). Additionally, OWL2 allows quali�ed number
restrictions, where a number constraint can be applied for a role, and the type of the target can
also be constrained. For example, for individuals having at least two supervisors attached (of
type Supervisor), the ontology expression supervisor min 2 Supervisor can be mapped using
the aggregation feature of the graph pattern language, as illustrated in lines 51–54. Here, the
Individual pattern variable is bound, and the number of di�erent possible Target substitutions
are counted in Count (relying on the auxiliary pattern shown in lines 55–57). The cardinality
constraint is satis�ed, if it has at least two appropriate target individuals (as expressed by the
check condition).

• Data types OWL2 supports a wide range of di�erent data types (e.g. byte, short, positiveIn-
teger). Since IQPL provides less data types multiple OWL2 data types are mapped to the same
IQPL data type. During the mapping each OWL2 type is mapped to an IQPL data type that has
at least the same or wider range. If the original range restrictions are important, then they can
be represented using an additional graph pattern with a check condition.
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2.4.4 Mapping SWRL to graph pattern formalism

The mapping of SWRL expressions into graph patterns is more natural than mapping into OCL, be-
cause in graph pattern variables can be used similarly, while in OCL usually only the context is given.

Mapping the SWRL part of the ontology to graph patterns is also based upon the previously
de�ned helper graph patterns.

The mapping of SWRL into graph pattern is self-describing. Rules are mapped to graph patterns,
which is a direct translation of the antecedent, with the consequent added as a negative application
condition (NAC). Variables of the SWRL axiom is mapped to graph pattern parameters, so violating
elements can be returned in a tuple set.

During the transformation of the contents of the antecedent and consequent parts the following
mapping rules are applied by the transformation:

• Concepts and roles: Concept terms and role terms are mapped to pattern calls of class decla-
ration patterns (lines 2, 5, 7, 8) and role declaration patterns (lines 3, 6, 9), respectively.

• Attributes: The comparisons of attributes are translated to pattern calls (line 4).

• SWRL built-ins: Special SWRL built in functions for comparisons is also supported, like
greaterThan in the example. They are usually mapped to IncQuery check conditions, as seen in
line 16. Other SWRL built-ins (Math, String, Date, URI and List) are not covered by this work.

• SWRL comparison: The SWRL constructs SameAs and Di�erentFrom check whether two vari-
ables represent the same entities. In the exampleDi�erentFrom is used, which can be transcribed
to the pattern language as shown in line 12.

The details of the mapping is placed in Section A.2.
The requirement 6, namely, a segment that is more than 10 km long cannot share sensors with

a switch can be represented with the SWRL rule in Figure 2.13. The result of the transformation is
depicted in Figure 2.14. The violations of this axiom are groups of elements in the instance model that
satisfy the entire antecedent, but not the consequent.

1 Segment ( ? seg ) ,
2 l e n g t h ( ? seg , ? s l ) ,
3 greaterThan ( ? s l , 1 0 ) ,
4 Sensor ( ? sen1 ) ,
5 s e n s o r ( ? seg , ? sen1 ) ,
6 Switch ( ? sw ) ,
7 Sensor ( ? sen2 ) ,
8 s e n s o r ( ? sw , ? sen2 )
9
10 −>
11
12 DifferentFrom ( ? sen1 , ? sen2 )

Figure 2.13: The example SWRL
rule

1 pattern swrlRule_1(Sw, Seg , Sen1 , S, Sen2 , Sl) = {
2 find class_Segment(Seg);
3 find dataProperty_length(S, Sl);
4 find swrlComparison_3(Sl);
5 find class_Sensor(Sen1);
6 find objectProperty_sensor(Seg , Sen1);
7 find class_Switch(Sw);
8 find class_Sensor(Sen2);
9 find objectProperty_sensor(Sw, Sen2);
10
11 neg pattern head(Sen1 : Thing , Sen2 : Thing) = {
12 Sen1 =/= Sen2;
13 }
14 }
15
16 pattern swrlComparison_3(Sl : Integer) = {
17 check(Sl > 10);
18 }

Figure 2.14: Mapping SWRL rule ontology axiom

2.4.5 Discussion of the mapping

Large part of the OWL2 and SWRL languages (50 types of axioms and 45 types of expressions) are
successfully mapped and transformed to EMF. Some expressions were excluded, like DatatypeDe�-
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nition or n-ary data range operators, because the used ontologies did not contain such structures or
the mapping was not possible.

The transformation supports the boolean, integer, string, and enumeration datatype de�nitions
in OWL and EMF, while the complex datatypes (e.g. date, URI, unsigned, short) are not covered yet.

SWRL built-ins for Math, String, Date, URI and List operations are not implemented in the current
transformation, although it could be done by adding new helper graph patterns.

The mapping described here guarantees one-way transformation. Converting basic structures
(EMF metamodel) back to ontology can be done, but transforming graph patterns back is not possible
entirely, as graph patterns are more expressive than FOL, while ontologies (based on description
logics) represent a decidable fragment of logics, thus being less expressive than FOL [Ren04].

The soundness and completeness of the mapping can be proved manually. Starting from the
basic patterns, where the manual check is feasible, structural induction can be used to prove that the
composition rules keep these properties.

There are certain limitations originating from the di�erences between ontologies and DSM lan-
guages. First, in ontologies, di�erent formulae may have the same semantics. For example, the OWL
expression Switch v≥ 1sensor (every switch must have at least one sensor) is equal to the formula
Switch v ∃sensor (a sensor exists for every switch). Should the Switch class own the sensor re-
lation, it could be described in the EMF metamodel. But as the parent class owns the relation, the
constraint can be described only with a graph pattern.

Another di�erence is that in EMF an EObject is a direct instance of an EClass, and cannot be
instance of multiple metamodel elements. In ontologies this kind of multityping is allowed, which
cannot be handled with the current transformation.

In EMF there is no relation inheritance, which is common in ontologies. These constraints can
be captured by graph patterns: if an inherited object property is set, then its super object properties
should be also set.

Apart from these problematic cases, deriving an initial version of a DSM using this approach for
ensuring structural consistency is practically feasible, as demonstrated by the running example.

2.5 Domain-speci�c model validation benchmarking framework

My �rst contribution, the mapping between ontologies and domain-speci�c modeling, creates a bridge
between the two formalisms. The language is constructed using ontologies, afterwards, domain-
speci�c language can be derived from the ontology-based description and there is a wide and e�cient
tool support on the EMF side, but it is really e�cient? This question come up during the construction
of the mapping. My target application domains require model validation techniques and this can
be implemented using EMF model query implementations and also A-Box query or reasoner tools.
Are the EMF model query tools really more e�cient than the ontology-based tools? The second
contribution of my thesis presented in this section provides a framework for systematic comparison
of the instance model query tools according to the performance and scalability.

A benchmark framework is proposed in order to support the tool selection for instance model
validation, which aims to measure the scalability and performance aspects of the most commonly
used instance model validation tools. This is a general benchmark framework that supports various
model validation technologies, but as derivative it provides the validation of the previously presented
transformation through the analysis of the model checking tools from the ontology and EMF world.

To achieve my benchmarking goals a synthetic domain was constructed, that is complex enough
to act as the basis of the benchmarking framework. The benchmark is based on the synthetic domain
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presented in Section 2.3 and provides systematically de�ned goals, scenarios and reproducible execu-
tions. This domain is selected because it is small (contains only nine concepts), easy to understand,
and no deep domain knowledge is required.

Furthermore, this domain enabled the de�nition of both simple and more complex model queries
(based on industrial practice) while it is structured enough to incorporate solutions from other tech-
nological spaces (e.g. ontologies, relational databases and RDF). This allows the comparison of the
performance aspects of wider range of query tools from a constraint validation viewpoint. Addition-
ally, synthetic instance models can be easily generated that is relevant for benchmarking.

All queries can be expressed over the described metamodel, and the railway terms are inspired
by the �eld of critical (or critical embedded) systems, where instance model validation is used during
the software development process.

This synthetic railway domain (and de�ned queries) developed for this benchmark were also
tested and used previously by an academic partner [Var+12] for evaluating a local search based pattern
matching algorithm.

Model queries represent the requirements (constraints) de�ned for this domain (Section 2.3).
Model validation is done by querying the instance model and the result set of the speci�ed query
contains the constraint violating model elements.

First the speci�cation of the benchmark will be presented, afterwards the implementation details
will be shown and �nally some initial results on commonly used tools will be compared.

2.5.1 Benchmark speci�cation

This benchmark simulates instance model handling of applications like reading a model, querying or
modifying it. Practical implementations for di�erent model representations were measured, without
inspecting �ne grained realization of these tasks. Reasoning and query optimization algorithms, or
other e�ects of underlying systems (like OSR of a JVM or process scheduling of Linux) are not ana-
lyzed. Another di�erence from other benchmarks which measure throughput in context of variable
database queries [BS09] [Sch+09] [Tra10], this benchmark focuses on incremental re-validation (and
batch validation) when constraints are known beforehand.

Such incremental validation features are frequently implemented in modern o�-the-shelf design
environments (e.g. built upon Eclipse framework) for a multitude of modeling languages (UML,
BPMN, AADL, SysML) and domains (business modeling, avionics, automotive).

Modern designer tools represent domain models inside as a graph: nodes are the objects, and arcs
represent references between objects. The type of objects and references are de�ned in the metamodel.
These metamodel concepts can be used to easily formulate a constraint as a model query, where the
result of a query is a list of constraint violating model elements.

Four important aspects of such model validation approaches are identi�ed, which were imple-
mented as parameters in this benchmark. Parameters of a benchmark consists of

• the scenario (Section 2.5.1.1)
• a previously generated instance model (Section 2.5.2.1) with a given size to be checked,
• a prede�ned query (Section 2.5.2.2) describing constraint violating elements,
• the measured tool (Section 2.5.2.7),

2.5.1.1 Use-case scenarios of the benchmark

When a domain expert works on instance models in the domain-speci�c environment, di�erent
phases of the work can be identi�ed (e.g., edit, check). Based on the combination of these phases
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di�erent benchmark scenarios can be de�ned that simulate the behaviour of the domain expert or
automated model manipulation algorithms (e.g., what is the size of an average modi�cation or how
often a validation task is executed?).

Benchmark phases To measure performance also when the underlying model is changing, four
benchmark phases were de�ned, as illustrated in Figure 2.15:

Check Edit Re-check ! ✓ 
Batch validation Incremental validation 

Read 

Figure 2.15: Four phases of the benchmark

1. During the read phase, the previously generated instance model is loaded from hard drive to
memory. This includes the parsing of the input as well as initializing data structures of the tool.
The time for tool initialization normally increases with the amount of caching used in a speci�c
tool.

2. In the check phase, the instance model is queried to identify invalid elements. This can be as
simple as reading the results from cache, or the model can be traversed based on some index.
By the end of this phase, erroneous objects need to be made available in a list.

3. In the edit phase, the model is modi�ed to simulate e�ects of manual user edits. Here the change
set is small, compared to modi�cations by model transformations tool.

4. The re-validation of the model is carried out in the re-check phase similarly to the check phase.
Bergmann et al. [Ber+08] analyze performance of algorithms used for graph pattern query an-

swering, and identi�es two use-cases where e�cient incremental model validation is required. The
batch part of our benchmark consists of the execution of the read and �rst check phases. Inspired by
paper [Ber+08], and by the analysis of the typical use-cases of the included tools, two scenarios were
de�ned to measure di�erent incremental use-cases:

• User model editing scenario: In this scenario system modeling is carried out by a domain expert.
After the batch validation a small model manipulation step is performed (e.g. a reference is
deleted), which is immediately followed by re-validation to get instantaneous feedback. In this
scenario such small edits and re-checks are executed in sequence. Such scenario occurs when
someone uses a common UML editor (for designing software solutions), or a domain-speci�c
editor where elements or relations are added one-by-one. These editors should detect quickly
design errors early in the development process to let the engineer re�ne the models and cut
down debugging and error correction costs.

• Model transformation scenario: In the edit phase, the model is corrected, based on the erroneous
objects, identi�ed during the batch validation. This is carried out by the tool itself perform-
ing mass edits automatically. Finally, the whole model is re-checked, and remaining or newly
introduced errors are reported. E�cient execution of such an use-case is necessary during refac-
toring, incremental code generation, or when a model is transformed from a source language
to a target language by a model transformation program, using model synchronization.
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As a result of a benchmark scenario the execution times of the four phases, memory usage, and the
size of the result set of the given query (identi�ed constraint violating elements) are measured. The size
of the result set are used to check the correctness of the performed validation. For the user model
editing scenario (where multiple edits and re-checks occur one after another) the edit time is the sum
of all edit times, and respectively the re-check time is the sum of all re-check times.

2.5.2 Benchmark implementation

In order to implement the previously speci�ed benchmarking framework the following steps should
be de�ned for every model representation (e.g. ontologies, EMF) and tools (Pellet, Drools, etc.).

• The metamodel and queries should be constructed based on the synthetic domain de�ned in
Section 2.3,

• the input instance models should be generated according to the model representation (see Sec-
tion 2.5.2.1),

• the model manipulation steps should be implemented for the di�erent phases as presented in
Section 2.5.1.1,

• the execution and measurement tasks should be solved for every tool (see Section 2.5.3).

In this work a wide range of tools and model representations are included and the implementation
details for them is presented in the following.

2.5.2.1 Instance model generation

In the �rst phase of the benchmark a previously generated instance model is loaded from the �lesys-
tem. This model consists of routes (connected by signals) those have a prede�ned structure. A route
is de�ned by a series of sensors which supervise connected segments and switches. A required switch
position is predetermined for every switch belonging to the route.

To break symmetry, the exact number of elements and cardinalities are randomized in a route
structure, and such variations are placed into the instance model connected to each other. This brings
arti�cially generated models closer to real world examples, and prevents query tools from e�cient storing
or caching of instance models.

During the generation of the railway system design, constraint violating model structures are
injected at random positions. These constraint violating model structures should be found in the
check phase of the benchmark, which should be reported, and can be corrected during the edit phase.

In the instance model generator tool all randomization uses pseudo-random generator, which
ensures reproducibility and generation of semantically equivalent instances for di�erent model rep-
resentations. Based on the modular design of this tool it can support di�erent model representations
to provide equivalent input models for the di�erent tools. I created the implementation for EMF-
based tools (EMF instance model format), ontology-based tools (OWL and RDF formats) and relational
databases (SQL format). Other model representations were integrated by my colleagues.

The instance models are generated systematically from pre-de�ned blocks. This re�ects how large
models of common design applications are built: domain engineers connect modules with minimal
variations, chosen from prede�ned library elements. Large number of instance model elements can
also be auto-generated by a program, which connects building blocks created from templates.

The instance model generator has two parameters:
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• Model size: Models are generated in di�erent sizes starting with 50 route elements in the model
(based on the random factor the model size will be around 6000 model elements). In every step
the next instance model size is doubled until 10 di�erent sized models are generated.

• Scenario type: Since the goal of the two scenarios (user model editing and model transformation)
is di�erent, di�erent instance models are generated for them: the two type of generated instance
models di�er in the initially injected constraint violating model structures.

2.5.2.2 Queries

In the validation and re-validation phase of the benchmark, constraint violating elements are returned
by queries. These constraints are derived from the �rst four requirements of the railway domain.
They are �rst de�ned informally in plain text and then formalized using a query language suited to
the benchmarked tool. As a result, the query must return a set of invalid instance model elements.

Unlike in other benchmarks where the query is changing (like in the explore use-case of BSBM
[BS09]) or the model is �xed (like in the SP2Bench [Sch+09]), in this benchmark the underlying model
is evolving (see Section 2.5.2.3) and queries are �xed. This way a tool must follow edits of the instance
model e�ciently, and can exploit unvarying requirements.

Two simple queries (involving maximum two objects) and two complex queries (involving 4-
7 variables and joins) were selected from the set of the prede�ned requirements. Simple queries
can identify less e�cient tools, and complex queries can be used to di�erentiate faster model query
technologies.

In the following the implementation details of every query is presented, while the concrete im-
plementations (source code) are moved to Section A.4.

Simple query - SwitchSensor The �rst query (called SwitchSensor) is a safety requirement, and
the textual de�nition is: Every switch must have at least one sensor connected to it.

This query checks for missing associations of an object. The GP representation of this query
(Figure 2.16) shows that a switch is invalid, if it has no connecting sensors.

switch:Switch

sensor:Sensor

NEG
- sensor

Figure 2.16: SwitchSensor query in graphical representation

The validation function can be hand-coded easily in Java (Figure 2.17). The model is traversed,
and for every switch the emptiness of the referenced set is checked.

The OCL [Ecl11] expression (Figure 2.18) is presented with Switch as the context class.
In the IncQuery Pattern Language [Ber+11] (Figure 2.19), the set of matching individuals is re-

turned by the switchSensor pattern. In line 2. a type constraint speci�es the type of the Individual
variable. Then the auxiliary hasSensor (line 5-9.) is called with negation (line 3.), which �lters indi-
viduals with at least one connected sensor.
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1 invalids = new ArrayList <Switch >();

2

3 for (Object eObject : pack.getContains ()) {

4 if (eObject instanceof Switch) {

5 Switch aSwitch = (Switch) eObject;

6 if (aSwitch.getSensor (). isEmpty ()) {

7 invalids.add(aSwitch );

8 }

9 }

10 }

Figure 2.17: SwitchSensor query in Java

1 oclIsKindOf(Switch) and

2 self.sensor ->isEmpty ()

Figure 2.18: SwitchSensor query in OCL

1 pattern switchSensor(Individual) = {

2 Switch(Individual );

3 neg find hasSensor(Individual );

4 }

5 pattern hasSensor(TrackElement) = {

6 TrackElement(TrackElement );

7 Sensor(Target );

8 TrackElement.sensor(TrackElement , Target );

9 }

Figure 2.19: SwitchSensor query in IncQuery Pattern Language

The SPARQL [Wor14] notation (Figure 2.20) is similar to the SQL syntax, but semantically it is
also a graph pattern description language. A constraint violating element is bound to the ?xSwitch
variable, which must be a Switch (line 4.). In SPARQL 1.1 negation is introduced that is used from line
6-9 to express the absence of the sensor relation.

1 SELECT distinct ?xSwitch

2 WHERE

3 {

4 ?xSwitch rdf:type base:Switch .

5

6 FILTER NOT EXISTS {

7 ?xSensor rdf:type base:Sensor .

8 ?xSwitch base:sensor ?xSensor .

9 } .

10 }

Figure 2.20: SwitchSensor query in SPARQL

Simple query - PosLength The constraint PosLength tests for Segments with negative or zero
length, which can occur for example, when the length left on a default value since the object’s cre-
ation. The formal requirement was the following: Every Segment’s length must be positive.

The query realizes a simple integer attribute check, it checks whether the length attribute of a
segment is negative. Note that a query using string comparison was tested in BSBM [BS09], and the
conclusion was that the whole query answering performance highly depends on the e�ciency of the
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implemented string comparison functions. The implementations of this query are quite simple and
are moved to Section A.4.

Advanced query - RouteSensor Everyday model validation problems are more complex than the
previously presented simple queries. Evaluator tools are required to implement e�cient join algo-
rithms, reason about subsumption hierarchy or compute transitive closure of a relation.

In this benchmark the RouteSensor constraint is used to check for broken circles of a prede�ned
object structure, as follows: All sensors that are associated with a switch that belongs (through a prede-
�ned switch position) to a route, must also be associated directly with the same route.

NEG

sensor1:Sensor

switchPosition:SwitchPosition

switch:Switch

route:Route

- switch

- sensor

- switchPosition

- routeDefinition

Figure 2.21: RouteSensor query in graphical representation

It can be observed that the Java implementation (Figure 2.22) became longer and less readable.
Writing functions in imperative languages to query a speci�c set of objects is error prone and harder to
maintain, because the developer shall think also about the algorithm, and not only about the data con-
nections. As the developer writes the query algorithm, it can be less e�cient, than to use a problem-
speci�c query answering algorithm. A less e�cient code would �rst select unconnected routes and
sensors, connected switch positions and switches, afterwards join them on the switchPosition and
sensor relations.

1 invalids = new ArrayList <Sensor >();

2 for (Object eObject : pack.getContains ()) {

3 if (eObject instanceof Sensor) {

4 Sensor sensor = (Sensor) eObject;

5 for(TrackElement te :

6 sensor.getTrackElement ()) {

7 if (te instanceof Switch) {

8 Switch aSwitch = (Switch) te;

9 for(SwitchPosition sp :

10 aSwitch.getSwitchPosition ()) {

11 if (! sp.getRoute ().

12 getRouteDefinition ().

13 contains(sensor )) {

14 invalids.add(sensor );

15 }

16 }

17 }

18 }

19 }

20 }

Figure 2.22: RouteSensor query in Java

OCL is a declarative language, but its performance depends on the direction of edges, similar to the
Java implementation. In Java, instances of the target type must be loaded, and in this way references
can be navigated backward. The same e�ect can be reached using allInstances() in an OCL constraint,
which was used in the benchmark, where it was necessary. query is depicted in Figure 2.23.
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1 oclIsKindOf(Sensor) and

2 not self.Sensor_trackElement ->forAll(

3 te|te.oclIsKindOf(Switch) implies

4 te.oclAsType(Switch ). switchPosition ->forAll(sp |

5 sp.route.routeDefinition -> includes(self)

6 )

7 )

Figure 2.23: RouteSensor query in OCL

EMF-Inc�ery is not sensitive to the order of constraints in a pattern body. Variables can be
introduced in any order as a pattern parameter, or upon usage in the pattern body (Figure 2.24).

1 pattern routeSensor(Sen) = {

2 Route(R);

3 SwitchPosition(Sp);

4 Switch(Sw);

5 Sensor(Sen);

6 Route.switchPosition(R, Sp);

7 SwitchPosition.switch(Sp, Sw);

8 TrackElement.sensor(Sw , Sen);

9

10 neg find hasRouteDefinition(Sen , R);

11 }

12 pattern hasRouteDefinition(Sen , R) = {

13 Route.routeDefinition(R, Sen);

14 }

Figure 2.24: RouteSensor query in IncQuery Pattern Language

The SPARQL expression of RouteSensor (Figure 2.25) can be matched with the IQPL [Ber+11]
pattern (Figure 2.24) in lines 2-10.

1 SELECT distinct ?xSensor WHERE {

2 ?xRoute rdf:type base:Route .

3 ?xSwitchPosition rdf:type base:SwitchPosition .

4 ?xSwitch rdf:type base:Switch .

5 ?xSensor rdf:type base:Sensor .

6 ?xRoute base:switchPosition ?xSwitchPosition .

7 ?xSwitchPosition base:switch ?xSwitch .

8 xSwitch base:sensor ?xSensor .

9

10 FILTER NOT EXISTS {

11 ?xRoute ?routeDefinition ?xSensor .

12 } .

13 }

Figure 2.25: RouteSensor query in SPARQL

It must be noted that a standard RDF/RDFS-only engine does not handle inverse relations, as it is
not part of the language. owl:inverseOf is supported by reasoners which are able to interpret this part
of the OWL [OWL12] language. However, an easy workaround is to swap the subject and object of a
SPARQL constraint. Note that SPARQL 1.1 is a recent recommendation. For tools not implementing
it the following code can be used (instead of lines 10-12.):
1 OPTIONAL {

2 ?xRoute ?routeDefinition ?xSensor .

3 FILTER (sameTerm(base:routeDefinition ,

4 ?routeDefinition ))
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5 } .

6 FILTER (! bound(? routeDefinition ))

Advanced query - SignalNeighbor The most complex query in the benchmark is called Signal-
Neighbor , which speci�es the following constraint: A route is incorrect, if it has an exit signal, and a
sensor connected to another sensor (which is in a de�nition of another route) by two track elements, but
there is no other route that connects the same signal and the other sensor.

NEG

signal:Signal

route1:Route

sensor1:Sensor

trackElement1:TrackElement

route2:Route

trackElement2:TrackElement

sensor2:Sensor

- connectsTo

- routeDefinition

- routeDefinition

- exit
- entry

- sensor

- trackElement

- sensor

- trackElement

Figure 2.26: SignalNeighbor query (graphical representation)

The graphical representation is shown in Figure 2.26, and the other formalizations are moved to
Section A.4. It can be observed that the Java implementation became rather cumbersome. The code
is long, hard to debug and careful design was necessary to achieve functional correctness. Pattern
descriptions (SPARQL, IQPL, Drools) became longer, but remained maintainable.

This pattern also checks for the absence of circles of the de�ned objects and edges. One-way
navigable references are also present in the constraint, so the e�cient evaluation of these are also
tested. This query requires reasoning about subsumption hierarchies, because the query describes two
track elements connected to each other, which can be Segments or Switches. In Java and EMF this
type of reasoning is supported by default, but for RDF tools RDF reasoning must be parametrized to
handle rdfs:subClassOf. Note, that the SQL implementation was not created, because of complexity
reasons.

2.5.2.3 Model modi�cation

In the edit phase the model is modi�ed to change the result set to be returned by the query in the
re-check phase.

For every query di�erent modi�cations are de�ned in order to ensure the change of the result set.
The modi�cation types (add, update, delete) are selected by analyzing the query and the direction of
the modi�cation does not a�ect the benchmark results. Table 2.1 displays the e�ect of model changes
to the result set size (RSS), and the type of edit operations (add, update, delete).

For every de�ned query and every generated instance model size the size of the result sets and
the number of the modi�ed elements are collected into tables. The two scenarios process di�erent
instance models, and modi�es them di�erently.
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User ModelTrf.

Modif. Type RSS Change Modif. Type RSS Change

PosLength Update Increase Update Decrease

SwitchSensor Delete Increase Add Decrease

RouteSensor Delete Increase Delete Decrease

SignalNeighbor Update Increase Update Decrease

Table 2.1: Modi�cation types for the queries

User scenario In the User scenario (where a developer is assumed to work with an editor and per-
forms small model manipulation steps) the initial number of constraint violating elements is low (0.3%
of model elements for the RouteSensor case), so it can be understood and resolved by a human using
the editor.

During the modi�cation the user always performs ten random edits (�xed low constant) which
increases the number of constraint violating elements.

• PosLength: In this query’s modify phase a randomly selected segment’s length is updated to 0,
which means that a constraint violation is injected.
In EMF this means that an int attribute is set (updated), while in ontology �rst the assertion
about the old value is removed, and the assertion stating the new value of the length is inserted.

• SwitchSensor: Constraint violations are injected by deleting sensor relations of randomly se-
lected switches which become invalid.

• RouteSensor: The route de�nition connection between the randomly selected routes and their
�rst connected sensor are removed.
In implementation level a reference to the connected sensor is removed from the list in the case
of EMF, while in ontology the corresponding triple is removed.

• SignalNeighbor: Constraint violations are introduced by unconnecting the entry edge of the
selected routes.
In EMF this means updating (or setting) the reference to null (resulting in a dangling edge). In
ontology the assertions about the entry edges starting from the selected route are deleted.

Model transformation scenario The model transformation scenario starts with higher number of
constraint violations because of the batch processing (1.5% of objects for the RouteSensor case). This
scenario models the case when these constraint violations are processed by a model transformation
program.

In the edit phase the program modi�es ten percent of the elements of the result set originating
from the batch query. These modi�cations always correct the model, thus the number of invalid
elements decreases (see Table 2.1).

• PosLength: 10 random elements selected from the set of invalid elements, and their length values
are negated: updated to −1 ∗ (oldValue − 1). Using this modi�cation step, the previously
constraint violating elements (with negative length) are corrected. From implementation point
of view the same applies as in the User scenario.

• SwitchSensor: For selected invalid switches sensors are created, and connected to them.
In EMF this means the creation of a new Sensor, and it is added to the switch, and also to the
root container object. In ontology the triples asserting the connection between the new Sensor
and the switch, as well as its type are inserted into the knowledge base.
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• RouteSensor: The constraint violating sensors are removed from the switch, which means that
the constraint must no longer apply.

• SignalNeighbor: Disconnect exit references of constraint violating routes, resulting in a struc-
ture where the constraint must not be hold for the actual route.

Table 2.2 shows instance model characteristics and the e�ect of the modify phase in the Route-
Sensor case. The �rst column counts the number of instance model elements, and the second shows
the number of Sensors, which can violate the constraint. For the two scenarios the initial size of the
result set (Res1), the number of modi�ed items (Modify) and the new size of the result set (Res2) is
presented. Since the modi�cation is based on a random selection, the change (update, delete or add)
of an element does not imply the change in the result set.

#Objects #Sensors Res1 Modify Res2 Res1 Modify Res2
6032 928 19 10 29 94 9 85
11710 1804 41 10 51 193 19 174
23180 3575 68 10 76 348 34 314
46728 7210 140 10 150 642 64 578

87396 13465 264 10 274 1301 130 1171

175754 27074 510 10 520 2606 260 2346

354762 54653 1048 10 1058 5324 532 4792

708770 109185 2071 10 2081 10623 1062 9561

1415954 218140 4215 10 4224 21097 2109 18988

2837336 437089 8501 10 8510 41762 4176 37586

User (modify=10) MT (modify=Res1*10%)

Table 2.2: Modi�cation in the RouteSensor test case

2.5.2.4 Model representation for di�erent tools

Di�erent tools are measured in the benchmark which have various strengths and weaknesses. Model
and query description languages have di�erent expressive power, however the benchmarking data
model and queries are expressible in all languages: executing them they return the correct number of
invalid elements, and semantically they are mapped as closely as languages enable.

EMF provides a class diagram like metamodel description language. Objects are classi�ed into
classes, and connections between them are described by relations (or attributes, when the target ob-
ject’s type is not a class, but a primitive type, e.g. EInt). Enumerations, generalizations between
classes, inverse relations and simple cardinality restrictions are supported. Flat containment hier-
archy is used: a special class instance is created as the root object which can hold all individuals.
On the instance level EMF objects and instance relations are created between them as described in
Section 2.5.2.1.

In ontologies, the OWL2 language supports all constructs that can be expressed in EMF, thus the
EMF metamodel is mapped to OWL2 TBox. The mapping is done by hand as described in Sec. 16 of
[Obj09]. Ontology instance model elements are generated equivalently to the EMF objects. Since an
OWL2 �le can be serialized into RDF/XML, the same �le is used as input for RDF databases and OWL
reasoners.

Neo4j de�nes a vertex-attributed, edge-labeled graph structure for describing models. Here in-
stance objects can be mapped to graph nodes, and instance relations to graph edges. Metamodel in-
formation can be introduced into the graph as labels. Key-value labels of nodes describe their types,
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instance names or value of attributes (like the length of a Segment). The type of an edge can be given
as a label. Initially the generated model is loaded from a GraphML �le, which is also in XML syntax,
as RDF/XML or XMI for EMF.

For the SQL test a custom relational schema is created as metamodel. Instance model elements are
stored in records, while primitive type attributes as attributes, and relations as joins between tables.
The input is also a textual �le, but it is not in XML format, it consists of SQL insert commands.

Queries are formulated similarly for the benchmarked tools. Variables are used to bind them to
objects. Types of variables and relation types between two variables are constrained. For integer
checks special check/�lter constraints are used; while the absence of instance model structures are
described with negation in all languages.

2.5.2.5 Detailed description of the benchmark phases

During the benchmark, a series of scenario con�gurations (given tool, model size, scenario, query)
are run in separate processes, one after another.

The performed tasks in each measured phase are described below. Before every test, there is an
unmeasured initialization phase. Environment initialization instructions are executed, like clearing
the OS �le cache, triggering the execution of the garbage collector, and starting server processes
outside the JVM if necessary (for example the Virtuoso server). At the end of each benchmark in a
separate unmeasured phase memory usage is measured (after calling the GC), and �nally network
connections are closed, data structures are disposed, and separate server processes are stopped.

The jobs of the four measured phases are the following:
• Read: In the �rst phase, the previously generated instance model is loaded from hard drive

to memory. This includes parsing of the input, as well as initializing data structures of the
tool. The latter can consume minimal time for a tool that performs only local search, but for
incremental tools indexes or in-memory caches are initialized.

• Check, re-check: In the check phases the instance model is queried for invalid elements. This
can be as simple as reading the results from cache, or the model can be traversed based on some
index. Theoretically, cache or index building can be deferred from the read phase to the check
phase, but it depends on the actual tool implementation. To the end of this phase, constraint
violating objects must be available in a list.

• Edit: In the �rst part of this phase, modi�able elements are selected. This is not measured, since
it involves tool-dependent queries, and query performance is measured in the check phase in a
more systematic way. The time of the second part is recorded, which consists only of instance
model edit operations, like modifying objects, or deleting relations.

The Batch validation phase covers the Read and a Check job, while each Incremental validation
phase contains an Edit and a Check job.

2.5.2.6 Discussion of fairness considerations

Of course unique features of tools or lack of language expressiveness is not exploited in the bench-
mark, in order to be able to compare them. For example, object type constraints are prescribed in the
query, where the language allowed. However, in Java and OCL they are omitted, since it would be
strange to present unnecessary instanceof and oclIsKindOf expressions. On the other hand, Drools
requires these constraints, as variables are bound based on the class it belongs to, and relation con-
straints can be expressed with this given information. While EMF and OWL supports cardinality
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constraints and inverse relations, RDF/RDFS does not support it. The former is not tested in the
benchmark, and the latter can be worked around by switching the subject and object variables in a
SPARQL query. The handling of types and subsumption hierarchies were crucial for the benchmark,
and fortunately it is supported by most languages, although reasoning capabilities must be turned on
for ontology tools to work with this implicit information. Other extra strengths special for a given tool
were not used, like complex cardinality constraints or transitive closure axioms in ontology, transitive
closure of the IQPL query language, or high availability modes of Neo4j.

Check1 Edit Check2
less

less

Running Time Resource Usage
Read Memory Computation

Incremental long short long short more
Non-incremental short long short long more

Figure 2.27: Incremental and non-incremental approaches

Incremental and non-incremental engines use di�erent computational approaches, which results
in di�erent characteristics as described by Figure 2.27. A clearly non-incremental tool does no extra
work during the load or modi�cation of the model, but parses it into its memory, and modi�es the
structure. In contrast, an incremental tool usually builds some auxiliary data structure (e.g., caches
or indexes) on load, and maintains this during modi�cation (besides performing the modi�cation)
resulting in longer running time. On the other hand incremental tools can return results quickly,
because they only read it from cache, or perform queries using the auxiliary information (for fast
access provided by indexes, utilize scope reduction or rule reduction techniques). However, non-
incremental tools must traverse the whole model to search for invalid elements resulting in longer
query answering time. In conclusion, incremental tools usually need less computation time when
the task is not batch dominated (i.e. there are no large transactions with rare queries), while non-
incremental tools need less memory (because there are no auxiliary helper structures). This is why
read+check1 (batch validation) and edit+check2 (incremental validation) aggregated values are used
to compare all kind of tools.

Another di�erentiating factor can be query optimization. Formulating the same constraint using
di�erent query primitives or di�erent query ordering can e�ect query performance highly. In the
�eld of relational databases there is well-known literature that is used in the tools (like MySQL, or
the RDB backed Virtuoso [Ope14]), while for graph query languages there are less research done in
this �eld.

2.5.2.7 Tool Landscape

Tools of di�erent technologies were selected to carry out the proposed benchmark and compare their
e�ciency on this model validation task. All the tools are presented here to demonstrate the wide tool
support of the benchmark framework, but the integration of these tools into the framework was a
joint work. I implemented the integration components for the ontology-based tools.

All tools are used in a single workstation con�guration and accessed in single user mode. Most
tools keep the database in memory (see Table 2.3), for others RAM disk is created to alleviate the
increased time because of disk access. Common in all tools that they preserve strong consistency. The
list of tools with their version, data description language, query language, implementation language
and incrementality can be found in Table 2.3.
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EMF tools Plain Java was chosen as the reference implementation, although it does not provide
declarative query de�nition. The benchmark highlights how it performs compared to the tested tools.

OCL [Gro12] is a widely used constraint language, which can be used also as a query language.
Eclipse OCL [Ecl11] is used to evaluate these constraints over an EMF metamodel. In the benchmark,
the latest code generation (CG) based approach [Wil12] was measured besides the original implemen-
tation.

Incremental OCL query evaluation can be achieved using the OCL Impact Analyzer [GU11] from
the Eclipse OCL project. During EMF modi�cations it looks for possible context objects that could
change the match set, and OCL re-evaluation can be executed only for those objects. As it is in-
tended only for incremental use, Eclipse-OCL is used for batch mode. (Batch mode is required for the
benchmark because modi�cations are based on batch results.)

UML Analyzer [RE12] is an other incremental OCL query evaluation over EMF or UML models,
it provides instant identi�cation of inconsistencies with design changes and it keeps track of all in-
consistencies over time. During the modi�cations it maintains the result set of a query and provides
instant results to the model designer.

EMF-IncQuery [Ber+10] is an Eclipse Modeling project that provides incremental query evaluation
using RETE [For82] nets. Queries can be written in its graph pattern based query language (IncQuery
Pattern Language, IQPL [Ber+11]), which is evaluated over EMF models.

Incremental query evaluation is also supported by the Drools [Red14] rule engine developed by
Red Hat. It is based on a variant of RETE [For82] (object-oriented RETE). Queries can be formalized
using its own rule description language. Queries can be constructed by naming the ”when” part of
rules and acquiring their matches.

Tool Version Model DL Incremental
Java 6.0 EMF Java No Yes C++
Eclipse OCL 3.1.0 EMF OCL No Yes Java
Eclipse OCL CG v201210120931 EMF OCL No Yes Java
OCL Impact Analyzer 3.1.0 EMF OCL Yes Yes Java
UML Analyzer n.a. EMF OCL Yes Yes Java
EMF-IncQuery 0.7.0 EMF IQPL Yes Yes Java
Drools 5.4.0 EMF Drools Yes Yes Java
Pellet 2.1.1 OWL2 SPARQL No Yes Java
Jena 0.8.10 RDF SPARQL No Yes Java
Sesame 2.5.0 RDF SPARQL No Yes Java
OpenVirtuoso 6.1.3 RDF SPARQL No No C, C++
Stardog 1.0.8 RDF SPARQL No No Java
Allegro Graph 4.5 RDF SPARQL No No Allegro Lisp
4store 1.1.4 RDF SPARQL No No C
MySQL 5.5.24 RDB SQL No No C, C++
Neo4j 1.8 Graph Cypher No No Java

Query
Language

In-memory
Only

Implementation
Language

Table 2.3: Tools used in the benchmark

SPARQL engines SPARQL engines are query engines, used to answer graph pattern queries over
ontologies. Basically they perform queries over the raw dataset, but when (RDF/RDFS or OWL) in-
ferencing is switched on, they can work on the inferred graph too.

Pellet [Cla14b] is one of the state-of-the-art reasoners supporting OWL2 (with direct semantics)
and SWRL language reasoning. SPARQL queries can be executed using the Jena interface. Incremental
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reasoner is available, however incremental query engine is not, so it can not be utilized during the
second check.

Jena [Jen14] de�nes a standard API for managing RDF or OWL ontologies, manipulating and
querying them. It has a custom in-memory RDF inferencing engine which is tested.

Sesame [Ses14] is another widely used API created primarily for RDF model editing, querying and
storing. It has its own RDFS inferencer based on forward chaining, and part of the inferred model can
be retrieved using the SPARQL language. Note that Open Virtuoso, Stardog and Allegro Graph use
this API with their own storage and query engine implementation.

Open Virtuoso [Ope14] is the open source version of the Virtuoso database engine. It supports
uni�ed RDF and RDB storage and SPARQL/SQL query answering. This engine is widely used as
an RDF engine, for example it backs DBpedia (the RDF version of Wikipedia) and provides public
SPARQL access point to it.

Stardog [Cla14a] is a fast, lightweight, commercial RDF database for mission-critical apps. It uses
SPARQL as query language, RDF or OWL as model store and Pellet for inferencing.

Allegro Graph [Fra14] is a high performance persistent graph database. It supports RDFS++ rea-
soning and SPARQL query answering. It uses e�cient memory utilization in combination with disk-
based storage, enabling it to scale to billions of quads while maintaining superior performance. As
other tools use in-memory backends, the data directory is put into an in-memory �lesystem during
the benchmark.

4store [HLS09] is a distributed RDF database, which can evaluate SPARQL queries. The tool is
evaluated in a single machine environment using the Sesame API. This way, the measuring application
is communicated using the SPARQL protocol with the 4s-httpd, which is connected to the local 4s-
backend. Although distributed query answering is supported, 4store doesn’t o�er inferencing because
of performance reasons.

Relational Databases Relational databases are the most widely used technologies for storing and
querying data, even for graph based applications (like OO software). MemSQL is an in-memory im-
plementation, but it is a rather new technology and for now does not support the necessary subset
of SQL to formulate the constraints. Instead the MemSQL engine, MySQL [MyS14] was con�gured to
work as an in-memory engine. The whole benchmark was adapted to relational databases, without
starting from EMF or using any object-relational mapping technique.

Graph Database RDF is a graph based structure in itself, but more general graph databases exist
like Neo4j [Neo14]. The data model is based on graphs, where any node or arc can be labeled. Cypher
can be used to query such labeled graphs using its own graph pattern notation. This engine also uses
disk for data storing, so memdisk is created during the benchmark.

2.5.3 Benchmark execution

To validate the proposed benchmark, it was implemented and executed in case of the presented tools.
Some initial results were evaluated and are discussed here to demonstrate the functionality of the
proposed approach. Presenting advanced results is out of the scope of this thesis, it is not my own
result, it is done by Benedek Izsó, but the successful execution validates my approach.
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2.5.3.1 Benchmark framework and measurement environment

The measurement result can be in�uenced by the hardware and software environment. In order avoid
such disturbing factors and execute clean measurement, the related hardware or software bottlenecks
(e.g. the lack of memory) or transient e�ects (like random CPU hogs), the hardware-software envi-
ronment con�guration and software stack should be analyzed.

All benchmark series were executed on dedicated hardware equipped with two Intel QuadCore
L5420-based CPU, 32 GBs of RAM and a SAS disk for storing the models. Debian Linux 6.0 (64 bit)
operating system was used, because all tools can easily executed (and also built) in a JVM or native on
this operating system. Oracle (Sun) JVM version 1.6.0_17 was used as Java environment and Eclipse
Indigo Linux 64 bit Modeling as executing environment.

To avoid external in�uences, such as swapping, trashing or parallel software execution, swap
support, and unnecessary operating system services (like cron) were turned o�, and disk caches
were cleared between executions. Similarly, to avoid Java garbage collection, an extra large heap
limit (15 GB) was set.

To obtain faithful execution time measurements, a simple measurement framework was imple-
mented which accounted for the technological di�erences of ontology tools and EMF by using func-
tionally equivalent model manipulation calls (through the API provided by a tool, see Table 2.3) and
model queries (using the own query language of every tool, see Table 2.3).

The benchmarks were implemented as OSGi tests and were executed as headless Eclipse Appli-
cations.

2.5.3.2 Measurement methodology

Execution times were recorded using the java.lang.System.nanoTime() function, while memory usage
data has been recorded in separate runs using the java.lang.Runtime class. At the tools, where external
server is needed (e.g Open Virtuoso and MySQL) a memory usage of the external process was also
measured using a system call to the OS, that returns the resident set size (RSS) of the process memory.

To minimize the transient e�ects of the JVM and OS, that in�uence the execution time, all bench-
mark series was executed ten times and afterwards the results were �ltered as follows: due to transient
e�ects the measured value increases and never decreases. The three smallest value of the ten mea-
sured values were considered to be valid measurement results and the average of them was calculated.
To minimize the transient e�ects of Java memory management several garbage collector invocations
were executed before the measurement is done. To cut o� the unnecessary measurement time, 10
minute timeout was introduced for every execution.

2.5.3.3 Benchmark results

As a benchmark result, the global outcome will be shown in this thesis, where all the tools will be
taken into account. Based on these results the most relevant tools and cases can be selected and a
detailed analysis can be performed. For more details see the website of this benchmark [FTS13]. Since
the benchmark execution and result analysis are not part of this thesis, only some interesting parts
of the results will be presented.

It should be mentioned �rst, that there are missing measurement points on the diagrams, because
during the benchmark not all the tools were successful on all model sizes. To determine why a point
is missing is a bit di�cult and the reason could be the de�ned timeout or an out of memory e�ect. The
decision between this two reasons is not trivial, because e.g. in an out of memory situation trashing
can occur in the JVM, garbage collection is executed and �nally the actually measurement process
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can reach the timeout and �nishes. According to this behavior, there could be some situations, where
adding more memory the measurement could be �nished before timeout.

Aggregated measurement values are presented in the �rst two phases (read+check1) and also at
the second two phases (modify+check2). The reason is the di�erent behavior of the tools: some tools
(e.g. EMF-IncQuery) load the model from the disk and construct the internal memory structures (e.g.
Rete network) in the read phase, but other tools (e.g. Drools) construct this helper structures only at
the �rst query.

To demonstrate this behavior two diagrams are presented: Figure 2.28 shows the time values of
the read phase in a User model editing scenario and RouteSensor query, and the Figure 2.29 shows
the aggregated read and check1 times of the same situation. The read phase is dominant at most of
the tools. The explanation of this is that after constructing the internal structures in the incremental
tools, the invalid elements in check phases will be returned from the cache.

Figure 2.28: Read times

Another notable result is, that decreasing the model sizes, the read time will not be zero as ex-
pected (see Figure 2.28). Here a hidden constant time is found, that is needed every time, when loading
a model.

If we focus on the incremental re-validation, then we can see in Figure 2.30 that the EMF tools
perform one or two order of magnitude better than SPARQL engines and also better than relational
databases and graph databases. Relational databases are competitive with EMF tools and graph
databases are measured to be one order of magnitude slower.

This result gives the ability to di�erentiate between the tools and compose two groups: one for
the good performing tools, that could be analyzed further/deeper and one for the others.

The memory consumption (depicted in Figure 2.31) of the incremental tools is measured to be a
bit higher than the non-incremental tools because of the maintained internal memory structures. The
conclusion is, that this di�erence is not as signi�cant as the execution time.

2.5.3.4 Threats to validity

The internal validity threats were mitigated by reducing the number of uncontrolled e�ects during
measurements: a physical machine was used with all unnecessary software components turned o�
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Figure 2.29: Read and check1 times

Figure 2.30: Re-validation time

and every execution was isolated into a freshly initialized JVM.
The queries are semantically equivalent in the di�erent query languages and the result sets are the

same for every model. Additionally, to ensure comparable results the created query implementations
were reviewed: the OCL implementation by Ed Willink from the Eclipse OCL project, the usage of
Impact Analyzer by Axel Uhl from the Impact Analyzer developer team. The graph patterns were
written by the developers of EMF-Inc�ery.

Considering external validity, the generalization of the results largely depends on how represen-
tative the metamodels, the models and the queries are compared to real use cases. Here only a limited
query feature set was measured, however [Izs+13b] details how to de�ne the complexity of various
query-instance model combinations.

The metamodel and the query speci�cations were inspired by an industrial case study, and the
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Figure 2.31: Memory consumption

selected queries feature commonly used validation tasks such as attribute and reference checks or
cycle detection. The instance models have a similar structure and distribution to real-life models by
parameterizing the generation process based on our experience with other domains. To summarize,
it is believed that the proposed domain and the generated instance models represent other domain-
speci�c languages and available instance models well.

Considering resource-constrained environments, we believe that limiting available memory will
alter the results the most, as the memory management overhead will reduce the performance of the
memory-intensive tools.

It is important to note that heap usage was measured after executing a garbage collection, so these
measurements do not contain memory usage of temporary constructs. This means that maximum
heap usage might have been larger. Furthermore, limiting heap space by the maximum usage results
in excessive garbage collection and thus an increased runtime. However, setting the limit to two times
the measured values, such issues do not occur.

2.6 Summary and new results

In this thesis I proposed to adapt advanced meta-level consistency checking techniques o�ered by on-
tology reasoners to the DSM design process. For this purpose, a mapping was de�ned from the SWRL
extended OWL2 ontology language to EMF metamodels and IncQuery Pattern Language, which can
be used in a prototype of the DSM system. As a result, a synergic validation approach is obtained:
metamodel-level validation is performed by advanced (TBox-level) ontology reasoners (like Pellet
or RacerPro), while e�cient [Rát12] instance model validation can be carried out using the Eclipse
Modeling Framework and EMF-IncQuery.

Additionally, I constructed a parametrized instance model validation benchmark framework. The
proposed benchmark consists of a synthetic DSL with well-formedness queries, which are complex
enough to di�erentiate the tools. Two di�erent benchmarking scenario were de�ned to simulate the
behaviour of the user or the automatic tooling and support the analysis of the scalability of the tools.
In this work the implementation for the ontologies, EMF, graph database and relational databases was
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demonstrated and evaluated.
My contributions in this thesis are the benchmark speci�cation, implementation of the framework

and the integration of the ontology-based tools. The other tools were integrated by Benedek Izsó,
while the exhaustive measurements and analysis of the results belongs to the research area of Benedek
Izsó, Gábor Szárnyas and István Ráth. About the measurement results detailed information can be
found on our benchmark project website [FTS13].

The results of this benchmark veri�ed my initial assumption about the performance di�erences
between the ontology and EMF model checking tools, namely, that EMF model checking tools perform
one or two order of magnitude better in instance model validation than the ontology tools.

The results of the thesis were applied in the MONDO EU FP7 project [MON14] that aims to analyze
high performance model queries and distributed model manipulation and validation technologies.
First, the benchmark framework was modi�ed in order to support modular extensions and allow
third party instance model validation tool developers to easily integrate their tools into the framework.
Additionally, the MONDO project focuses on a new research area: the collaborative, distributed model
manipulation and validation tasks. During this research the presented benchmark framework was
adapted to the distributed model validation goals (by Gábor Szárnyas) and some initial results were
published [Szá+14; Izs+13a] and model metrics similar to the proposed graph query metrics were also
proposed in [Szá+16].

My results in the form of a thesis for the PhD requirements:

Thesis 1 I de�ned the mapping from ontology based speci�cation of domain concepts and con-
straints to domain speci�c metamodel and the corresponding graph-pattern based constraint descrip-
tion language. Using this mapping the design of domain-speci�c languages is e�ectively supported
by the high-level ontology based representation of the domain knowledge.

1. Mapping requirements formalized using OWL and SWRL to graph patterns
As an extension of an existing ontology to metamodel mapping, I de�ned a mapping from
complex OWL-based requirements that cannot be mapped to the metamodel formalism (like
class de�nitions given using complex statements) to graph patterns. Additionally, I de�ned a
mapping from SWRL-based rules (that extend the ontology models) to graph patterns. The
constructed graph patterns can be evaluated on instance models.

2. Adaptation of the parametrized domain-speci�c benchmarking framework
I developed a new synthetic benchmark target (domain metamodel and domain constraints) and
adapted the implementation of the domain-speci�c model validation benchmark to support this
new benchmark target. I extended the benchmark framework by parameterized model queries
which enable to compare the scalability of model query technologies with increasing query
complexity. I implemented the queries for comparing ontology-based tools.

Related publications are the following: [1], [6], [9], [10].

2.6.1 Future work

During domain speci�c language construction a developer with graph pattern and EMF knowledge
can �ne tune or supplement the constraints by editing the generated artifacts of the prototype con-
straint checking system. Now, these changes cannot be written back into the ontology, which would
enable constraint consistency checking of the �nal system. Practical round-trip engineering could be
implemented in the future, but complete reverse mapping cannot be done due to the greater expres-
sivity of IQPL.
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The current implementation of the mapping transforms TBox axioms to EMF metamodel, while
instance model is created by the user at the EMF platform using DSL tools. The transformation could
be easily extended to support transforming ABox individuals to EMF instance model, which would
allow transition from existing ontologies.

Nowadays the NoSQL modeling formalism is an emerging approach and this raises questions in
instance model validation (e.g. Neo4J [Neo14] or OrientDB [Ori15]). How can the presented domain
modeled using this tools? What is the performance of these tools and how can it be compared to the
existing results? The metamodeling aspect of these approaches is weak, but the proposed benchmark-
ing framework could be adapted to them (e.g. property graphs). Comparing the query performance
of these tools to the existing results may provide additional useful information.

Although the instance model generation was done using a prede�ned random seed, some nonde-
terminism remained in the benchmarking framework. Since most of the model validation frameworks
use set semantics during the construction of the result sets, the ordering of the retrieved “invalid”
elements may not be the same on di�erent tools. This means, that the edit operations are not deter-
ministic, in di�erent tools di�erent model elements could be modi�ed. To overcome this issue unique
identi�ers for the object should be introduced and some ordering should be applied on the result sets.

Preliminary de�nitions of metrics of instance models and queries were already proposed in
[Izs+13c]. The proposed metrics should be re�ned and based on the results of the proposed benchmark
framework, the query performance of real world models may be estimated.

The current measurements only loaded and executed a single query in each run. When loading
multiple queries, query interference may change the results greatly. A more detailed evaluation of
this issue is planned for the future.



Chapter 3

Model-generation method for
metamodel-based test data generation

Real products, which can be termed as ”autonomous systems”, started to emerge on the markets in
the last decade, and they are predicted to have a bright future. Besides apparently ”simpler” systems
like vacuum cleaning robots, there are autonomous mobile robots which have to ful�l fairly complex
tasks (e.g., in commercial cleaning or transport area). Diverse driver assistance systems in today’s
cars – often featuring also some degree of autonomy – essentially belong to the same category.

An autonomous system (AS) can be de�ned as one that makes and executes decisions to achieve
a goal without full, direct human control [Con+06b]. Notable characteristics of autonomous systems
include adaptation and context-awareness, where communicating partners and humans interacting
with an AS may also form part of the context of an individual AS.

In many scenarios, the AS shall be robust in order to be capable of correctly working also in
unforeseen or exceptional context and safe to avoid harmful e�ects with respect to humans. As an
example, let us mention domestic and manufacturing robots, which will have to robustly and safely
carry out challenging manipulation tasks in lots of di�erent environments and often in close vicinity
of people.

If robustness and safety of an AS are required then the prerequisite of its application is a thorough
veri�cation of these properties. In practice, the most popular veri�cation and validation technique
is testing. Precisely speaking, robustness measures the degree to which a system or component can
function correctly in the presence of invalid inputs or stressful environmental conditions. Accord-
ingly, the goal of robustness testing is to assess robustness of a system in these conditions by detecting
the potential design or implementation faults that result in incorrect/unacceptable operation (called
here robustness failure). Functional safety is part of the overall safety (i.e., freedom from unaccept-
able occurrence of harm characterized with a given probability and severity), which depends on the
correct functioning of the safety-related system. The goal of testing safety is to execute the system
in a controlled way to demonstrate the absence of unsafe behaviour. Usually safety and robustness
failures manifest when complex situations occur, for example when simple conditions combine in an
unexpected manner (e.g., an autonomous vehicle receives a new direction just when it detects that a
pedestrian crossing and another vehicle approaching from the next lane). Thus, the testing approach
should also focus on covering such problematic complex situations.

In this thesis I propose a model-based approach for generating test data for testing robustness and
safety of the context-dependent behaviour of AS. The generated test data represents the context of the
AS (in which its mission is executed), thus it will describe objects, events and relations of the AS and
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its environment. The proposed test data generation approach supports multiple test data generation
strategies that can be used to achieve di�erent goals.

The chapter is structured as follows: Background and related work is discussed in Section 3.1,
Section 3.2 presents the motivation and challenges. Section 3.3 summarizes the testing approach (the
goals and the components of the framework). Section 3.4 presents how test requirements are captured,
i.e., the context metamodel and constraints. Section 3.5 details the test data generation process, while
Section 3.6 shows the transformation between the domain modelling and the background technology
used for test data generation. Section 3.8 presents the validation and evaluation of the framework and
�nally Section 3.9 concludes and outlines the future work.

3.1 Background and related work

Testing autonomous systems has become a very hot topic in the recent years. As stated in a recent
paper [Wei11], testing of these systems is still an unsolved key area. The approach proposed in this
work combines context-based (model-based) testing and constraint-based test data (instance model)
generation algorithms.

Testing approaches Most of the existing testing approaches lack of easy-to-use mechanisms to
express and formalize context-aware behaviour (although these mechanisms are a prerequisite of
requirements-based automated test generation and test evaluation). Most noticeably, in existing stan-
dard test description languages there is no support to express changes in the context [Wae+07]. To
overcome this problem of capturing test requirements, a method will be proposed which is based on
context models and scenario based behaviour speci�cation.

Previous researches focused �rst of all on producing high �delity simulators [SBM06] or executing
excessive �eld testing [Kel+06] for the veri�cation of AS, but misses the systematic testing of stressful
conditions and extreme situations. There exist methods for testing the physical aspects; however,
not all behavioural aspects are well-covered [Mic08]. The proposed solution is based on context
modelling: the constraints and conditions that determine the normal and exceptional situations will
be included in the context models and methods will be de�ned to systematically generate stressful
test contexts by violating the constraints, reaching boundary conditions, and combining contexts from
various requirements (to test the implementation in case of interleaving scenarios).

Constraint-based test data generation Representing the system under test using a constraint
satisfaction problem is widely used in hardware and software development. In [TRS92] a method is
presented about test input data generation for combinational circuits that introduces a new repre-
sentation to capture the constraints and, afterwards provides an algorithm to solve the constructed
constraint satisfaction problem and �nally backannotates the result to the original domain. Later
[GBR98; DO91] presents similar methods for software testing, by de�ning a mapping to some con-
straint language and based on the solution test data, test input sequence can be produced.

Model generation approaches Model-driven frameworks provide di�erent approaches to de�ne
and generate model instances.

Formula [JLB11] is tool for DSL validation and instance model generation. Based on a metamodel,
a partial instance model and a set of constraints and �xed rewriting rules, it aims to extend the par-
tial instance model. The basic ideas of the proposed model generation approach are similar, but in
this work multiple test data generation related features are implemented, like combination of partial
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instance models, iterative optimization and metrics. The Formula tool uses the Z3 SMT-solver as un-
derlying engine, but it should be highlighted, that it uses their own modelling language, while it is
proposed to support the standard Eclipse technology, that is used in the industry.

Clafer [BCW10] is a lightweight structural modelling language used for feature modelling with
minimalistic syntax and rich semantics equivalent to �rst-order relational logic. Using its own lan-
guage it supports structural modelling (metamodelling), constraints (well-formedness constraints and
also partial con�gurations: instance models with unde�ned attributes and features that can be the ba-
sis of the required models. They tooling provides solution for model completion (ClaferIG - Instance
Generator) for structural requirements and another solution for model optimization (ClaferMOO -
Multi-Objective Optimizer) [Ola+12] for attributed models to �nd a set of Pareto-optimal model in-
stances based on a prede�ned set of optimization objectives. The main drawback of this approach is
that it uses the Clafer speci�cation language instead of EMF, which is only supported by their own
framework.

There are several approaches and tools aiming to �nd a valid instance model for a speci�cation en-
riched with OCL constraints and SAT-based technologies [SAB09; Ana+10; Büt+12; KHG11; Soe+10].
These approaches provide instance model generation for an OCL enriched metamodel, while my pro-
posed approach aims to support initial partial models, their combination, metrics and also an iterative
framework for optimization purposes.

The idea of using partial models, which are to be extended to valid models appears in [Sen+12;
JLB11; KG12]. These initial hints are provided manually to the model generation process. Partial
models are also similar to the uncertain models de�ned in [FSC12], which are used by the Alloy
Analyzer [SFC12]. In my proposed approach, these models can be combined and also assembled from
a previous run in an iterative test data generation algorithm.

3.2 Motivation and challenges

Testing context-aware AS has turned out to be a formidable, extremely time-consuming and expen-
sive task [Wei11] (actually, the e�ort required is often dramatically underestimated). In our work 1

we aimed at developing systematic testing strategies and test data generation techniques for the veri�-
cation of robustness and functional safety with respect to context-aware behaviour of individual AS.
(Note that these activities focused on testing design faults and did not deal with testing the e�ects
of random operational faults.) As the thorough testing of an AS can be carried out in many di�erent
ways (e.g., replaying previously recorded sensor data, using simulators or testing the system in real
environments), the following scope was identi�ed for the testing tasks:

• The behaviour of a single AS is tested in generated test contexts. The test contexts may also
represent cooperating partners and humans as well as the explicit messages and commands
from them.

• The (control of the) AS is treated as a black-box. Our assumption is that the system compo-
nents were separately tested before, thus the testing is now concentrated on the system-level
behaviour.

• Testing can be carried out in a simulator environment, where di�erent test contexts can be
prepared and the system under test shall perform its mission reacting to the changes in the
context as obtained through its sensors.

1This work was part of a joint work in the R3-COP project (Resilient Reasoning Robotic Co-operating Systems,
ARTEMIS-2009-1 grant no. 100233)
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Having such a scope, testing of context-aware behaviour is still a challenging task. The context is
complex (there are several types of potential context objects, including static and dynamic ones) and
there are numerous possible situations (instantiations of objects with speci�c attributes and relations
among them). Moreover, the behaviour of the AS can change in time based on feedback from the
evolving context.

These characteristics have also consequences on the speci�cation of the requirements to be tested.
Full behaviour speci�cation can be impractical due to the complexity of the behaviour and the diver-
sity of the system environments. Typically, the robustness and safety related requirements follow an
“if - then” pattern: in case of relevant context and context changes they specify necessary or prohib-
ited actions (e.g., if an obstacle is detected in close proximity then the vacuum cleaner shall change its
direction). As these requirements include the (evolution of) the context, the test cases should contain
a su�ciently detailed description about the context of the system.

3.3 Overview of the approach

To address the presented challenges, a model based approach is proposed:
• To capture the requirements related to safe and robust context-aware behaviour (this way form-

ing the basis for requirements-based automated test data generation and test evaluation), I de-
�ned a method which is based on context models and scenario based behaviour speci�cation.
The context model allows systematically capturing domain knowledge about the context of
the system. Hierarchy, abstraction and dynamicity of objects are allowed to facilitate concise
modelling. The scenario based language provides a lightweight formalism (that is close to the
engineer’s way of thinking) to capture the behaviour (actions and messages) of a SUT in case
of a test context. The application of modalities in the scenario language allows expressing pro-
hibited behaviour (that would violate safety) and conditionally required behaviour (this way
capturing learning and adaptive behaviour as well).

• The environment related constraints and conditions are included in the context models that
determine the normal and exceptional situations. On the basis of these, methods were de�ned
to systematically generate stressful test contexts by violating the constraints, reaching bound-
ary conditions, and combining context fragments from various requirements to get complex
situations.

• I de�ned precise coverage metrics with respect to the context and constraints of exceptional
behaviour in order to characterize the quality of the test suite generated. Moreover, as the
formalization of robustness and safety related requirements allows an automated evaluation of
test executions (especially in a simulated environment), it is also possible to derive concrete
success and coverage measures that characterize the testing process and help to identify weak
points in testing.

In summary, the main objective was to develop a general model based testing approach that is
applicable in several domains (e.g., domestic robots, autonomous vehicles, transportation etc.) to
detect misbehaviour on system level with respect to safety and robustness properties in complex and
exceptional contexts.

This work focuses on testing the behaviour of the AS determined essentially by its control module
(control software) that controls the actuators on the basis of the events received from the perception
and the communication components. The control of the AS as the system under test (SUT) is treated
as a black box.
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Figure 3.1 gives a high-level overview of the proposed testing process [Mic+12a]. Starting from
the requirements of the AS and the knowledge of the application domain, the process evaluates the
safety and robustness of the AS and computes coverage metrics. The key components (that are novel
in this approach) are the context and scenario modelling, the test data generation on the basis of
robustness related coverage criteria, and methods for automated test evaluation. Related tools are the
test data generator and the test oracle generator.

Figure 3.1: The testing process

This section presents a short overview of the steps of the testing process in order to put the
contributions tackled by the current work in context.

• Context and requirements modelling. In the �rst steps of the testing process, the context (the
environment of the SUT), the events (the inputs the SUT can receive from its perception com-
ponents), and the actions (the operations the SUT can execute using its actuators) are modelled.
On the basis of these models the safety related requirements of the SUT are captured in graph-
ical scenarios with the help of domain experts. The context of the robot is represented by a
context model based on a context metamodel that includes the types of environment objects (in-
cluding dynamic objects that may appear, disappear or move), their properties, relations and
constraints. The requirements are captured using a language that combines a context view (on
the basis of the context metamodel) with a scenario based behaviour speci�cation (using a lim-
ited subset of UML 2 Sequence Diagram elements to refer to the sequence of events and actions
of the SUT).
According to the previously presented goals, each test requirement formalizes a basic rule with
respect to the expected safe behaviour of the SUT: it �xes an initial context fragment (that
captures a condition regarding the initial context of the AS using a relevant combination of
objects, properties and relations from the context metamodel), a sequence of initial events,
actions and interim contexts that form the trigger (condition) part of the behaviour, and �nally
an assert part that speci�es the events, actions and �nal context that shall (or shall not) happen
after the trigger part occurred. For example, a test requirement may specify that in case of an
approaching human (speci�ed in the initial context), when she/he is detected in a dangerous
area (trigger part), the AS shall issue a sound alarm (assert part).

• Test data generation. The test data generation produces test input data (in the form of context
models) that satisfy one of the following test strategies: (1) extension of the initial context frag-
ment with extra environment objects to check the behaviour of the robot in case of unexpected
objects, (2) systematic combination of initial context fragments from the requirements to check
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the behaviour in complex situations, and (3) generation of combinations of objects that violate
semantic constraints (with respect to property values, multiplicity of objects etc.) to check the
behaviour in these stressful situations.

• Test oracle generation. Formally, a test oracle is an observer automaton that is able to match
the context fragments and events found in the requirements (in the trigger and assert parts) to
the relevant context changes and events recorded during testing. The observer automata are
generated automatically on the basis of the context metamodel and the requirements [HMM13].

• Test execution. To execute the tests, the SUT is started to perform its mission in each of the
generated test contexts (in a simulated or in a real setup). The relevant context changes and
events/actions are recorded in a test trace.

• Test evaluation. The test traces of the SUT are evaluated against the requirements using the test
oracle generated in a previous step. As a result of evaluation, test coverage measures are derived
(e.g., the ratio of the types of the objects that were covered by the test contexts) [HMM13].

In this thesis my focus is on the context modelling and test data generation part of this approach
and an e�cient model-based test data generation framework is proposed.2 First, the test requirements
are collected using modeling artefacts (e.g., initial context fragments, scenarios), that is supported by
the context modelling approach presented in Section 3.4. Afterwards, these modelling artefacts are
transformed into a satis�ability modulo theories (SMT) [Sat] problem on the basis of the test strategies
(presented in Section 3.6) and �nally test data is generated in the form of models during the test data
generation process using an SMT solver (see Section 3.5).

3.4 Speci�cation of the testing domain

Domain speci�c languages (DSLs) are used in model-driven engineering to capture domain speci�c
knowledge (in my case, the context information). Here I present a DSL construction approach that can
be used to capture the evolving context of an AS.

Similar to the DSL construction approach presented in Chapter 2 ontologies are used to collect the
core concepts of the domain. Ontology-based technologies provide the opportunity to reuse existing
ontologies and build up complex knowledge bases using existing ones. Namely, the domain expert
can de�ne domain speci�c extensions of another ontology. Extending the ontology means de�ning
new concepts, properties and relations between concepts in order to describe things that cannot be
modelled with the existing base ontology. This feature of ontologies provides high �exibility and
extensiveness. This way, the constructed ontologies can be easily shared between working groups
and can be e�ciently reused.

There are existing ontologies related to autonomous systems. The RoboEarth project aims to
construct an ontology to represent all information a robot needs to perform a complex task. This
ontology includes information about objects (their types, dimensions, states and other properties)
and environments (locations and positions of objects) [Ten+12]. RoboEarth itself is derived from the
KnowRob ontology.

The KnowRob ontology [TB09] is a knowledge base describing the domain of household robots,
and extends it with elements that are speci�c to the exchange of knowledge between robots. KnowRob
itself is derived from the OpenCyc [S+04] ontology, a very broad upper ontology, and adds knowledge
speci�c to service robotics.

2The details of the mapping to the SMT formalism and related optimization work was a joint work with Oszkár Se-
meráth and Ágnes Barta
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In the model generation (test data generation) phase of this work, I use technologies based on
Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [EMF14], because it is often applied in the industry and o�ers
e�cient tools for model manipulation and test data generation. In order to move to the EMF modeling
framework an EMF metamodel is derived from the constructed ontology (see Section 2.4) after the
initial domain speci�cation steps.

In the EMF world the domain speci�c language is de�ned by a metamodel (derived from the
ontologies) and constraints of the selected domain. Based on this speci�cation instance models can
be constructed. The metamodel de�nes the entities, properties and relations that can be used in the
model. The domain speci�c constraints are used to describe requirements that should be valid on all
instance models. One part of these constraints can be directly expressed in the metamodel (e.g., most
of the cardinality constraints), while the other part should be described using a dedicated constraint
description language.

3.4.1 Domain speci�c metamodel for context description

The metamodel contains the main concepts (entities) and relations used in the domain and de�nes
the structure of the instance models. To enrich the expression power of the language attributes are
added to the concepts. By doing this, the language can be extended with prede�ned domains of data
types (like integers, strings) that is supported by the metamodelling language. Additionally, some
structural constraint can also be speci�ed on the elements, like multiplicity.

The constructed metamodel should describe the evolving context of the AS (e.g., a person is walk-
ing near to the AS): besides modelling the static parts of the environment, also the dynamic changes
of them should be supported. Two di�erent approaches can be used to model dynamic changes:

• sequence of instance models can be constructed to represent the evolving context (like an ani-
mation), or

• an event-based approach can be used to de�ne the snapshot of the environment at the starting
time and afterwards the events that should occur at prede�ned timestamps.

Events are a more intuitive concept to specify the reaction of the SUT and they can be more easily
captured by classic modelling technologies. This way, the event-based approach is used in this work.
This approach allows the modelling of AS’s contexts using only one (the initial) instance model.

A running example will be used in the section based on a Laser Guided Vehicle (LGV) case study
[R3C11]. In an LGV System the LGVs as autonomous systems physically move goods and act as a link
between di�erent stations (e.g., palletising systems, high bay racking, and loading platform) within a
warehouse environment. Since this AS operates in fully automated warehouses, handles goods at the
production line and transports the pallets to the target stations, its context is continuously evolving
and is more complex than it could be covered e�ciently by manual testing. Using my model-based
testing approach I support the testing of the context-aware behaviour and robustness of these LGVs.
The generated tests can be executed in a test environment using real LGVs and a speci�cally furnished
warehouse environment.

The context metamodel of the LGV world is shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 which are derived
from the context ontology that is developed by the domain expert based on the textual domain spec-
i�cation. It describes the static and dynamic elements of the context and the basic constraints (e.g.,
inheritance and cardinality) which can be expressed using the metamodelling language. Based on the
di�erent aspects of the context, the model can be divided into di�erent parts:

• Static environment description: The static part of the context model supports the representation
of the environment objects and their attributes. The objects are modelled using a type hierarchy
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Figure 3.2: Objects related to the static environment description (LGV world metamodel)
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Figure 3.3: Objects related to the dynamic environment description (LGV world metamodel)

(in other words, a dictionary-based taxonomy). The static elements of the context model can
represent a snapshot (scene) of the environment at a concrete point of time.
In the example the static context description should contain object types like Layout, Station,
Package and Forklift, and their attributes like Position and Size.

• Dynamic change descriptions: To be able to represent an evolving context, dynamic changes
should also be modelled. This dynamic aspect is included in the context model by de�ning
the concept of change events with regard to objects (i.e., an object appears, disappears), their
properties (e.g., a property changes) and their relations. This way changes as perceived by the
AS are represented by individual context metamodel elements called events that have attributes
and relations (depending on the subtype of the event) to static objects and relations.
In the context model of the LGV events are movement and appearance of an object as shown in
Figure 3.3.

In the LGV example, the type hierarchy of context elements, the event declarations and the basic
constraints are included in the metamodel. Basic constraints include, for example, a cardinality con-
straint like ”each Placed Object can be placed on exactly one position”, and a type hierarchy constraint
like ”each Obstacle is a Placed Object”.

3.4.1.1 Abstraction techniques

Abstract relations are typically and often used for specifying requirements (with the possibility of
parametrization) or capturing equivalence relations in the test data generation phase. It is better to
start by de�ning requirements using abstract relations and later do the mapping to concrete values.
In the running example, the speci�cation of the LGV requires to use the horn of the LGV if a human
is nearer than 6 meters. Placing a human in the range of 5 meters, or 3 meters represents the same
situation. Accordingly, to formalize the requirement an abstract relation called inWarningRange is
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introduced. Its semantics (i.e., the distances that belong to this abstract relation) can be separately
speci�ed.

This approach supports the equivalence class based testing method, since allowing such abstract
relations, values and classes provides the opportunity to the test engineer to de�ne the test require-
ments using these high level abstract notations instead of concrete values. On the other hand, using
abstraction techniques with SMT solver-based model (test context) generation techniques will limit
the set of the possible values and will highly decrease the search space and speed up the model gen-
eration task. Resolving the abstract relations can be done in a second, concretization step according
to the testing strategies.

3.4.2 Domain speci�c constraints extending the metamodel

To more precisely specify the valid instance models di�erent constraints might be added to the DSL.
So far, the di�erent types of constraints with respect to the context were not distinguished. However,
it is expedient to separate the constraints into two parts: constraints that represent conceptual or
physical limitations that must not be violated in any valid context model (called in the following
well-formedness constraints), and constraints that are speci�c to a given application and could be
violated in case of considering stressful environmental conditions (called in the following semantic
constraints).

3.4.2.1 Well-formedness constraints

The goal of the well-formedness constraints is to de�ne rules on the structure and attributes that have
to be satis�ed in a valid context model.

In the running example constraints expressing that “every station has a unique position” or “the
stations are located between the boundaries of the warehouse" are well-formedness constraints.

These well-formedness constraints can be expressed using the OCL language and refer to the
metamodel de�ned above. Here three di�erent constraints are shown that should be satis�ed in all
valid LGV instance models.

-- Stations have unique positions:

Station.allInstances ()->forAll(s1, s2 |

(s1.x=s2.x and s1.y=s2.y) implies s1=s2)

-- All stations are located between the boundaries of the layout:

Layout: self.stations ->forAll(s |

s.x>0 and s.x<self.xSize and s.y>0 and s.y<self.ySize)

-- The connected stations are aligned:

self.connected ->forAll(s|(s.x = self.x)or(s.y = self.y)

or(s.x-self.x=s.y-self.y)or(s.x-self.x=self.y-s.y))

The �rst constraint describes, that every station should have di�erent coordinates, the second
one prescribes that every station is located inside the warehouse (represented by the layout and its
boundary) and the third one requires that if two stations are connected, then they are in the same
column, or in the same row of the warehouse, or are diagonally aligned (in other words, there are
only horizontal, vertical or diagonal segments allowed).

3.4.2.2 Semantic constraints

Semantic constraints are derived from the requirements of an application, this way these are only
preconditions or expectations about the context that can be violated in particular cases (e.g., when
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the robustness of an autonomous system is checked). The semantics of the abstract model elements
are also de�ned using this type of constraints.

For example, in case of the LGV constraints expressing that (1) “a big package can be carried
only by a strong forklift”, (2) “segments are bidirectional” or (3) “an object is in warning range if the
distance is less than 6 meters and more than 2 meters” are semantic constraints.

Here the �rst two constraints are shown formulated using OCL:
-- Big Package can be carried only by a StrongForklift

Package: self.size=Size::Big implies self.server.isKindOf(StrongForklift)

-- The connected reference is symmetric:

Station: Station.allInstances ()->

forAll(s1, s2 | s1.connected ->exists(s3| s3=s2) implies

s2.connected ->exists(s4| s4=s1))

The �rst describes that a Package which size is Big can be carried only by a Strong Forklift and the
second prescribes that the segments are bidirectional, so if one station is connected to an other, then
a reverse connection also exists. The semantics of the range de�nitions (that are captured as abstract
relations in the metamodel) are also de�ned using OCL constraints, but because of their complexity,
only the informal de�nition of their semantics is included here:

Range Distance of the two objects
inDangerRange [0;2]
inWarningRange (2;6]
inClearRange (6;∞)

3.4.3 Initial context fragments

According to the testing concept presented in Section 3.3 the safety related requirements are captured
in graphical scenarios. These graphical scenarios include the scenario based behaviour speci�cation
of the AS and the initial context fragment (ICF), that should “trigger” this behaviour. The scenario
language and action modelling is not covered by this work, details can be found in [HMM13] and
[R3C12].

Figure 3.4: Requirement captured in graphical scenario

The requirement presented in Figure 3.4 as graphical scenario shows, that if an Obstacle is in the
warning range of the AS and the perception module detects it, then the horn should be used and
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the speed should be decreased. The ICF included in this notation represents the relevant parts of
the expected context, without including a full, valid context model in the scenario. The ICF should
be instantiated without fully conforming to the metamodel and satisfying its constraints (e.g., if the
minimum multiplicity of a relation is not satis�ed, then it can be extended later to a valid model).

The existing tooling does not allow handling of the ICFs, thus we introduced the partial model
formalism. The practical motivation behind the introduction of this formalism is that it is an easy
and quick way to formalize the requirements. On the other hand, a standard EMF instance model
is inadequate to act as an ICF because there are strict syntax rules applied on it. The standard EMF
instance model can not represent incomplete contexts, and there is no tool support for constructing
such models.

The partial models should de�ne only an initial and partial structure of the test data which may
be extended during the test data generation process with additional objects in order to comply with
the context metamodel and satisfy its constraints.

The partial model is an instance model, where the following features are allowed:
1. Unde�ned attributes In a normal EMF instance object each attribute has a value (or preset de-

fault value)3. Many use-cases need the option to let some of them unde�ned, so the test data
generator tool can select them freely.

2. Abstract objects Partial models allow to instantiate abstract or interface classes. They are han-
dled similarly as concrete objects, they can have attributes and references. The type of an
abstract object has to be re�ned in the test data generation process to a concrete subtype.

3. Unconnected partitions Every EMF instance model is arranged in a strict containment hierar-
chy, there is only one partition in the model. Partial models may contain partitions that can
be unconnected to specify multiple fragments of the model and let the test data generator to
create the connections. The test data generation process will complete this model by linking
the partitions to be a well-formed hierarchical containment tree.

4. Missing edges In partial models the number of references can also violate the multiplicities (this
requires the extension of the partial model in the test data generation phase).

In Figure 3.5 three partial models are depicted using graphical models for the LGV domain. For
presentation purposes a concrete syntax is constructed for the presented context modelling language
depicted on the right hand side of the �gure.

Figure 3.5: Partial models

3There is an ’unsettable’ option in EMF that enables to unset a structural feature. Note that the unset is a concrete and
valid value opposed to unde�ned.
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The �rst partial model describes a four station long route in the warehouse while the second
model presents a three station long circle. The third model describes some required objects: a forklift,
an obstacle in its clear range and an other in its danger range and two packages (one big package in
the forklifts warning range and an other package that can be a normal package or can be big package
since its attribute is unde�ned as represented by ”???”).

These partial models can be used as ICFs in the scenario models. The test data generator will
combine and extend these models to get �nally a valid instance model (test data) that satis�es all the
constraints.

3.5 Test data generation

I propose a test data generation process that aims at generating test data in the form of EMF instance
models, which models satisfy the constraints required by the di�erent test data generation strate-
gies. These constraints are derived from the testing domain speci�cation (the context metamodel, the
well-formedness and semantic constraints) and from the test data requirements (e.g., initial context
fragments or coverage metrics).

I splitted the whole process into two phases that was motivated by the di�erent test strategies and
also by the problem complexity and solution e�ciency. In the �rst phase the process takes care of the
structural requirements of the test data, but does not resolve the abstract relations and does not deal
with the concrete attribute values. The details of this two phased test data generation process will be
presented in Section 3.5.2.

This approach supports di�erent test data generation strategies. I present three di�erent strategies
in this work that may be applied in each test data generation phase:

• ICF combination based test data generation strategy supports generating such test data that trig-
gers multiple scenarios. As input multiple ICFs are provided for the test data generation process
and it is allowed to combine them.

• Multiple test data generation strategy supports generating multiple test data based on the same
input parameters of the test data generator, those test data can be structurally di�erent or can
di�er only in the attribute values depending on the con�guration of the test data generation
process.

• Boundary value based test data generation strategy supports robustness testing, since such test
data are generated, where the attribute values are selected around the interval boundaries spec-
i�ed in the constraints and abstract properties.

This test data generation process allows applying di�erent test data generation strategies in the
two phases of the execution: e.g., we are able to generate test data, that triggers multiple scenarios
(combination based test data generation strategy) in the �rst phase and afterwards the attribute values
can be selected for robustness testing (boundary value based test data generation strategy) in the second
phase.

The di�erent test data generation strategies (including the combined strategies) require di�erent
con�guration for the test data generation process and require di�erent constraints as input.

The required constraints are collected in a constraint set that should be satis�ed by the generated
models (test data). We look at this constraint-based model generation task as a constraint satisfaction
problem and we propose an SMT solver-based solution for test data generation. In a joint work
with my colleagues [SHV13] we found, that constraints derived from metamodel and instance models
(context fragments) can be represented using an SMT problem. Based on this work, I analyzed the
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constraints in this test data generation case and found, that the commonly used well-formedness
and semantic constraints are often structural requirements or use arithmetic operations on numeric
values, which constraints can also be represented (and e�ciently solved) using SMT axioms.

To support test data generation, we constructed a transformation, that aims to transform the
required constraint set to an SMT problem and based on the output of the SMT solver we can construct
instance models (test data) that satisfy the required constraint set.

The goal of the transformation of the DSL artefacts is to create an axiom system called FormF

(where F denotes that this is a set of logic formulae), which is satis�able only if the original DSL was
consistent. Consistency is a property of the whole DSL which means that there is not any contradic-
tion in its speci�cation, i.e. there is at least one valid instance model.

If the FormF is satis�ablem then by de�nition there is an interpretation MF that satis�es FormF .
Additionally, we can back annotate the result de�ned by the MF logic structures to an actual instance
of the DSL (M = backannotated(MF )) and that way we can get valid EMF instance model that can be
used as test data. Formally, a transformation function is developed that accomplishes the following
properties:

I. FormF |= MF ⇔ M is instance of DSL
II. FormF does not have model ⇔ DSL does not have instance

The transformation function consists of di�erent transformation steps that transforms the input
modelling artefacts to the logic axiom system. The details of the transformations will be presented in
Section 3.6.

If the SMT solver �nds the axiom system satis�able then an example interpretation will be created
that explicitly resolves every uninterpreted feature of the axiom system (like how many objects are
in the model, which ones are linked or what are the matches of the graph patterns). By querying the
metamodel speci�c attributes of this logic model an EMF instance model can be created.

3.5.1 Test data speci�cation artefacts

Besides the testing domain speci�cation (the metamodel as presented in Figure 3.2 and constraints
(formulated as OCL constraints as presented in Section 3.4.2)) specifying the required structure and
test data generation strategy is also required to execute the test data generation process.

A required structure of the test data can be prescribed by specifying ICFs (in the form of partial
models). Applying the combination based test data generation strategy multiple ICFs are speci�ed as
input and the test data generator process is allowed to combine the ICFs (e.g., the ICFs can overlap
each other) as long as the constructed model remains valid.

In order to specify the boundary value based test data generation strategy, the de�nition of metrics
is required. Metrics are functions (formulated using the SMT solver’s syntax) that assign numeric
values to the generated test data according to the metric de�nition. They were introduced to allow
the optimization of the generated test data. The boundary value based test data generation strategy
requires this optimization. Since the SMT solver is basically not prepared for the optimization based
on such non-linear arithmetic constraints [Nuz+10; BG04; BG06], we used an iterative optimization
method. In every iteration after a solution is found, the metric is calculated. Based on this calculated
metric, the SMT solver is executed again to try to get a “better” solution. After executing multiple
test data generation iterations, better test data can be generated until “better” solution is found. If the
SMT solver is not able to generate a “better” solution, then the iteration ends.

For �ne tuning of test data, parameters can be added, which refer to size limitations (e.g., the
allowed maximum size of the generated model), limitations for typed objects (e.g., how many instances
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of a given type are allowed), time limitations (e.g., timeout for the SMT solver) or system settings (e.g.,
path of some executables and OS settings). Iterative test data generation strategies (e.g., boundary
value based test data generation strategy and multiple test data generation strategy) require feedback
during the test data generation and require the speci�cation of the feedback method (for details see
Section 3.5.3).

These artefacts can specify di�erent aspects of the expected test data. The partial models deter-
mine a weak structure of required objects. The constraints restrict the generated models to the subset
of the valid models and help the test context generator to specify the concrete types of the objects or
the values of the attributes. Finally, the metrics and �ne tuning parameters direct the algorithm in
the search space to reach even ”better” solutions.

3.5.2 Overview of the test data generation process

In the �rst phase the process takes care of the structural requirements of the test data, but does not
resolve the abstract relations and does not deal with the concrete attribute values. The intermediate
result (called abstract test data) conforms to the metamodel and satis�es the well-formedness con-
straints but may contain abstract objects and abstract relations (see Section 3.4.1.1).

In the second phase, the abstractions are resolved, and the previously unde�ned attribute values
are calculated based on the remaining (e.g., semantic) constraints, metrics and test data generation
strategy. Here, an abstract test data is processed and based on the test data generation strategy a
concrete test data (that is the �nal output of the process) is generated.

This logical separation allows us to review (automatically or manually) the constructed abstract
test data and select only a set of them for the input of the concrete test data generation tasks.

Figure 3.6: Test data generation process

In Figure 3.6 the proposed test data generation process is depicted. As introduced above, it consists
of two well-separated phases: (I) �rst abstract test data are generated, where the structure of the model
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is constructed, but abstract elements (objects and relations) may be included in the instance model,
(II) afterwards concrete test data are generated based on di�erent attribute constraints and metrics
according to the test strategies.

The input of the test data generation process are (1) the artefacts of the testing domain speci�ca-
tion (metamodel, and constraints) presented in Section 3.4, (2) the artefacts of the test data speci�ca-
tions (ICFs) and (III) the parameters of the test data generation process derived from the test strategy
(metric de�nitions and constraints). Based on the di�erent goals of the two phases the constraints
(both well-formedness and semantic constraints) are divided into two groups: structural and attribute
constraints.

Since the di�erent input artefacts are transformed into logic formulae, I can use the same model
generation subprocess in both phases. Note that in Figure 3.6, ICFs and graph structures represent the
same kind of artefacts: partial or valid instances of the context metamodel. The details of this model
generation subprocess are presented in the following subsection. The test strategies rely on this model
generation subtask with di�erent settings for generation of the abstract and concrete test data (see in
Section 3.5.4 and Section 3.5.5).

3.5.3 The model generation subprocess

This model generation approach aims to generate test data (represented as EMF instance models)
based on the DSL artefacts (captured in modelling tools) by mapping them into �rst order logic for-
mulae. In this approach, the constraint solver implementation is a “black box” component of the test
data generation framework. The results of the constraint solver are traced back and interpreted in
modelling terms and if possible test data as instance model is constructed based on them.

Linking the constraint solver to the modelling artefacts allows the developer to make mathemat-
ically precise deductions over the developed context description language including di�erent valida-
tion techniques and test data generation.

My work is based on a mapping to SMT problem that can be processed by the SMT solver, but my
colleagues continued this research area and integrated other constraint solver technologies [SVV16].

DSL development tools like EMF usually specify two meta-levels: a language level that de�nes the
abstract syntax of the DSL and an instance level where instance models can be de�ned. To de�ne valid
models more precisely, the language level is extended with well-formedness and semantic constraints
that are related to some kind of structure (see in Section 3.4).

Similarly, in the terminology of the SMT-based tools these two levels can be de�ned: the domain
concepts create the axioms of the language level where the consistency of the language can be checked.
By de�nition, consistent logic systems have logic model and failed theorems have counterexamples.
The logic model or counterexamples can be interpreted as a standard instance model of the DSL.

Figure 3.7: Overview of the model generation subtask
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Figure 3.7 shows a more detailed picture about the input parametrization and outputs of the model
generation subprocess and the encapsulated SMT solver.

Parameters at the Language Level refer to the actual domain de�nition of the model generation
process, while the Instance Level provides initial models and metric constraints for the SMT solver. It
is important to note that the input elements are standard artefacts of the modelling tools.

The metamodel is given as an EMF metamodel, the constraints are formulated using OCL con-
straints and ICFs are EMF instance models (following the partial model syntax). The metrics and
metric constraints are de�ned using the SMT solvers input syntax, where the metric de�nition de-
�nes the calculation method of the metric value and the metric constraint prescribes the requirements
for the next iteration against the metric (e.g., the value of the metric should be more than in the pre-
vious iteration). In the following sections the precise metric de�nitions and metric constraints will
be de�ned for every test data generation strategy.

The output of this subprocess is a set of EMF instance models (abstract test data or concrete test
data depending on which task is executed). Internally, the SMT solver can exit with a valid model or
unsat, which means, that there is no valid model for the input requirements. In case of success the
output models are collected (Previous Results) and using a feedback mechanism they are added to the
input parameters. In the di�erent test data generation phases di�erent feedback options are used that
will be detailed in the next sections. If the SMT solver fails to �nd a valid model in one iteration, then
this can have di�erent interpretation in the di�erent test data generation phases (e.g., all the valid
models are found or the best model is found, etc.).

3.5.4 Generation of abstract test data

In this phase of the test data generation process the focus is on the structure of the generated test
data. Based on the metamodel, well-formedness constraints and a set of partial models the model
generation process produces multiple di�erent instance models, which conform to the metamodel,
satisfy the constraints and contains the partial models.

Depending on the test data generation strategy, the model generation subprocess has di�erent
parameters and process control:

• The combination based test data generation strategy can be used, when multiple ICFs are speci-
�ed and test data generator combines them.
As input parameters the Metamodel, Structural Constraints and a set of ICFs should be de�ned.
By default, the model generation subprocess generates an abstract test data that conforms to
the given metamodel and constraints and contains all ICFs from the input set.
The metric de�nition “size” (number of objects) of the generated instance model can be applied
optionally and a metric constraint (e.g. “maximum 12”) can be speci�ed for it.

• The multiple test data generation strategy provides multiple abstract test data, that do not di�er
only in attribute values, but are structurally di�erent. Generating multiple abstract test data
with di�erent structural properties is interesting for testing purposes since these test data rep-
resent test contexts with di�erent environment objects and/or their abstract relations. This ap-
proach can support this test data generation strategy by using the previously generated models
as negative patterns (i.e., that shall not be included in a newly generated model) and feedback
these to the model generation process. The negative feedback of every previously generated
test data ensures the generation of new, di�erent test data in every iteration based on the same
input until it is possible.
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Accordingly, in the abstract test data generation phase, the Model Generation Subprocess in-
cludes as feedback option a negative feedback (i.e., negative pattern).
As input parameters the Metamodel, Structural Constraints and a set of ICFs should be de�ned
and additionally the metric de�nition “number of iterations” should be applied with a metric
constraint that applies on it (e.g. “maximum 5”).

• The boundary value based test data generation strategy is not relevant in this phase, because it
can be applied only if attribute values are present (in this phase only the structure of the test
data is relevant).

In Figure 3.8 three structurally di�erent abstract test data are introduced (using the concrete syn-
tax presented in Section 3.4.3), which are generated for the LGV domain based on the previously
introduced partial models and using the combination of the combination based test data generation
strategy and the multiple test data generation strategy. As input the metamodel (presented in Fig-
ure 3.2), the constraints (detailed in Section 3.4.2), the partial models (presented in Figure 3.5) were
used. As metric de�nition both the “model size” and “number of iterations” were applied with metric
constraints: the model size were limited to 11 model elements and the iterations to 3.

a Abstract test data 1 b Abstract test data 2

c Abstract test data 3

Figure 3.8: Abstract test data
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If we focus on the structure of the stations, then the structural di�erence between these models
is evident. Every model contains the route with four stations and a circle with three stations but
with di�erent overlapping. The expected model size was limited to 11, that way the SMT solver was
forced to combine the partial models. In the second abstract test data model there are two shared
station model elements, that way the SMT solver was able to create another object, a new forklift in
the model.

In the third partial model a forklift and also a big package was prescribed. Since there is a con-
straint, that a big package can be carried only by a strong forklift, the SMT solver specializes the forklift
object to be a strong forklift.

Based on this iterative model generation strategy I was able to generate a set of structurally dif-
ferent abstract test data. It should be mentioned, that the input of the SMT solver increases in every
iteration, until the process achieves the goal belonging to the test data generation strategy, or the
SMT solver �nishes with unsat. This test data generation goal could be (1) the number of generated
structurally di�erent test data or (2) some coverage criteria related to the context (e.g., there is at
least one instance for each di�erent class in the metamodel). The performance and scalability of this
method are analyzed in Section 3.8.

3.5.5 Generation of concrete test data

In this phase of the test data generation process the focus is on the elimination of the abstract ele-
ments: generation of the values for previously missing attributes and re�ning the types of the objects
instantiated from abstract classes. Based on the metamodel, the attribute constraints, metrics and
previously generated abstract test data, the model generation process produces the concrete test data,
which conform to the metamodel, satisfy the constraints and are a re�nement of the abstract test data.

While multiple, structurally di�erent abstract test data are generated in the �rst phase, in the
second phase there are various options for producing concrete test data based on the test data gener-
ation strategy. Depending on the test data generation strategy, the model generation subprocess has
di�erent parameters and process control:

• Themultiple test data generation strategy can be used here to get multiple structurally equivalent
test data, that di�er only in attribute values.
The SMT solver can be executed with negative feedback (like in the abstract test data generation
phase) for getting multiple concrete test data with di�erent attribute values but with the same
structure.
As input parameters the Metamodel, Attribute Constraints and a set of Graph structures (abstract
test data) should be de�ned and additionally the metric de�nition “number of iterations” can be
applied with a metric constraint that applies on it (e.g. “maximum 5”).

• Using the boundary value based test data generation strategy such concrete test data is generated
in which for attribute values boundary values are chosen.
This strategy is based on a metric de�nition that evaluates the generated concrete test data and
better test data is generated in every iteration based on the feedback mechanism, until “better”
solution (i.e., with higher metric) is found. Optionally a metric constraint can be de�ned (e.g.
the maximum or minimum value of the de�ned metric).
This test data generation strategy is supported by a metric de�nition, that is constructed based
on the distance from the boundary value and the algorithm is looking for its minimum value.
The iterative optimization algorithm provides the relevant concrete test data for the bound-
ary value based testing requirements. In the presented use case, the corner-case situations for
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boundary value based testing are de�ned based on the semantic constraints (e.g., range de�ni-
tions) and a metric is constructed to evaluate the generated concrete test data and measure the
distances from the boundaries.
As an example, if the goal is to place the stations on the boundaries of the de�ned intervals
(clear, warning and dangerous ranges), then the metric should assign higher value if the station
is at the boundary and less if not. The metric for this example adds 3 points if the station is on
the edge of the speci�ed range and 1 point if the station is on the edge of the layout. The goal
is to maximize the points.
In the concrete test data generation phase, the Model Generation Subprocess includes as feedback
option the metric value of the previously generated concrete test data and the metric constraint
prescribes, that better solution (i.e., with higher metric value) should be found in the next iter-
ation.

• The combination based test data generation strategy cannot be applied in the second phase, be-
cause it aims to combine multiple input structures, to get new ones. In this phase the structure
of the test data is already �xed (only the attribute values are the subject of the generation).

a Concrete test data 1 b Concrete test data 2

c Concrete test data 3

Figure 3.9: Concrete test data

In Figure 3.9 concrete test data are depicted. For each previously presented abstract test data
one concrete test data is generated applying the boundary value test data generation strategy for
the stations layout. These models are structurally equivalent to the related abstract test data, but
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di�erent concrete coordinates (X and Y) of the stations are generated. The models are presented like
a two dimensional map to show the �nal layout of the stations. The model generation subprocess
was executed for every abstract test data until no better solutions were found, and the last (and best)
solutions are presented here.

3.5.6 Evaluation of the test data generation process

The presented test data generation process raises some practical and fairness questions, that are sum-
marized as follows.

3.5.6.1 Results: expectations and limitations

Di�erent test data are generated in each phase and using di�erent test data generation strategies.
There are di�erent expectations and limitations that are summarized as follows.

• The abstract test data generation phase using the combination based strategy produces one in-
stance model (test data) that conforms to the metamodel and satis�es the well-formedness con-
straints and contains each ICF provided in the input. In my approach there are no rules, how
this ICFs are contained by the output model. The ICF patterns can overlap each other or might
have no common model elements, the expectation is only that each ICF pattern should be in-
stantiated in the output model.
If there is no additional constraint (e.g. a metric on the model size) then the SMT solver is not
forced to combine the ICFs, just placing them into the output model without overlapping ful�lls
the requirements. The minimal sized output model is not guaranteed. Using a metric de�nition
on the model size the generation of the minimal sized output model can be expected.

• The abstract test data generation phase using the multiple test data generation strategy produces
multiple output models that are structurally di�erent. The expectation is only that the graph
structure of each output models should be di�erent. There is no further expectation on the
model size or structure.
If the model size metric is also de�ned, then the size of the result set is �xed. There is �nite
number of conforming test data.

• The abstract test data generation phase can combine both the combination based strategy and
the multiple test data generation strategy in one execution. In this case the expectation for the
result is that the output models contain each ICFs de�ned in the input parameters and these
ICFs are contained in di�erent way in the di�erent output models.

• The concrete test data generation phase using the multiple test data generation strategy produces
multiple output models from each input abstract test data. The expectation is that each output
test data is structurally identical and the attribute values di�er.
In the most simple case only the di�erence (inequality) of the attributes is required (e.g. incre-
menting only one integer attribute ful�lls this expectation). Using additional metric de�nitions
the heterogeneity of the output models can be ensured and some coverage criteria (see: Sec-
tion 3.5.6.3) can be ful�lled.

• The concrete test data generation phase using the boundary values test data generation strategy
produces one output model for each input abstract test data. The iterative algorithm is based
on a prede�ned metric those value is maximized. The question is the stop condition of this
algorithm, that is discussed in Section 3.5.6.2.
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3.5.6.2 Termination of the test generation

The iterative model generation subprocess aims to generate better or newer solutions but this behavior
highly depends on the metric de�nition applied in the process. Test quality can be improved only in
the context of the applied metrics: if the metric does not drive the algorithm, then the test quality
may not be improved and the generation process terminates.

To provide termination two conditions should be granted:
• Strictly monotonic metric function ensures that the function converges to the solution. Since the

value of a metric should be strict monotonic, the SMT solver cannot stuck at a local maximum
or minimum and will �nd the optimal solution (if exists). If there is no change (increase or
decrease) in an iteration, then the algorithm �nishes. Monitonicity of the metric function in
the subsequent iterations can be checked automatically in run-time.

• Boundedmetric function ensures, that the iteration ends at some point. Since the metric function
is de�ned by the test engineer and it is not restricted, which SMT variables can be included the
boundedness of the function cannot be checked automatically.

There are the following guarantees built in the control algorithm of the iterative process that
ensure that the iteration stops at some point:

• The number of iterations can be limited using a metric, which is a strict stop condition.
• Timeout can be speci�ed, which is also a strict stop condition.
• The monotonicity of the metric function is checked in every iteration, which is a soft stop

condition.
It is possible to de�ne a metric, that drives the algorithm into an in�nite loop (note that the metric

de�nitions are domain speci�c and are de�ned by the test engineers), e.g., the metric can be based
on an unbounded attribute value that may be increased by the SMT solver in every iteration and the
value of the metric will increase monotonically. In that cases only the limit of the iteration count or
applying a timeout is a reasonable solution.

To ensure that the metric function is bounded, the metric function de�nition should be restricted
only to the “safe” variables. “Safe” variables are that SMT variables, whose data type is bounded,
e.g. related to the number of the metamodel elements (coverage metrics), bounded range variables
(positive integers in a decreasing function). It is possible to identify "unsafe" variables, which are the
variables with unbounded data type, or linked to the number of the generated model elements.

3.5.6.3 Test coverage aspects

Applying the multiple test data generation strategy in both phases produces multiple “di�erent” test
data, but there is no guarantee yet that this process ensures any coverage metric de�ned on the
context. It should be mentioned, that the di�erence of the generated test data depends on the feedback
algorithm:

• In the most simple, generic case the generated models are feed back as a negative patterns that
should not be included in the next solutions. This ensures the di�erence of the solutions, but
if only one attribute value is changed, then the next solution will be accepted. In this case
if the SMT solver iterates an attribute value, then many structurally equivalent solutions are
generated that di�er in one attribute value.

• More advanced solution is if an abstraction is applied during the feedback mechanism. E.g.
attributes can be dropped from the previous solutions in order to get their structure (objects
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and relations) and exclude all structurally equivalent solutions in the next iteration. This ap-
proach ensures structurally di�erent models in the result set, but does not ensure coverage of
the context metamodel. If there is no additional constraint on the structure then this algorithm
can produce solutions that are the permutation of the previous ones or di�er only in a small
part of the model.

• In the most advanced solution the coverage could be de�ned using a metric de�nition, that
is applied on the result set and the goal of the algorithm is to increase this metric until the
maximum or some prede�ned limit (metric constraint) is reached. Additionally, the abstraction
during the feed back mechanism can be �ne tuned based on domain-speci�c knowledge in order
to ensure relevant di�erences in the solutions (in the sense of the context). This approach is less
general and requires domain speci�c metric de�nition. In this thesis I do not cover this case,
but the master thesis [Bar14] (supervised by me) is dealing with it and my colleagues published
related results in [SVV16].

3.6 Details of the DSL to SMT transformation 4

The presented test data generation process requires the transformation of the modelling artifacts to
SMT axioms. In [2] we introduced a general framework for DSL validation including the transforma-
tion of DSL artifacts to SMT language. My test data generation approach is based on this transforma-
tion which is extended with the test data generation speci�c parts (e.g., metric de�nitions). Here, we
summarize the transformation and show the test data generation extensions.

The de�ned transformation consists of di�erent transformation steps that transform the input
modelling artifacts to the logic axiom system:

• The metamodel transformation creates the formulae called MetaF from the metamodel that
represents the main structural features of the DSL.

• The instance model transformation creates the formulae InstanceF from the initial partial mod-
els and the abstract test data.

• The OCL transformation generates the formulae called ConstraintF from the well-formedness
and semantic constraints de�ned as OCL invariants.

• The metric transformation transforms the model metric to a �rst order logic de�nition which
is calculated during the model generation. This creates the formula set MetricF . Additional
limits on the required value of the metric might be added as constraints in order to generate
models with better quality.

So the transformed formulae set is partitioned in the following way:

FormF = MetaF ∪ InstanceF ∪ ConstraintF ∪MetricF

3.6.1 DSL transformation

The type and function symbols of FormF are derived from the metamodel, and the structural con-
straints de�ned in the metamodel serve as the primary source of the constructed axioms. Table 3.1
shows examples from the mapping of the metamodel used in the running example. Typically, the
metamodels are heavily extended with well-formedness constraints, like OCL invariants. In this ap-
proach those invariants are mapped to additional assertions in the axiom system.

4The implementation of the mapping was created in cooperation with Oszkár Semeráth and Ágnes Barta
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Metamodel Transformed formulae

s : Forklift

Forklift

PlacedObject

StrongForklift

Type: Forklift(s)
Type Hierarchy:
∀o ∈ Objects : cStrongForklift(o) ∨ cForklift(o)
cStrongForklift(o) =
PlacedObject(o) ∧ Forklift(o) ∧ StrongForklift(o)
cForklift(o) =
PlacedObject(o) ∧ Forklift(o) ∧ ¬StrongForklift(o)

o.placedOn == s
Station

PlacedObject

placedOn1

props0..*

Reference predicate PlacedOn(o, s)
End types: ∀o, s : PlacedOn(o, s)⇒
(PlacedObject(o) ∧ Station(s))
Inverse edges: ∀o, s :
PlacedOn(o, s)⇔ Props(s, o)
At most one multiplicity: ∀o, s, s′ :
PlacedOn(o, s) ∧ PlacedOn(o, s ′)⇒
s = s′

p.size == ::Big

Package
size : Size

<<enumeration>>
Size

Big
Small

Attribute type:
Size = {Big ,Small}
Attribute value:
size(p,Big)

Table 3.1: Examples of mapping the features of an EMF metamodel.

Partial instance models can be used to de�ne required features of the generated models. Those
instance models are transformed to logic formulae and added to the logic system in order to force
the structure described in the partial models. It is important to note that two partial models can be
intersected.

Table 3.2 shows an example two element model with a station on the (3; 5) coordinate and a forklift
on it. The left column presents it in a concrete syntax used in the work, while the middle column
represents the same model in a standard object diagram explicitly showing the objects, references
and attributes. The right column shows the output of the transformation categorized by the di�erent
aspects of the model.

The partial models are transformed independently, each of them has to be satis�ed separately,
and the traceability information is produced for every one of them. Traceability is the ability to
follow the lifecycle of elements, models and test data in both a backward and forward direction. After
the execution of the SMT solver this traceability information is used to do the back annotation and
generate the output EMF model.

The mapping rules of the di�erent model elements are presented in the following.

Objects The models of the EMF are graph based models, where the EObjects are the nodes and the
EReferences and EA�ributes are the edges. The EObjects are uniformly mapped to the Objects set. If
the number of objects is bounded, then the type is de�ned with the �x range of values. For example,
instance models with exactly four elements can be de�ned as Objects = {obj 1, obj 2, obj 3, obj 4}
where obj 1, obj 2, obj 3 and obj 4 literals are modelling the objects. The distinction of two instance
objects can be expressed by an inequivalence constraint.
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Instance Model
(concrete syntax)

Instance Model
(abstract syntax) Transformed formulae

Containment:
s, f ∈ Objects constants
Distinction: s 6= f
Types: Station(s)

Forklift(f )
References: Props(s, f )

PlacedOn(f , s)
Reference ¬Props(f , s)
absences: ¬PlacedOn(s, f )
Attributes: x (s, 3 )

y(s, 5 )

Table 3.2: Example instance model mapping.

Types The objects in the EMF instance models are labelled with a type from the classes of the
metamodel. To specify that an object is an instance of a class indicator predicates are introduced,
so when an object is an instance of the type then the predicate evaluates to true, and if not then it
evaluates to false. Every class in the metamodel is transformed to a predicate, for example, the class
Forkli� looks like this: Forklift : Objects 7→ {true, false}. If o is a Forlift then it is expressed like
this: Forklift(o) = true

The type of the instance object must also be speci�ed in the axiom set of the partial model. For
example, if the type of f is a Forkli�, then it is transformed to the following constraint: Forklift(f ).
A speciality of the technique is that the type of an object in the input partial model can be re�ned (for
example the type of f can be changed to StrongForkli�).

References The references of the metamodels de�ne the edges between the instance objects. Those
edges are directed, loops are allowed but parallels not, so relations are suitable to model them. For ex-
ample, the PlacedOn reference is mapped to a PlacedOn relation. The ending types, the multiplicity,
the containment and inverse properties of the references are transformed to additional constraints.

The references between the instance objects can be de�ned by simply stating that the pair of
the source and the target is in the relation that models the reference. Instance attributes are de�ned
in the same way. For example, the placedOn reference between the f and s elements is de�ned as
PlacedOn(f , s).

Attributes The attributes of the metamodel are the properties of the classes. Boolean, integer and
real attributes have the appropriate types in the SMT language, and an enum type can be constructed
too. For example, the Size enum visible in Table 3.1 is represented with a custom set with �xed
values. The attributes are transformed in the same way as the references, the only di�erence is the
range of the parameter de�ning the value of the attribute. An example value of the size attribute is
also illustrated in Table 3.1.
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3.6.1.1 Correctness of the transformation

To validate the presented mapping it should be proved, that the mapping accomplishes the two prop-
erties presented in Section 3.5, namely:

I. FormF |= MF ⇔ M is instance of DSL
II. FormF does not have model ⇔ DSL does not have instance

Each step of the transformation produces logically equivalent SMT axioms from the DSL speci�-
cation and no other additional axioms are added to the axiom system.

If there is an instance model M of the DSL, then this model satis�es all constraints. Since these
constraints are transformed into a logically equivalent axiom system, this axiom system should have
an interpretation. Similar, if there is an interpretation of the axiom system, then there is an instance
model M of the DSL that satis�es all constraints.

If an instance model M is not conforming to the DSL, then it violates some constraint of it. That
means that some axioms are also violated from the SMT axiom system, so there cannot be found any
interpretation. On the other way, if some axioms are violated from the SMT axiom system, then the
instance model M will be not conforming to the DSL.

The correctness of the mapping can be proved manually using the structural induction method
since the SMT model is constructed based on the composition of basic SMT expressions. The mapping
of the basic model elements can be checked manually and afterwards, it can be proved, that the
composition rules do not violate the correctness.

3.6.2 Metric de�nition

The third input category to the model generation process contains metric function de�nitions and
value limits. This allows the user to de�ne di�erent metrics on the instance models (e.g. de�ne a
minimal value as a requirement).

3.6.2.1 Overview of the metric de�nition

A model metric is a function that maps an instance model to a numeric value. In order to evaluate
metrics during the generation process the de�nition of the metric function is added to the axiom
system. In this approach the language of the SMT solver is used for this purpose with some necessary
extension. The evaluation functions are constructed and added to the input of the SMT solver and on
the output not only the output model is produced, but also the result of the metric function on this
model.

For example, in the LGV case study I de�ned the boundaryvalue metric that counts the amount
of boundary values. During the test data generation not only the instance model is generated but the
value of this metric can also be read from the output of the SMT solver.

The value of the metric can be constrained by additional limits (according to the metric de�nition),
for example a maximum value for boundaryvalue can be required. Those constraints a�ect the whole
model generation process and limit the search space to cases where the selected value is high enough.
Therefore, model generation tool can be forced to generate instance models with the proper amount
of boundary values.

3.6.2.2 Rule Based Metric De�nition

In the running example the goal is to generate models with the maximum number of objects that are
located on boundary values de�ned by constraints. A metric is de�ned (see Table 3.3) that assigns
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Precondition Value
A station is on the edge of the speci�ed range 3
A station is on the edge of the layout 1

Table 3.3: Boundary value metric de�nition

scores to di�erent situations and the goal is to maximize this metric. This kind of expression can be
e�ectively de�ned with an if-then-else expression. Those expressions can be easily de�ned in �rst
order logic in the following way:

ite(P, x, y) =

{
x if P is true
y if P is false

For example, the last rule on Table 3.3 can be divided to four cases: the station can be placed on
the left, right, up and bottom to be evaluated as boundary value. The right one can be de�ned as
follows, and the others can be written similarly:

RightEdgeScore(l, s) = ite(RightEdgeCase(l, s), 1, 0), where
RightEdgeCase(l, s) = ∃xcoord , xsize ∈ N :

x(s, xcoord) ∧ xSize(l, xsize) ∧ [xcoord = xsize− 1], where
x(s, xcoord) is an expression generated by the transformation

that represent the X coordinate (xcoord) of the station (s)
xSize(l, xsize) is an expression generated by the transformation

that represent the width (xsize) of the layout (l).

3.6.2.3 Aggregation Expressions

Model metrics like boundaryvalue often use expressions that are evaluated on a set S of unde�ned
size, like summing over a set of integers. Unfortunately, those kind of expressions are not supported
in the language of the �rst order logic, so the language is extended with a

∑
expression which is pre-

compiled before the transformation process knowing the model size. The method is easily extended
to other aggregation expressions, like count, min or max.

The approach implements summing values over an n-ary relation (R ⊆ Objectsn) of the ob-
jects de�ned in the following form:

∑
entry∈R value(entry). Those expressions are unfolded in the

following way, which uses only + and ite(P, x, y) operators:

ite(entry1 ∈ R, value(entry1 ), 0) + . . .+ ite(entrym ∈ R, value(entrym), 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
entry1 ,...,entrym∈Objectsn

With the summing and if-then-else operator the boundaryvalue metric can de�ned as follows:

metric_value =∑
l∈Layout ,s∈Station [UpEdgeScore(l, s) + . . .+ RightEdgeScore(l, s)]+∑
f,o∈InDangerousScore [OuterEdgeOfInDangerousScore(f, o)]+∑
f,o∈InWarningScore [InnerEdgeOfWarningScore(f, o)+

OuterEdgeOfWarningScore(f, o)]+∑
f,o∈InClearScore [InnerEdgeOfInClearScore(f, o)]
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3.7 Implementation details

A prototype is implemented for this test data generation approach (including the DSL transformation
and test data generation steps) as an Eclipse Application, that �ts well into the DSL speci�cation
environment. The �owchart is presented in Figure 3.10 where the processing is divided into four
technical steps.

Figure 3.10: Architecture of the tool

On the left side the input is shown: the Metamodel, Constraints and Abstract (Partial) Test Data.
The transformation handler gets the input and calls the transformation components: �rst the

metamodel transformer, then the instance transformer �nally the constraint transformer. If the trans-
formation is successful, then an SMT �le is generated which contains the collected outputs of the
previous components.

SMT code can be constructed easily, using the XText [Xte] technology and the constructed SMT
grammar. The language is de�ned by a generative grammar, which means a list of applicable rules
that produce all elements of the language. Using this grammar the input and output SMT �les can be
parsed easily. The produced SMT input is a graph (instance model) of de�ned elements.

The generated SMT input �le is passed to the Reasoner handler. The Reasoner handler is
parametrized using the SMT solver con�guration. This component calls the Microsoft Z3, after suc-
cessful execution parses its output and based on the results builds the output model.

The interpretation of the generated SMT output is challenging because the structure of the output
code is complex. The Z3 produces function compositions, so a conjunction of the generated functions
is given. Every function can contain other function de�nitions, branches, logical or numeric values
and objects. This structure has to be resolved recursively, the solutions should be evaluated and �nally
a new partial snapshot is built.

During the mapping process, the constraints and the metamodel do not change, so the imple-
mentation should deal only with the objects of instance model, those changes are in�uenced by the
constraints. The possible changes are the following:

• New objects are added to the model.

• New references are added.

• Unde�ned attribute values of the objects are �lled out.

• The objects which type is abstract or interface are mapped to real type.
This implementation adds unique names to the instance objects automatically when the object is

created and afterwards during the mapping and SMT solving steps these names are not changed. The
newly created objects get a unique name during the process of creating a new output (partial or fully
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de�ned) instance model. The attributes are identi�ed with their container objects and the references
can be identi�ed with the objects of their ends.

The output of the tool-chain is a valid EMF instance model in the case, when the output of the Z3
is not a counterexample. The result is a counterexample in the following cases: (i.) inconsistency of
the instance model or (ii.) inconsistency of the constraints or (iii.) one of the constraints can not be
satis�ed.

The output can be represented by di�erent visualization tools: if the instance model is valid it can
be visualized in EMF, yED [yEd] or Zest [Zes].

3.8 Evaluation

In this section the performance and scalability (with respect to model size) of the proposed approach
is analyzed and we show the so called “di�cult” cases, when the model generation process could take
long time because of the mathematical complexity.

The goal of these experiments is to answer the following questions:
1. What can be said about the scalability of the multiple test data generation approach applied in

the abstract test data generation phase? How long does it take to generate new test data that is
structurally di�erent from all the previous ones.

2. What is the impact on the test data generation time, when the expected model size increases
during abstract test data generation?

3. How long does it take to �nd the optimal concrete test data for a selected abstract one, based
on the metrics de�ned for boundary value based testing? What can be said about scalability?

4. Is the two phased test data generation approach faster than generating test data in one, aggre-
gated phase?

The measurements use the case study introduced in Section 3.4 so the presented metamodel and
constraints were used.

3.8.1 Technical details

The measurements implement the test data generation process, based on the previously presented
domain speci�cation and input parameters. Four scenarios were de�ned in order to demonstrate
and analyze the scalability of the tool set and show the iterative and boundary value based test data
generation strategies on real world examples.

The benchmarks ran on an Intel Xeon E5620-based PC clocked at 2.40GHz with 4GBs of RAM
on Windows 7 (64 bit), using the Sun JDK version 1.7.0_25 (with a maximum heap size of 1536
MBs) and the Microsoft Z3 SMT solver version 4.3 (64 bit). Execution times were recorded using
the java.lang.System class, while memory usage was recorded using the output of the Z3 SMT
solver. All benchmarks were executed on the same hardware and computed averages of 10 runs.

3.8.2 Demonstration scenarios

Four scenarios were implemented in order to validate my test data generation approach and to answer
the questions.
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3.8.2.1 Scenario A: Generation of multiple abstract test data

This scenario is de�ned to evaluate the required time for generating multiple test data based on one
abstract test data generation setup (Phase 1). The abstract test data generation phase was executed
and 100 di�erent abstract test data were generated iteratively.
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Figure 3.11: Runtimes of 100 di�erent 12 sized model generation

The measurement was repeated 10 times and the results are shown in Figure 3.11. Each grey dot
on the diagram represents how long did it take to generate the nth abstract test data. To show the
trend using the red line, the average of the inner 80% of the results (by dropping the best and worst
measurement value out of the 10) were calculated.

As conclusion I can say that generating new abstract test data becomes slower, but since it show
a slowly ascending trend, it can be acceptable using this approach. There is a constant factor at the
beginning of each measurement and a linear increment is added with every required new di�erent
test data.

3.8.2.2 Scenario B: Analysis of the scalability

In the second scenario the scalability of the model generation subprocess is evaluated. The generation
of 10 structurally di�erent abstract test data for di�erent model sizes is started, the execution time is
measured for every iteration and the measurement was repeated for each model size from 11 nodes
to 20 nodes. This way the scalability aspect could be shown according to the required model size.

Similar to the scenario A, each measurement sequence was repeated 10 times and the average
time was calculated of each run based on the inner 80% of the measured values. In Figure 3.12 the
average lines and the areas, where the inner 80% of the measurements are found are depicted. The
x-axis represents the measurement sequence (10 di�erent models for each size) and the y-axis shows
the time values for each iteration. Instead of showing the data for each (11..20) model sizes I selected
only three (12, 16 and 20) for presentation purposes.

I can conclude that increasing the expected model size for abstract test data increases the constant
factor of the generation time, but afterwards, the increment based on the iterations for new test data
shows slowly increasing trend. This solution scales well for the number of generated models.

The second aspect of the scalability is the model size. In Figure 3.13 the aggregated runtime for
generating 10 di�erent models for each (11..20) model sizes is depicted. I found, that this solution
scales linear for the model size, since linear connection was found between this aggregated time and
the model size.
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Figure 3.13: Aggregated runtimes of 10 di�erent models with various sizes

3.8.2.3 Scenario C: Boundary value based test data generation

In this scenario randomly 3 di�erent abstract test data were selected and the concrete test data gen-
eration task (Phase 2) was executed on them. The boundary value based test data generation strategy
is implemented and it was measured how many iterations and how much time is needed to reach the
best solution. For each abstract test data the process was executed 10 times.

In Table 3.4 the execution data of one run is depicted. The implementation of the boundary value
based test data generation strategy found the optimal solution in 8 iterations. The execution time and
the actual metric value are recorded for each iteration, while in the last iteration, the SMT solver did
not �nd a better solution and it returned unsat.

For each randomly selected abstract test data (Model1, Model2 and Model3) this generation was
executed 10 times. The statistics of these executions are presented in Table 3.5. The average runtime
of one iteration, the average runtime for concrete test data generation (iteration until the output is
unsat), the average number of iterations and the value of the metric that can be reached are shown.

The results show that the approach is working as expected, even “better” test data is generated in
every iteration until the SMT solver was not able to provide “better” result according to the de�ned
metric.
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Iteration Time Metric value
1 1,23 3
2 2,22 7
3 1,64 13
4 1,25 20
5 1,03 21
6 1,21 22
7 1,64 23
8 2,21 25
9 1,35 unsat

Table 3.4: Execution data based on one run of the boundary value based test data generation strategy

Avg. iteration time (standard deviation) Avg. runtime Avg. steps Max. metric value
Model1 1,7 sec (0.62) 18,79 sec 11 25
Model2 2,26 sec (0.76) 19,7 sec 8,7 18
Model3 1,65 sec (0.77) 15,3 sec 9,3 26

Table 3.5: Statistics of concrete test data generation

3.8.2.4 Scenario D: Two phased test data generation

In this scenario the two phased test data generation approach was compared to an other one, where
the generation process is not split into two phases.

In the two phased approach, the abstract test data generation process was executed to get 10
abstract test data, and afterwards based on this generated abstract test data, the concrete test data
generation process was executed (without feedback) to generate one valid concrete test data for each
abstract one.

In the one phased approach the model generation subprocess was executed in one phase, where
all the constraints (both structure and attribute constraints) were added at the same time and negative
feedback was applied to be able to generate 10 di�erent concrete test data.
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Figure 3.14: One and two phased model generation

In Figure 3.14 the results are depicted that show the generation times for the nth test data in a
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logarithmic scale. The dark grey area represents the �rst phase, the light grey the second phase, while
the red line shows the sum of the two phases. The black line represents the one phased generation
time.

Based on this measurement, it turns out that the one phased generation is every time at least
one magnitude slower than my approach. This di�erence can be explained by the split of the SMT
problem into two independent parts. The algorithm drives the SMT solver �rst to solve the structural
constraints and later the attribute constraints instead of dealing with all the constraints in one step.
This application speci�c optimization of the SMT problem ensures better performance.

3.8.3 Practical applications

The presented test data generation approach was successfully demonstrated in our industrial project
[R3C11].

First, we supported the test data generation for the Laser Guided Vehicles. I constructed the
context metamodel (about 30 elements), captured 10 safety-related constraints using OCL and created
5 di�erent scenario models (including initial context fragments). We generated the test data in the
form of EMF models for each scenario and also to trigger at least two of them. Based on these test
data the context of the AS was manually built and was tested in a real environment.

The Care-O-bot [Fra] is a mobile robot assistant constructed by the Fraunhofer Institut. I con-
structed the context metamodel and captured the safety-related constraints for this AS and generated
test data in the form of EMF models. The Robot Operating System (ROS) [Opeb] is a �exible frame-
work that supports writing robot software and the Gazebo [Opea] is a simulator connected to the
ROS and provides e�cient simulation of robots in complex indoor and outdoor environments. The
Care-O-bot AS has an ROS implementation and we were able to execute the generated test in the
ROS+Gazebo simulator environment. To be able to simulate the context of the AS, the generated
EMF-based test data was mapped to the input format of the simulator as con�guration of objects in
the environment of the robot when the mission of the robot is executed.

Since the proposed framework is based on a “black-box" constraint solver, the supported model
sizes are highly dependent on the embedded constraint solver implementation. In the presented ap-
plication domains the required model size of the test data models was limited, so the proposed frame-
work was successfully applied. These use cases did not focus on the large test data models, but on
the special test data generation strategies. If large models are needed the replacement of the backend
constraint solver technology may be required [SVV16].

3.9 Summary and new results

In this chapter a complete test data generation approach is presented to support the model-based
testing of the context-aware behaviour of autonomous agents. In this work, my focus was on the
following contributions:

• De�nition of a domain speci�c method that allows capturing the safety and robustness related
requirements of an AS. The proposed method includes notions to describe the domain of the
AS (the relevant contexts) and behaviour of the AS (sequence of actions and messages in this
context). I presented an approach to capture the main concepts (objects and relations) in the
AS’s domain as well as the constraints that determine the valid contexts. One of the important
features of domain modelling is the use of object type hierarchy and abstract relations to support
concise requirements capturing and equivalence class based testing.
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• Development of a test data generation method that is able to systematically generate test con-
texts (in which the tested AS shall perform it mission without violating the safety and robust-
ness related requirements) on the basis of various test strategies and coverage criteria. The
test data generation uses the domain model (context model) and the speci�c context fragments
included in the requirements, and consists of two phases. The �rst phase utilizes the type hier-
archy and abstract relations of the context model to e�ectively generate so-called abstract test
data, while in the second phase these abstract relations are resolved to have concrete test data
(test context in which the mission of the tested AS can be checked) according to the testing
strategy.

The model generation was an SMT-based solution, its implementation was a joint work.
On the basis of these contributions the following testing-related tasks are supported:
• Capturing the main concepts (objects and relations) in the AS’s domain in order to construct

context models.

• Collecting the constraints that should be satis�ed to generate normal and exceptional contexts
for testing.

• Capturing requirement scenarios (i.e., rules for safe context-aware behaviour).

• Generating test contexts using a model-based approach to systematically verify safety and ro-
bustness according to various test strategies.

The correctness of the mapping was checked manually and its application, the successful test
data generation validated it. The round-trip implementation (EMF and constraints are mapped to
SMT and after successful solver execution the SMT solution is mapped back to EMF instance models)
was successful and good quality test data models were generated.

The results of the evaluation shows that the proposed SMT solver based approach can be success-
fully applied in test data generation. The multiple test data generation strategy is able to generate
structurally di�erent abstract test data. The generation time contains a constant factor (depending
on the required model size) and afterwards linearly increases in every iteration that is manageable by
our tools and provides e�cient test data generation.

The proposed incremental optimization for concrete test data was also feasible and was able to
�nd the best solution according to the de�ned metric in a reasonable time. Generating test cases for
robustness testing was also successful.

The measurements proved that splitting the whole process into two phases results in an order of
magnitude decrease in execution time. This separation provides both practical bene�ts and is more
e�cient.

The mapping part of this work was later extended as continuation of this work and a DSL val-
idation framework was constructed in a joint work with my colleagues [Sem+15]. We added the
support of additional constraint speci�cation languages (e.g. OCL and graph patterns) and developed
the transformation to both the Z3 SMT solver and also the Alloy analyzer. This framework supports
the formal validation of DSL speci�cations and also provides generic instance model generation.

My results in the form of a thesis for the PhD requirements:

Thesis 2 Following a systematic method for testing the safety and robustness of the context-aware
behaviour of autonomous systems, I developed a modeling approach for describing the context, and
proposed model-based test context generation method in case of di�erent testing strategies.

1. Constructing the context metamodel
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I proposed a modeling approach for describing the context of context-aware autonomous agents
which includes the ontology-based construction of a metamodel, and the de�nition of syntactic
(well-formedness) and semantic constraints.

2. De�nition of a constraint solver based test data generation framework
I proposed a constraint solver based model generation method for test data generation and for
this purpose I provided a two phased model generation process with feedback options based
on a mapping from the context (meta)model and the test data generation strategy to the SMT
problem. I implemented the method in a test data generation framework, validated it in case of
testing autonomous vehicles, and analyzed its scalability and performance.

Related publications are the following: [2], [8], [7] and [14].

3.10 Future work

The scalability aspects of the current solution motivates additional research on the generation of
graph structures (abstract models). The current solution is based on the Z3 SMT solver that is e�cient
in solving the SMT problems derived from models with integer attributes, but in the generation of
graph structures the Alloy Analyzer [Jac02] outperforms it. Since the proposed test data generation
framework is splitted in two phases, the used backend reasoner technology is not necessarily the
same. The Alloy Analyzer can be used in the �rst phase, where the focus is on the generation of model
structures while the Z3 can be used in the second phase where dealing with attributes is important.
This extension requires the de�nition of a mapping from the DSL artifacts to the Alloy language.

In this version the metric de�nitions can be speci�ed using the SMT language that might be too
complex for a test engineer. Additionally, the control function of the test data generation subpro-
cess (e.g. the iterative execution logic) is also encoded in the execution logic. Finally, the abstraction
techniques during the feedback mechanism are also encoded in the framework. In order to pro-
vide an extensible, generic test data generation framework an interface should be provided for the
test engineer to de�ne these parameters and modules. First, a new speci�cation language should be
constructed for the metric de�nitions. Afterwards the implementation of the control functions and
abstraction techniques should be extracted into modular extensions of the framework to support the
development of a new, domain speci�c (third party) control functions or abstraction techniques. In
that way the test engineers can easily adapt the proposed framework to their testing domain. My
work was continued under my supervision in [Bar14] and my colleagues also published upcoming
results in [SVV16], where this aspect of my research is detailed.



Chapter 4

Model validation method for checking
the standard compliance of process
models

Our everyday life depends on software to a considerable extent, this way the reduction of the risks of
design and implementation faults is of utmost importance. Rigorous software development processes
and model driven development with (automated) veri�cation are two key approaches proposed for
the development of safety critical systems.

Software development processes are more and more subject to regulations �xed in (general and
domain-speci�c) standards that de�ne criteria for the selection of proper development methods. Ac-
cordingly, if software is deployed in a critical environment then an independent assessment is needed
to certify that its development process is compliant to the criteria stated in the related standard. Safety
standards impose requirements on the process used to develop safety-critical systems. For certi�ca-
tion purposes, manufacturers have to properly interpret and meet these requirements.

Model driven development (MDD) is a popular approach for designing complex safety critical
applications. Using this method, software engineers design the model of the application from which
the source code and tests can be generated (manually or automatically). This approach may be used
in the de�nition of V&V processes for safety critical systems. The goal of this thesis is to present how
to adopt the model driven development approach in V&V process modeling and assessment.

Modelling supports the assessment of development processes and tool-chains by providing a for-
mal veri�cation technique that allows the automated checking of the compliance to standards or
supports the automatic generation of standard compliant process models.

Commonalities and variabilities can be identi�ed in the di�erent standards. Commonalities and
variabilities among requirements can be identi�ed when comparing di�erent criticality levels within
the same version of a standard, di�erent versions of the same standard, or di�erent standards within
the same domain or even within di�erent domains. The time and cost required for performing the
comparison increases when moving from one single version to di�erent standards within di�erent
domains. This is due to the usage of di�erent terms, which sometimes do not denote di�erent se-
mantics. Irrelevant terminological di�erences are sometimes introduced for political reasons [FF14].
These di�erences slow down not only the provision of deliverables but also the audit of such deliv-
erables. Identifying commonalities and variabilities is crucial to enable cross-domain manufacturers
to speed up the creation of process-related deliverables via systematic reuse. At the same time well-
de�ned and managed reuse speed up the audit process on the certi�cation authority side. In the
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context of security-informed safety [BNS13], irrelevant terminological di�erences contained within
safety-speci�c and security-speci�c standards prevent cross-fertilization as well as reuse.

The goal of this work is to provide a model based framework that supports (1) the assessment of
a development processes, provides (2) automatic process model construction based on the standards
for development and V&V processes and helps in the identi�cation of commonalities and variabilities
in process models.

These addressed goals require modeling language construction, model manipulation, model gen-
eration and model validation knowledge. A modeling language should be constructed based on the
standards for development and V&V processes that includes the requirements presented in the stan-
dards. This modeling language could be used to construct and validate process models.

In order to provide an extensible modeling language and a model veri�cation, model generation
and model merge framework, �rst, the standards for development and V&V processes should be ana-
lyzed and the main challenges should be identi�ed. In the next sections I present a high level overview
of the standards, highlight the main challenges and provide a framework that supports the addressed
goals.

The chapter is structured as follows: Standards for development and V&V processes are analyzed
in Section 4.1, Section 4.2 summarizes the related work. Section 4.3 presents the motivation and
challenges, Section 4.4 summarizes the proposed framework (the modeling methodology and related
tasks) and �nally Section 4.7 concludes and outlines the future work.

4.1 Standards for V&V processes in safety critical systems
development 1

Development (including design, implementation, veri�cation and validation) processes of critical sys-
tems are regulated by industrial standards in order to ensure the satisfaction of quality, dependability
and safety requirements.

In the context of safety-critical (software) systems engineering, objective-based (i.e., DO-178C) as
well as prescriptive (i.e., EN 50126 [EN599] and ISO 26262) safety standards impose requirements on
the development process. For self-assessment (ISO 26262) as well as for certi�cation purposes (EN
50126), manufacturers have to properly interpret and meet these requirements.

During my work I analyzed the structure of these standards and selected the CENELEC EN 50126,
EN 50128 (Railway standards) and the ISO 26262 (Automotive standard) for demonstration purposes.
Both of these standards are the domain-speci�c adaptation of IEC 61508 [Int00], which is an interna-
tional standard for the functional safety of electrical, electronic, and programmable electronic equip-
ment, developed in the mid-eighties and nineties. It is concerned with the safety lifecycle (analyzis,
realization and operation), i.e., all the necessary steps to achieve the required functional safety that,
in turn, must be de�ned according to a scale of four safety integrity levels (SIL). This standard covers
safety-related systems when one or more of such systems incorporate mechanical/electrical/electron-
ic/programmable electronic devices. My approach can be applied on the IEC 61508 standard as well,
because it includes the same concepts and similar requirements that are found in the above mentioned
EN 50128 and ISO 26262. In my work I focused on the automotive and railway area because of the
concrete needs arised in collaborative research projects.

1This section summarizes the relevant information about the standards for V&V processes published in my papers
([Sza09b; GS15]) and in a deliverable [Kap+13] published in collaboration with project partners.
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4.1.1 Railway standards

CENELEC Standards are speci�c for the railway domain and de�ne the lifecycle of the system.
• EN 50126 [EN599] is often called the "RAMS standard," since it deals with Reliability, Avail-

ability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) for railway systems. This standard provides the
description of the lifecycle of a railway project focusing on the quality management and on the
di�erent phases and analyzes that have to be accomplished to guarantee a good conception,
design and implementation.

• EN 50129 [EN503] applies to safety-related electronic control and protection systems. This
standard provides the description of the safety lifecycle of a railway project and shows how the
analyzes have to be executed and what are the solutions to follow.

• EN 50128 [CEN11] applies to (safety-related) software for railway control and protection sys-
tems. This standard provides the description of the software lifecycle that has to be executed
during the project development, considering safety aspects and not-safety aspects.

These three standards specify a methodological way to guarantee both quality (EN 50126, EN
50128) and safety (EN 50128 and EN 50129) during the development of a system in railway context.

The relation between the standards is de�ned as follows: EN 50126 de�nes the core development
lifecycle, while EN 50128 re�nes the software aspects and EN 50129 details the safety aspects.

As for the IEC 61508, CENELEC methodology is detailed through the use of a reference lifecycle.
It can be seen as a time-line, typically known as “V-Model”. EN 50126 describes the activities to be
performed and the results that have to be produced during product development.

In order to deal with the increasing complexity of the functionalities that have to be implemented
by software modules, a uni�ed approach to software development has been de�ned. This approach
is capable of both helping in avoiding methodological errors and in designing and analyzing the soft-
ware. The CENELEC standard that accomplished this goal is the EN 50128. It concentrates on the
methods which need to be used in order to provide software which meets the demands for safety
integrity.

The lifecycle de�ned in EN 50128 (Figure 4.1) has the target to describe the development of the
software in the de�ned phases, the activities and how to record all information pertinent to the soft-
ware throughout the lifecycle of the software.

The standard addresses each activity according to the required software safety integrity level (SIL).
A safety integrity level (SIL) is a measure of safety performance required for a system that carries

out safety functions. SIL is de�ned by measuring the risk of using a speci�c system component. The
safety integrity level will then determine the level of e�ort required to reduce the risk provided by a
safety function.

EN 50128 describes the activities that have to be taken into account (according to a certain SIL).
The choice of the activities depends on the characteristic of the system and on the SIL required. In this
standard the set of main activities is de�ned. Some additional activities could be taken into account
according to a speci�c system and SIL.

Figure 4.2 show the methods and measures that are taken into account according to the software
SIL for Software Architecture and Design Phase.

For each method or measure in the table, there is a reference to the necessity of application of
method/measure for each software SIL. The requirements for software SIL 1 and 2 are the same for
each method. Similarly, each method has the same requirements at software SIL 3 and 4. These
requirements can be:

• ’M’ symbol means that the use of a method is mandatory,
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Figure 4.1: EN 50128: V-Model de�ned in EN 50128

• ’HR’ symbol means that the method or measure is Highly Recommended for this safety integrity
level. If this method or measure is not used then the rationale for using alternative methods
shall be detailed in the Software Quality Assurance Plan or in another document referenced by
the Software Quality Assurance Plan,

• ’R’ symbol means that the method or measure is Recommended for this safety integrity level.
This is a lower level of recommendation than an ’HR’ and such methods can be combined to
form part of a package,

• ’-’ symbol means that the method or measure has no recommendation for or against being used,

• ’NR’ symbol means that the method or measure is Not Recommended for this safety integrity
level. If this method or measure is used then the rationale behind using it shall be detailed in
the Software Quality Assurance Plan.

The methods may be re�ned hierarchically using additional tables, where additional methods or
measures are enumerated with their requirement speci�cation. Such re�nement can be identi�ed at
the “Modeling” tecnique, where a reference to “Table A.17” is presented.

Additionally, to accomplish a SIL level a combination of the enumerated methods or measures may
be applied in the implemented process. This constraint can be formulated using a logical expression,
like “Approved combinations of methods for Software Safety Integrity Levels 3 and 4 are as follows:
a) 1, 7, 19, 22 and one from 4, 5, 12 or 21; or b) 1, 4, 19, 22 and one from 2, 5, 12, 15 or 21.”.
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Figure 4.2: EN 50128: Software Architecture and Design Phase (7.3)

Besides the above presented requirements EN 50128 includes also the required input and output
documents for each phase. For the Software Architecture and Design Phase the following require-
ments are prescribed:

Input documents:
1. Software Requirements Speci�cation
Output documents:
1. Software Architecture Speci�cation
2. Software Design Speci�cation
3. Software Interface Speci�cations
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4. Software Integration Test Speci�cation
5. Software/Hardware Integration Test Speci�cation
6. Software Architecture and Design Veri�cation Report
An other important issue of this standard is to ensure that all personnel who have responsibilities

for the software are organized, empowered and capable of ful�lling their responsibilities.
For the standard process, it is expected that there are as minimum the following personnel (roles)

involved:
1. Project Manager
2. Requirements Manager
3. Designer
4. Implementer
5. Assessor
6. Integrator
7. Tester
8. Veri�er
9. Validator
As shown in Figure 4.3, according to software SIL these personnel (listed above) shall be organized

into working teams. For instance, in case of projects with SIL equals to 0, there are two di�erent
teams: a developing team and a testing/veri�cation/validation team supervised by a Project Manager
and reviewed by an independent Assessor.

In case of projects with SIL 1 or 2 there are three di�erent teams. The testing/veri�cation/valida-
tion team is split into two groups (one is Integrator and Tester, the other is Veri�er and Validator).

For projects with SIL 3 or 4 the Validator must have an independent role (external to the other
teams and its work does not depend on the Project Manager approval).

4.1.2 Automotive standards

Electronic and electrical (E/E) systems are increasingly being integrated into automotive vehicles.
Currently none of the available standard is associated within the automotive industry practice to a
certi�cation process. However, ISO 26262, published in 2011, is considered the state-of-the-art for the
de�nition of development and safety processes and guidelines, so companies are using it as reference
in the production of E/E systems for automotive.

The ISO 26262 provides an automotive safety lifecycle, covers functional safety aspects of the
entire development process and de�nes automotive safety integrity levels (ASILs) for specifying the
safety requirements for achieving an acceptable residual risk. It further provides requirements for
safety level assessment.

ISO 26262 speci�es the properties and characteristics for quality assurance (Veri�cation and Vali-
dation) and the recommended measures and methods for achieving a necessary safety level according
to the ASIL scale.

ASIL has four levels, from A to D, where A represents the minimum of risk, and D the maximum.
The ASIL classi�cation is evaluated based on three factors:

• The severity of a failure, which is the impact of possible damage. There are four classes of
severity, ranging from no injuries to life-threatening injuries.
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Figure 4.3: De�ned roles and requirements in EN50128

• The probability of exposure, which is the frequency of the exposure to a failure. This factor
ranges from incredible, very low, low, medium and high probability.

• The controllability factor represents the probability to prevent, or �x, a failure. This factor
ranges from controllable in general, simply controllable, normally controllable, di�cult to con-
trol and uncontrollable.

ISO 26262 has been designed focusing on the development of safety-related systems, including
both hardware and software, it requires assessing the capability of the development processes used
to comply with the standard.

The major system development model used in the automotive industry is the well-known V-
model. ISO 26262 de�nes a safety lifecycle structured according to this model.

ISO 26262 grouped the safety lifecycle into three large phases: Concept, Product Development
and Production & Operation. During the concept phase, a key activity is to de�ne the safety integrity
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level of the item under development, determining the necessary methods to assure safety during
product development. In the product development phase, three distinct parts describe the activities
that should be carried out during product development at the system level, at the hardware level, and
at the software level. Regarding product development at the software level, the standard requires that
it must be based on the reference model given in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: ISO 26262: V-Model de�ned in ISO 26262 for the software level

The requirements speci�ed by the standard for software development (part sixth of ISO 26262)
are the following:

1. Initialization of product development
2. Speci�cation of software safety requirements
3. Software architectural design
4. Unit design and implementation
5. Unit testing
6. Software integration and testing
7. Veri�cation of software safety requirements
ISO 26262 requires the determination of con�dence level for the software tools used in the safety

lifecycle and, depending on the context of their usage, may require the quali�cation of the tools. ISO
26262 provides guidance on software tool classi�cation and quali�cation.

4.2 Related work

There are two main areas of work related to the approach presented in this thesis: modeling the
requirements of the safety-critical standards, using ontologies for process modeling and looking for
commonalities in the safety-critical standards.

There are approaches that provide modeling formalisms for standard-related requirements. Each
of these solutions de�ne a modeling solution to capture some aspect of the standard.

Veri�cation of the standard compliance of V&V processes is presented in [PSB13]. Authors present
a method based on conceptual model and a derived UML Pro�le that was applied on process models
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and artifacts. For a given standard they presented a method, how to construct the conceptual model
and how to derive the UML pro�le and how to elaborate the domain model for compliance. As an
evaluation they used the IEC61508 standard and presented the corresponding models.

To formalize EN 50126-related processes, Event driven Process Chains have also been used in
[Mül+09]. Authors, however, only focus their attention on single processes and they do not try to
formalize meta-processes.

Simple reliability block diagram method is presented in [GY07] for safety integrity veri�cation
of development processes constructed based on the IEC 61508 standard. This formalism focuses on
the calculation of some process metrics described in the standard instead of the process structure
analysed by my approach.

[PE16] deals with the process certi�cation according to the DO-178C avionics standard. The au-
thors present a characterization framework that is used to formalize four aspects of the standard, but
they provide only formalization and no validation support.

Regarding compliance to a standard, authors in [CCM08] study the problem of compliance of a
process model with the activities prescribed in IEC61508. They check (process) compliance by com-
paring user-de�ned activities against models of the activities in the standard. This work is similar to
what is proposed in this thesis but focuses on the process structure, however, I go beyond the process
structure and provide evidences of conformance with regard to other aspects as well.

There are some approaches that have used ontologies for modeling processes. Some of these
approaches propose their own metamodel [Eit14] or adopt an existing one from other modeling
techniques. Some approaches use one of the business process modeling standards (BPEL or BPMN)
[DLM07] and there are others that are based on the SPEM2.0 [Lis10; RS09]. In my case the SPEM2.0-
based solution is the most promising since recent contributions are actively proposing SPEM2.0 ex-
tensions to address safety concerns [GPL14] as well as variability-related concerns [MGP08].

Finally, there are solutions for checking commonalities between standards. In [PSB11], authors
propose an approach based on UML pro�les to capture explicitly the relationships between generic
standards (e.g. IEC61508) and corresponding sector-speci�c standards. Similarly to my work, this
work also contributes to systematizing the speci�cation of the existing relationships between stan-
dards, but deals only with the specialization and generalization aspects and not with two standards
for di�erent safety-critical areas.

Authors propose a high-level process model in [ÅL09] that abstracts away domain-speci�c de-
tails. According to them, the high level process model should contain abstract but common activities
required by the safety standards. This work focuses only on the commonalities and does not handle
the domain speci�c di�erences.

4.3 Motivation and challenges

The previously addressed goals have modeling language construction, model manipulation, model
generation and model validation aspects. Based on my �rst thesis, ontologies can be used to support
intuitive modeling language construction and ontology reasoners or DSM tools for model validation
and generation purposes. The goals require static checking of models that represent concepts of a
domain (development processes) in a hierarchical structure. The ontology based modeling formal-
ism supports the description of hierarchical structures (e.g. the breakdown structure of the phases,
tasks, subtasks) and complex requirements (e.g. combination of mandatory, required or not required
methods).
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In the case of multiple standards, commonalities between safety and security are frequently ob-
scured by the use of di�erent concepts and terminologies. Indeed, there is considerable variation in
terminology both within and between the safety and security communities. Thus, to achieve a shared
understanding of the key concepts within each domain, there is a need to establish a common on-
tology, since ontologies are frequently used to establish a common dictionary or merge metamodels
[Pat+11].

First, the concepts de�ned in the standards can be easily represented using ontologies, and re-
quirements (standard compliance, consistency and completeness) can be formulated as expressions
and queries that can be evaluated in the ontology domain. The ontology languages have a good formal
semantics and automatic reasoning algorithms. Afterwards, process models can be represented as in-
stance models based on this modeling language by applying the same concepts in process modeling.
This approach allows the execution of model validation and generation tasks on process models.

Based on the analysis of the previously presented standards and based on the lessons learned in
research projects in collaboration with industrial partners I identi�ed three main groups of challenges:

1. Modeling the requirements described in the standards is a modeling language engineering and
model construction challenge,

2. Assessment of a development processes is a model validation challenge,

3. Automatic process model construction is a model generation challenge,

4. Identi�cation of commonalities and variabilities in process models is a model merge challenge.

4.3.1 Modeling the requirements described in the standards

First, a modeling approach should be developed that should cover the basic concepts de�ned in the
standards and the requirements for the processes.

As I presented in Section 4.1 both of the analyzed standards have the same common origin and
they deal with similar concepts and requirements. There is a need to create a �exible, extensible
modeling language that is able to describe the complex requirements.

The main challenges during the requirement formalisation are the following:
• For each SIL di�erent requirements are described in the standard. Accordingly, this introduces

a new dimension into the requirement formalisation.

• The su�cient conditions for every SIL are formulated in the standard using various combina-
tions of the applied methods.

• The development methods are re�ned hierarchically, i.e., several high level methods are decom-
posed into a combination of lower level ones.

4.3.2 Assessment of processes

To support the standards based assessment of the development process a model validation framework
should be constructed. Here, the constructed process model should be analyzed according to the
formulated requirements from the standards and valuable feedback (report) should be generated to
support the work of the process engineers.

The main challenges in this framework construction are:
• The industrial standards for process modeling should be met, so a common process modeling

formalism should be supported.
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• An e�cient model checking technology should be developed to provide evidences for process
validation or provide missing or mismatched methods to help the process engineers to correct
the process models.

4.3.3 Automatic process model construction

There may be multiple standard compliant process implementations for a given phase, since the re-
quirements enable the selection of applied methods and tools for the process engineers. In a given
environment or at a company, based on the available tools or implementation costs an “optimal” pro-
cess could be selected for implementation. This is a process model generation task with optimization
options.

• An extensible tool repository should be constructed, that may contain individual tools and also
tool-chain patterns.

• The optimization goal should de�ned.

4.3.4 Identi�cation of commonalities and variabilities among safety processes

Based on the analysis, the standards prescribe similar phases and tasks for the di�erent application
domains (railway and automotive) but there can be identi�ed some changes in the requirements be-
tween standards of various domains and also between their versions.

Finding commonalities and variabilities in models is a model merging problem, where the main
challenges are the following:

• In the standards a usage of di�erent terms can be identi�ed, which sometimes do not mean a
di�erent semantics. Irrelevant terminological di�erences are sometimes introduced for undoc-
umented reasons [FF14]

• Processes are re�ned hierarchically, so a matching algorithm is needed that compares two la-
beled hierarchical structure.

4.4 Framework for model driven V&V process engineering

All the presented challenges are related to model-driven approach, method or technology. Based on
the results of my �rst thesis I propose here an ontology-based framework that will support the process
engineers in the process model validation and generation tasks or support the domain experts in the
model merge task to identify commonalities and variabilities in di�erent standards.

The choice of the ontology-based solution is motivated by the following:
• De�ning a modeling language based on textual description of the V&V standards is much more

intuitive using ontologies.
• Extending this modeling language with process modeling formalism and de�ning equivalence

relations between the concepts of the standards and process modeling elements is also intuitive
using ontologies.

• Complex requirements can be easily formalized using description logic axioms.
Since ontologies provide a �exible, extensible modeling approach, the framework can be built up

on well-structured set of ontology models. These models capture the core concepts of the standards
and the requirements. In other words, they de�ne a modeling language: the metamodel and additional
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constraints to enable the construction of instance models: process models, tool repository or tool-
chain patterns.

The main contribution of this thesis is a framework (depicted in Figure 4.5) that includes the
ontology-based modeling approach to support the formalisation of the concepts and requirements of
the safety standards (simply referred to as modelling of the standard in the following) and also adopts
model validation, model generation and model merge methods to address the presented challenges.

Figure 4.5: Overview of the framework

The framework operates on two levels: on the language level and on the instance level. On the
language level a modeling language is de�ned that is used to create instance models on the instance
level.

The central part of the modeling language is the ontology-based model of the standards. This
modeling language de�nition includes a common ontology that covers the common parts, common
concepts of the standards: concepts of phases, tasks, output artifacts, roles. This model should be
specialized by domain experts based on the standard-speci�c parts (process lifecycle,methods hierarchy)
and complex requirements of a given standard.

Based on the ontology model of a given standard a process engineer is able to construct the instance
models of processes, tool repository and tool-chain patterns.

The constructed models are the inputs of the previously de�ned model validation, model genera-
tion and model merge tasks.

SPEM 2.0 [OMG08] is the OMG’s standard for systems and software process modelling. Similar to
other modeling frameworks, SPEM applies two level of process modeling. On the “meta” level we are
able to construct metaprocess-models, that are the “templates” for the instance-level process models.
Since SPEM is the de-facto standard in the industry for process modeling, my framework supports
the use of SPEM-based models as inputs (SPEM-based models of the standards or SPEM-based models
of the processes) and outputs (SPEM-based metaprocess-model).
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In the following my two contributions for this thesis will be presented: �rst the details of the
modeling methodology is de�ned: how to model the standards, the requirements and processes. Af-
terwards, based on the constructed models the model validation, model generation and model merging
subtasks will be explained.

4.5 Modeling methodology

The �rst contribution of this thesis is the ontology-based modeling formalism for representing the
requirements described in the standards.

As proposed before, ontologies are used to capture the concepts and requirements de�ned in the
standard because of the extendability, �exibility and expression power of this modeling formalism. Us-
ing the ontology import mechanism the more general models will be re�ned and �nally the ontology
models of a speci�c standard will be constructed. Namely, the general concepts of the V&V standards
are collected in a higher level ontology, while the standards speci�c concepts and requirements (that
apply only on one standard) are collected in a lower level ontology, that re�nes the previous one.

First, during the modeling language construction phase the meta-level, the T-Box is constructed.

Figure 4.6: Concept hierarchy of the common ontology

The more general parts of the standards are collected into a common ontology depicted in Fig-
ure 4.6. The following elements are covered by this model:

• The general process lifecycle concepts to model a Process, which is composed of Phases that is
composed of Tasks. A transitive composed of object property will be used to de�ne the main
structure of a development process. This structure describes a hierarchy of process elements de-
�ned in SPEM2.0, where phases are hierarchically broken down into phases/tasks. Each process
is represented as a tree (according to the graph theory terminology).
It should mention, that this modeling approach doesn’t de�ne the exact ordering of the tasks
and phases. The ordering will be de�ned implicit by the artifacts that are the inputs and outputs
of a given task.

• A general Method concept is de�ned here, that will be re�ned later in the standard-speci�c
ontologies. The root of the hierarchy of the methods will be this concept. Each instance of the
process lifecycle elements can be also tagged with the realized method to support the model
validation task.

• Each Task de�ne the Artifacts that are produced by this task (produced object property) or that
are required (required object property) and the Roles, which will be involved in this task (in-
volved object property) (see Figure 4.7, where the di�erent object properties are visualized using
di�erent colors).
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Figure 4.7: The Task concept and its object properties

This common ontology is re�ned by the domain experts based on the standard speci�c parts (e.g.
the speci�c lifecycle phases, artifacts, roles will be de�ned).

In the following the details of the standard-speci�c parts will be presented. In this section the
EN50128 standard will be used as example.

4.5.1 Process lifecycle, artifacts and roles

Each standard de�nes a process lifecycle that should be used in the development processes. The EN
50128 de�nes the phases based on the “V-model”. The re�ned common ontology is shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: The phases de�ned in the EN 50128 standard

Additionally, the de�ned artifacts and roles are also captured. An extract from this part of the
ontology is depicted in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10.

4.5.2 Methods hierarchy

A formal representation of the hierarchical structure of methods can be provided by de�ning an on-
tology. Here concepts refer to the development methods and their relations include the re�nement.

Methods are given in the standard using tables for each phase, which methods can be re�ned
hierarchically based on the references in the tables. In Figure 4.11 the de�ned methods forArchitecture
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Figure 4.9: Extract of the roles de�ned in the EN 50128 standard

Figure 4.10: Extract of the artifacts de�ned in the EN 50128 standard

and Design (7.3) phase are depicted (based on Table A.3 in the standard), furthermore the Modeling
method is re�ned based on the Table A.17 and also the Not Required criteria is added.

In the model annotations are used to add additional text extracted from the standard to each
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Figure 4.11: Extract of the methods de�ned for the Architecture and Design phase

method and this can help later the process engineer in the construction of the process models.

4.5.3 Complex requirements

The most important part of this modeling language de�nition is the formalization of the complex
requirements. Previously, the static structure is presented of the standards model to which additional
constraints should be added in order to support the model validation and model generation tasks.

The dependency from the SIL level introduces a new dimension into the requirements: for each
SIL level di�erent requirements should be applied to the process models. To deal with this aspect
di�erent requirement models are constructed for each SIL level. Using the input mechanism of the
ontology-based modeling approach the requirement model (ontology) for a selected SIL level extends
the previously de�ned ontology.

The dependency structure of the di�erent ontology models are presented in Figure 4.12.
The standards de�ne various type of requirements, which require di�erent formalization tech-

nique. Each new requirement re�nes the existing ontology in the following way: one of the phase
concepts can be re�ned by adding new constraints to it. This newly created concept will be the
subclass of the generic one in the ontology terminology (e.g. “The SIL3 compliant Architecture and
Design phase” is a sublclass of the generic “Architecture and Design phase”, in other words: every
model instance of this SIL3 compliant phase is also the instance of the generic phase.)

A requirement model for each SIL level includes the following parts.

• Required combination of the used methods. For each phase one or more Boole expression
de�nes the required combination of the used methods. In the ontology model of the standards
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Figure 4.12: The dependency structure of the ontology models

the phase concept should be extended with a restriction, as mentioned before an additional
SubClassOf axiom should be constructed based on each Boole expression.
The ontology expression belonging to the following requirement (de�ned in the Architecture
and Design phase) is shown in Figure 4.13.
“Approved combinations of methods for Software Safety Integrity Levels 3 and 4 are as follows:
a) 1, 7, 19, 22 and one from 4, 5, 12 or 21; or b) 1, 4, 19, 22 and one from 2, 5, 12, 15 or 21.”

1 (
2 ( composed_of some

3 ( ( implements some A3 . 0 2 _ F a u l t _ D e t e c t i o n _ a n d _ D i a g n o s i s )
4 or ( implements some A3 . 0 5 _ F a i l u r e _ A s s e r t i o n _ P r o g r a m m i n g )
5 or ( implements some A3 . 1 2 _Memor i s ing_Executed_Cases )
6 or ( implements some A3 . 1 5 _ S o f t w a r e _ E r r o r _ E f f e c t _ A n a l y s i s )
7 or ( implements some A3 . 2 1 _Mod e l l in g ) ) )
8 and ( composed_of some ( implements some A3 . 0 1 _Defens ive_Programming ) )
9 and ( composed_of some ( implements some A3 . 0 4 _ E r r o r _ D e t e c t i n g _ C o d e s ) )
10 and ( composed_of some ( implements some A3 . 1 9 _ F u l l y _ D e f i n e d _ I n t e r f a c e ) )
11 and ( composed_of some ( implements some A3 . 2 2 _ S t r u c t u r e d _ M e t h o d o l o g y ) )
12 )
13 or

14 (
15 ( composed_of some

16 ( ( implements some A3 . 0 4 _ E r r o r _ D e t e c t i n g _ C o d e s )
17 or ( implements some A3 . 0 5 _ F a i l u r e _ A s s e r t i o n _ P r o g r a m m i n g )
18 or ( implements some A3 . 1 2 _Memor i s ing_Executed_Cases )
19 or ( implements some A3 . 2 1 _Mod e l l in g ) ) )
20 and ( composed_of some ( implements some A3 . 0 1 _Defens ive_Programming ) )
21 and ( composed_of some ( implements some A3 . 0 7 _Diverse_Programming ) )
22 and ( composed_of some ( implements some A3 . 1 9 _ F u l l y _ D e f i n e d _ I n t e r f a c e ) )
23 and ( composed_of some ( implements some A3 . 2 2 _ S t r u c t u r e d _ M e t h o d o l o g y ) )
24 )

Figure 4.13: Example SubClassOf expression for Architecture and Design phase (SIL3 or SIL4)

This expression describes, that the phase is valid if it is composed of of some tasks, which im-
plement the necessary methods.

• Requirement criteria for the used methods. For each method and for each SIL level the
requirement criteria is de�ned in the standard. First, all the methods should be restricted using
the requirement criteria quali�ers (e.g. M, HR) in the form of a SubClassOf axiom. If a method
is not recommended then it should be de�ned as a subclass of the not recommended concept.
To accomplish this requirement the mandatory and not recommended methods should be re-
stricted using an additional SubClassOf axiom.
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The ontology expression belonging to the not required criteria is shown in Figure 4.14

1 not (
2 composed_of some (
3 implements some NR
4 )
5 )

Figure 4.14: Example an expression for validation the not recommended methods

• Preferred organizational structure based on the roles. The organizational structure is also
de�ned in the standards in connection with the required roles. These requirements prescribe
which role can be the same person. These requirements are also di�erent for each SIL level.
To accomplish these requirements the cases should be excluded when a person are not allowed
to be the same with an other one. In other words, the roles should be de�ned disjoint (each pair
of them) to require that a person cannot get both of them.
For SIL 3 the Project Manager and all other roles should be disjoint, but the Requirements Man-
ager, Designer and Implementer can be the same person.

1 D i s j o i n t W i t h : V e r i f i e r , I n t e g r a t o r , Pro jec t_Manager , T e s t e r , V a l i d a t o r , A s s e s s o r

Figure 4.15: Axiom for de�ning disjoint roles

• Required artifacts. Similar to the required methods, the required artifacts are also prescribed.
Each phase should be composed of some task that produce the required artifacts. In the model
the artifacts are connected to the tasks using the produces object property.

1 ( composed_of some ( p roduces some S o f t w a r e _ A r c h i t e c t u r e _ S p e c i f i c a t i o n ) ) and

2 ( composed_of some ( p roduces some S o f t w a r e _ A r c h i t e c t u r e _ a n d _ D e s i g n _ V e r i f i c a t i o n _ R e p o r t ) ) and

3 ( composed_of some ( p roduces some S o f t w a r e _ D e s i g n _ S p e c i f i c a t i o n ) ) and

4 ( composed_of some ( p roduces some S o f t w a r e _ I n t e g r a t i o n _ T e s t _ S p e c i f i c a t i o n ) ) and

5 ( composed_of some ( p roduces some S o f t w a r e _ I n t e r f a c e _ S p e c i f i c a t i o n s ) ) and

6 ( composed_of some ( p roduces some S o f t w a r e _ o r _ H a r d w a r e _ I n t e g r a t i o n _ T e s t _ S p e c i f i c a t i o n ) )

Figure 4.16: Required artifacts for the Architecture and Design phase

The Figure 4.16 presents the SubClassOf axiom that prescribes the required artifacts for the
Architecture and Design phase.

4.5.4 Tool repository

The next step of the formalization process is the construction of the tool repository. This repository
is a collection of tools that can be used in a given company during the (construction of the) develop-
ment processes. Each available tool is classi�ed on the basis of the concepts de�ned in the ontology
constructed in the previous step, i.e., for each tool the supported methods are given. These model
elements are the instances of the types de�ned in the methods ontology.

The following items can be found in this repository:
• Simple tools, that realize a speci�c method described in the speci�cation. For example, the

SPIN model checker [Hol04] and the PVS theorem prover can be classi�ed as tools supporting
Formal Proof. The PolySpace can be classi�ed as a tool supporting Symbolic Execution which
is a Static Analysis method.
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• Tool-chain patterns that are formed by tools that have to be executed in a prede�ned se-
quence, to support a given method. For example, Structure-Based Testing (which is a Dynamic
Analysis and Testing method) can be supported by the following tool-chain:

1. Model transformation from UML2 state-chart model to the input format of the SAL model
checker.

2. Test generation for a given coverage criteria using the SAL-ATG [De +04] tool.
3. Mapping abstract test cases to executable test cases.
4. Execution of test cases and measuring coverage by Rational RealTime.

• Abstract development steps that are also allowed in order to support high level design of
development processes. For example, „model checking of the reachability of hazardous states”
can be classi�ed as Formal Proof. In the next re�nement steps tools like SPIN or SAL can be
assigned to this abstract step.

These tools are represented on the A-Box level of the ontology, they are instances of the concepts
(inherited from the Method concept) de�ned using the T-Box in the previous section. A sample tool
classi�cation using the ontology description is depicted in Figure 4.17.

Formal_Proof(SAL), Formal_Proof(SPIN),
Symbolic_Execution(PolySpace)

Figure 4.17: Veri�cation and Testing tools classi�cation

4.5.5 Modeling the development processes

The (domain-speci�c) development process is formalized using a process model which describes the
tasks, input and output artifacts, the roles and tools involved in the development process. Process
models are used in the industrial practice and there are some modeling standards that should be
taken into account.

A Safety-oriented Process Line (SoPL) [GSJ12] is an approach to model family of highly related
safety-oriented processes that are built from a set of core process models in a pre-established fashion.
Core assets can be classi�ed as full or partial commonalities or variabilities [GS15]. A partial com-
monality denotes a composite process element (e.g., a task composed of steps) that contains a subset,
which constitutes the commonality among all the composite process elements of the same type. For
instance, two tasks has partial commonality if they contain a subset of equal steps. A variability de-
notes the set of tasks that may be included in some of the processes. During the domain engineering
phase, safety processes are compared to retrieve core assets: (partial) commonalities and variabilities.
Once the core assets are de�ned, a safety process can be derived by performing two steps: (1) selection
of all the (partial) commonalities plus the desired variants at variation points; (2) composition of the
selected elements.

On the technology level SPEM 2.0 o�ers support for modeling reusable process content as well as
process variability [SB11]. In SPEM 2.0, a process element (e.g. an activity) can be de�ned as a vari-
ability element and its variability type can be characterized. The Variability Type enumeration class
de�nes the di�erent types of variability. In this work, we only recall one variability type, namely con-
tributes, which logically replaces the original element (the base process element) with an augmented
variant. In SPEM 2.0, the process elements can be broken down hierarchically via a series of elements
(e.g., activities).
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The Eclipse Process Framework [Hau07] supports the SPEM 2.0 speci�cation and is proposed in
our environment to model the processes.

The SPEM modeling approach can be used on two di�erent levels for modeling processes:

1. Meta-process is process model that models the phases and tasks represented in the standards.
It does not deal with concrete implementations (e.g. tools), because the main goal of it is to
describe the process structure de�ned in the safety standards.

2. Implemented processes is an instance of the previously described meta-process. It is a classical
process model that includes the used tools, people and artifacts.

Based on these two approaches my framework implements two di�erent use-cases to use SPEM-
based models:

1. Based on a SPEM-based meta-process the basis of the process lifecycle part of the standard’s
ontology can be constructed. For instance, the structures that represent the breaking down
of the work (e.g., process, phases, activities, tasks, etc.) are also represented with ontology
concepts. Namely, I focused only on the process structure and de�ned a mapping from the
SPEM2.0 process structure to the Standards Ontology (T-Box). In the proposed framework, the
process structure is represented as a tree (according to the graph theory terminology) and the
work breakdown structure of the SPEM model is mapped to it.

2. The SPEM-based models of process implementations can be transformed to Ontology-based
process models to support the model validation and model generation tasks.
During the SPEM-based process modeling the tasks of the process that implement particular
methods can be classi�ed (by annotations) using the ontology that describes the method hierar-
chy. This SPEM-based process model is mapped to the ontology-based process model (A-Box).

These transformed ontology models can be used as starting point of modeling. The process lifecycle
can be extended (using ontology import mechanism) with the methods hierarchy model and complex
requirements on the T-Box level, while the ontology-based process model on the A-Box level can be
extended with a tool repository in order to do the model validation and generation tasks.

Using this approach a process engineer in cooperation with an ontology and a standards expert
is able to model safety processes according to the best practices in the classical process modeling and
ontology-based modeling. After the construction of the modeling framework for the selected V&V
standards the process engineer

• can construct the speci�c development process, and can assign the available tools to the tasks
of the process,

• can choose from the available tool-chain patterns.
The previously de�ned model merge task produces a merged meta-process as output model. First,

this meta-process is represented as an ontology-based model, but later, it can be transformed to a
SPEM-based SoPL modeling formalism for practical reasons.

4.6 Model validation, -generation and merge subtasks of the
framework

The second contribution of this thesis is the process validation and generation method for SPEM-
based process models.
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4.6.1 Model validation of development process models

This task aims to determine, whether an ontology-based process model conforms to the standard.
This is a classical model validation task, where instance model compliance to the metamodel and
additional constraints should be determined. This way the model validation can be supported by
reusing existing formal methods and checker tools.

Based on the concepts de�ned in the standard-speci�c ontology, the requirements for the selec-
tion of methods and the dependency on the safety integrity level is represented using ontologies.
According to the modeling approach described above, all the tasks, the tools and thus the develop-
ment processes can be characterized using the concepts represented in the ontology T-Box.

There are several techniques how the model validation task can be executed. Each technique has
some advantage and disadvantage, while they produces di�erently detailed output. In my work I
propose to use the following techniques:

1. Standard ontology reasoning can detect inconsistencies in the input ontology and can provide
detailed explanation about the detected problems.
The reasoner uses open world assumption (OWA) during the reasoning. It provides only par-
tially useful validation report for the process engineers because of its openness. Namely, the
OWA reasoning is able to detect inconsistencies according to the requirements about disjoint
roles (e.g. one person has two roles that should be applied to two di�erent people) or about
not required methods applied in the process. The drawback of this approach, that a “missing”
method could not be identi�ed, because the reasoner assumes, that it will be created later.
The output of this technique is clear, because the violated constraints are collected on the GUI
of the reasoner and based on the human readable names of the model and the annotations the
root cause of the invalidity can be quickly identi�ed. This means manual work, but it is strongly
supported by the GUI.

2. Closed world assumption (CWA) extends the previous technique with the identi�cation of miss-
ing methods. Model validation through a CWA-capable reasoner assumes that the input model
is ready and no additional information will be provided later. That way a classical model-
validation can be executed.
Previously Pellet had the option to execute CWA reasoning, but currently the Stardog RDF tool
is the leading CWA-capable reasoner, after Pellet was integrated into it. In the Stardog termi-
nology CWA reasoning is called Integrity Constraint Validation (ICV), where the constraints
originate from the ontology.
The output of the model validation could be that the model is valid or not valid, while the list
of the violated constraints are printed in a textual form. This requires some additional manual
work in order to determine the root cause of the problem.

3. Using EMF-based technique for model validation is the third option. In that case, the ontology
model, including the constraints should be transformed to an EMF model with additional graph
patterns based on my �rst thesis and the derived process model should be validated using a
pattern matching tool. The derived EMF metamodel and patterns will cover all the requirements
collected using ontologies.
In that case indirect validation is used: the violation of the constraints can be detected by pattern
matching and when graph pattern matches, then a constraint is violated. (As presented in
Section 2.4 negated graph patters are used to execute indirect validation.)
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The output of this technique is the matched graph pattern, but since there is no exact bidirec-
tional connection between ontology constraints and graph patterns, the identi�cation of the
violated constraint is di�cult.

For di�erent use cases di�erent technique may be applied. The ontology reasoning can be useful
during the process development phase, because it is able to warn in an early phase, when a not
required method is applied, but does not warn if there are missing methods.

The CWA-based and EMF-based methods are �ne during the �nal certi�cation, because they can
produce a �nal evidence of the standard compliance, they can prove, that every constraint is satis�ed,
e.g. there is no missing method.

4.6.1.1 Application example

In this research I used the Protege [Bio14] ontology modeling tool and the Pellet Semantic Web Rea-
soning System [Cla14b] for OWA reasoning and Stardog for CWA reasoning. For demonstration
purposes a process model is created that tries to implement the Architecture and Design phase of the
EN50128 Standard.

The process has only one Phase, the Architecture and Design phase that is composed of two Tasks:
1 Arch_and_Design_phase Type 7 . 3 _ A r c h i t e c t u r e _ a n d _ D e s i g n
2 Arch_and_Design_phase composed_of Task1
3 Arch_and_Design_phase composed_of Task2

The tasks implement some techniques, which are typed by some methods from the method’s
hierarchy. The usage of the Arti�cial Intelligence and Fault Correction method is a not recommended
technique.

1 Task1 implements Some_Structured_method
2 Task2 implements Some_AI_method
3 Some_Structured_method Type A3 . 2 2 _S t ruc tu red_Method
4 Some_AI_method Type A3 . 1 3 _ A r t i f i c i a l _ I n t e l l i g e n c e _ F a u l t _ C o r r e c t i o n

There is one employee, who is an Implementer and Tester in one person, which is forbidden in
SIL3.

1 Employee1 Type T e s t e r
2 Employee1 Type Implementer

First, Pellet [Cla14b], a standard OWA reasoner is used to detect inconsistencies.
Figure 4.18 presents, that the reasoner found the inconsistency in the role de�nitions, because the

Implementer and Tester cannot be the same person (Employee1).

Figure 4.18: Explanation for inconsistent roles

Figure 4.19 presents, that the reasoner found the inconsistency in the method implementations,
because the Arti�cial Intelligence and Fault Correction is not recommended.

After �xing the above inconsistencies the Pellet reasoner �nds the model consistent since the
OWA-based reasoners are not able to detect the missing methods and artifacts.
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Figure 4.19: Explanation for the use of a not recommended method

Applying the Stardog CWA reasoner further inconsistencies can be detected. After loading the
model the ICV engine provides an inconsistency report and enumerates the axiom chains that are
violated. After a short analysis the root cause of the problem can be identi�ed

• There are required methods that are not implemented and

• there are required artifacts that are not produced by the process.

4.6.2 Process model generation

The previously presented process model validation is the �rst step in the automation of the work of
process engineers. The proposed model validation process is able to check whether the constructed
development process satis�es the requirements described in the domain speci�c standards. It provides
validation reports, that may require additional manual adaptations in process models in order to create
a standard conform process model. Based on the input requirements, process model and the available
tools in the repository missing methods could be identi�ed and hints could be given by the validation
tool about the supporting tools as well.

These manual steps can be replaced by an automatic process model generation method, where the
framework based on the requirements, existing methods (e.g. tool repository) and local constraints
can construct a process model that is conform to the domain-speci�c standards.

The automatic model generation task presented in Chapter 3 can be applied also for this problem.
The framework presented in Chapter 3 is extended in [Sem+15]. In my initial approach EMF-based

metamodels, OCL constraints and EMF-based instance models are the inputs of the Model generation
subprocess, which was extended2 with the usage graph patterns as constraints. Using this extended
approach complex language de�nitions can be constructed with a metamodel, OCL and graph pattern-
based constraints and transformed to SMT in order to execute the model generation subtask. The
requirements for V&V processes de�ned using ontologies can be transformed into an EMF-based
representation (see Section 2.4), where an EMF-based metamodel and graph patterns are constructed.
This extended model generation framework supports the model generation based on graph patterns
constraints.

In Figure 4.20 the detailed structure of the model generation task is presented. It is composed of
two distinct phases: the ontology to DSM transformation and the model generation phases.

In the ontology to DSM transformation phase, �rst, the input artifacts are transformed to EMF-
based artifacts based on the results presented in my �rst thesis. The metamodel of the standard (that

2This extension is done in a joint work with my colleagues Ágnes Barta an Oszkár Semeráth. The mapping of graph
patterns and derived features is formalized and implemented by Oszkár Semeráth.
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Figure 4.20: Overview of the framework for the model generation task

contains the model of the process lifecycle, the hierarchy of the methods and the complex requirements)
is transformed to an EMF metamodel and additional graph patterns based on the transformation rules
de�ned previously.

Afterwards, the instance models (initial process model, tool repository and tool-chain patterns)
are transformed into the EMF instance model of the previously constructed EMF metamodel.

In this phase, initial instance model structures can be given as input, e.g. an initial process model
that should be extended in the model generation phase to be conform to the standard. The tool repos-
itory and tool-chain patterns are instance models, where the tool repository is a set of unconnected
instance elements and tool-chain patterns are a set of small process fragments. These instance models
are transformed to EMF instance models that will act as partial models in the model generation phase.

In the model generation phase the model generation subtask is executed in the same way as pre-
sented in Section 3.5.3. The model generation is done in only one phase, since process models are
generated, where the structure of the models are important and attributes are not used. The second
phase of the model generation framework (concrete test data generation) presented in Section 3.5.5
is not needed for this use-case.

An inconsistency report can be also produced in the case when the initial process model is not
conforming to the standard. That way, this part of the framework can be used also for model validation
when we start the model generation with the process model that should be validated. If it conforms
to the standards then process model outputs will be constructed, but if not, then the inconsistency is
proved.

In every iteration of the model generation phase a new process model can be constructed, that
is di�erent from the previously constructed ones. Optionally some metric can be de�ned that will
drive the model generation: e.g. costs of the tools in the repository, while the overall goal of the
generation is to minimize the sum of the costs (e.g. time, resources, knowledge). This part of the
process generation framework is not implemented yet, it is the part of the future work belonging to
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this research.

4.6.2.1 Application example

Continuing the application example presented in 4.6.1.1 a model generation is executed.
First, it should be mentioned, that a model generation could not start with a model as input that

is inconsistent based on an OWA reasoner, since model elements are only added and not removed
during the model generation phase and the inconsistency could not be resolved. In other words, the
initial model will be contained (as a partial model) by the generated process model and if there is
inconsistency in the set of the initial axioms, then this inconsistency will drive the model generator
(SMT solver) to an unsatis�able problem.

The model generation task should be started with the constructed metamodel, a consistent (in the
sense of the OWA) initial process model, the tool repository and tool-chain patterns. As introduced
before, the tool repository and tool-chain patterns are a set of unconnected building blocks that may
be used to build up a process model.

These input artifacts are transformed to an SMT problem (through the EMF representation) and
the SMT solver is executed. During this work, I did not de�ne any metric that will drive the SMT
solver to any optimization goal, so only the very basic model construction is done. The �nal process
models are almost randomly constructed by connecting (adding the composed_of and implements
edges) the existing tools (located in the repository) in order to satisfy the requirements. My results
show, that the solver is able to create such small instance models (in the form of EMF models) that
are conforming to the standard, namely the required tasks and methods are included, the required
artifacts are generated and the role of the employees are de�ned based on the requirements.

4.6.3 Identi�cation of commonalities and variabilities among development
processes

The third task de�ned in the framework is executed on the language level, it works with the previ-
ously de�ned meta-processes. Ontology-based models of two standards is compared and based on the
commonalities and variabilities (presented in Section 4.5.5) a meta-process model is constructed.

Each meta-process is represented in the ontology model of the standard as a tree. The full and the
partial commonality properties are de�ned on two process elements in this hierarchy. The process
elements are classes in the ontology, and the relations are expressed using object properties.

The domain experts manually identify commonalities and variabilities in order to merge them
within a single model representing an ontology-based SoPL. The trivial equivalences between cor-
responding process elements are de�ned. More precisely, an “equivalent of” axiom is added to the
model (including the two safety process models) when two safety process elements are named in a
di�erent way in the di�erent standards but they denote the same concept [Pat+11]. Based on the def-
inition of full (or partial) commonality and the previously de�ned matching, a bottom-up algorithm
identi�es the higher level safety process elements that have some type of commonality.

In this modeling approach the process structure (trees) are de�ned via a recursive data structure:
each node in a tree is a ProcessElement that may have children via the composed_of object property.

The �rst part of the algorithm aims at constructing the common subtree (contains only process
hierarchy and no ordering of the process elements), where the nodes are the process elements and the
edges are the re�nement relations between them. This algorithm traverses the process models (trees)
and based on the de�ned equivalence relations the commonalities are identi�ed.
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The pseudo code given in Figure 4.21 represents a recursive function that is used to build a com-
mon subtree. The function is called with three process trees as parameters: the root elements (A and
B) and a newly created root element of the common process tree (C). In each recursive call A, B, C
logically represent the same node (same hierarchical level and process element).

For each child tree node connected by a composed_of relation to the tree node represented by A
the equivalent pair in the set of child nodes of B is identi�ed. After a successful match, a new node (D)
is added (based on the two equivalent nodes (nodeA and nodeB)) as a child node of C to the common
subtree and a new recursive iteration is started.

1 function buildCommonSubTree ( P r o c e s s E l e m e n t : A , B , C )
2 {
3 foreach ( nodeA=A−>composed_of )
4 {
5 if ( h a s E q u i v a l e n t ( nodeA , B−>composed_of )
6 {
7 nodeB= g e t E q u i v a l e n t ( nodeA , B−>composed_of )
8 D = new P r o c e s s E l e m e n t ( C , nodeA , nodeB )
9 buildCommonSubTree ( nodeA , nodeB , D)

10 }
11 }
12 }

Figure 4.21: Model traversal algorithm

The algorithm is implemented in Java and uses OWL-API for manipulating the ontology models.
In order to get the SoPL model, the variabilities should be also added to the common-subtree

model. In the second phase the algorithm traverses each process model and identi�es the variabilities
and adds the required process elements to the common process model and connects them using the
contributes relation to the required model element.

4.6.3.1 Generating process output

For later application purposes the process engineer can generate a SPEM-compliant model represent-
ing the SoPL by using a model transformation implemented within a transformation engine. During
this task, a generic transformation is de�ned aimed at generating a SPEM-compliant SoPL model from
an OWL-compliant SoPL model. This transformation includes the following rules:

1. Identify the hierarchical levels of the process structure. The leaves in the ontology-based pro-
cess tree are mapped onto the lowest level of the SPEM process structure. Then, by parsing
the tree bottom-up, each parent node in the process tree is mapped to the next level of the
SPEM-compliant work breakdown structure.

2. Identify the base elements of the ontology-based SoPL: determine the root process element and
by following the composed_of relation the common subtree can be identi�ed.

3. Transform the base into SPEM SoPL model: each process element in the common subtree should
be transformed into a SPEM work breakdown element based on the hierarchical level identi�ed
in the �rst rule.

4. Transform the variability-related part of the SoPL model.
To do that, the following steps should be performed:

1. Traverse the process tree by starting from the root process element
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2. Follow both the composes and contributes relations. Every process element that is characterized
by a contributes relation should be transformed into a variability element and its variability type
attribute should be set to contributes.

In some cases the “equivalent of” relations cannot be de�ned between two elements, because it
is possible that multiple tasks of the meta-process match with the task (or multiple tasks) de�ned in
the other standard. I propose a hierarchically re�nement step on each side: a composite task should
be introduced by the domain expert on each side that is composed of the tasks, which together match
with the task(s) in the other standard.

Figure 4.22: Using hierarchically re�nement during matching the tasks

Figure 4.22 presents an example for these proposed re�nement step. In the model on the left side
the “equivalent of” relation is depicted between three (in Standard “A”) and two (in Standard “B”)
tasks. After the re�nement step, we got the model on the right side. The “equivalent of” relation can
be created between the two composite tasks and the proposed algorithm can be executed.

4.6.3.2 Application example

As an example, if I focus on a speci�c part of a process that includes hazard analysis and risk as-
sessment activities then it is named “Concept phase” in ISO 26262 and “Risk Analysis” in EN 50126
[GSJ12].

ISO 26262 Concept phase clause is aimed at: identifying and categorizing the hazards; formulating
the safety goals related to the preventions/mitigations of the hazards. This clause consists of a number
of tasks that need to be performed:

1. Initiation of hazard and risk analysis
2. Situation analysis
3. Hazard identi�cation
4. Hazard classi�cation
5. ASIL determination
6. Determination of safety goals
7. Veri�cation of hazard analysis, risk assessment, and safety goals
EN 50126 Risk Analysis Phase is aimed at: empirically or creatively identifying the hazards asso-

ciated with the system; estimating the risk associated with the hazards; developing a process for risk
management. This phase consists of a number of tasks that need to be performed:

1. Hazard identi�cation
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2. Hazard classi�cation

3. Risk evaluation

4. Determination and classi�cation of acceptability of the risk

5. Establishment of the Hazard Log

6. Assessment of all phase’s tasks

The two ontologies are constructed that represent the processes (process lifecycle part of the
ontology-based model of the standard). For demonstration purposes for each standard only the pre-
sented phases are considered and only one hierarchical level is modeled. The two safety process trees
are depicted in Figure 4.23. The model of the EN 50126-Risk Analysis phase is depicted on the left
hand side and the ISO 26262-Concept phase on the right hand side.

Figure 4.23: Ontology models

Before executing the algorithm to create the SoPL model, the (partial) equivalence relations are
added. In Figure 4.23, these relations are shown by using dashed lines.

After the execution of the algorithm, we obtain the SoPL ontology, depicted Figure 4.24. The
naming of the new nodes is performed semi-automatically. First, if two nodes are merged into one
single node, the names are concatenated automatically. Then, a manual post-processing performed
in order to provide a human-readable name. For presentation purposes, in Figure 4.24, the result of
post-processing is shown: simpli�ed names for the common process elements instead of the generated
ones are given. The commonalities are presented (via composes relations) and the variabilities (via
contributes relations).

This ontology is built up from three parts using the ontology composition support: 1) the common-
alities, the variabilities that are derived from 2) EN 50126 (marked in green) and from 3) ISO 26262
(marked in orange). By applying the transformation rules given in Section 4.6.3.1 the SPEM-based
SoPL model can be constructed. Based on the model depicted in Figure 4.24, the hierarchical level of
the process elements can be speci�ed and afterwards the base (common subtree) can be mapped to
SPEM 2.0 SoPL model.

The variabilities (marked in orange and green) are mapped to work breakdown elements and the
contributes relation is used to connect them to the required place in the model.
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Figure 4.24: SoPL model

4.7 Summary and new results

This chapter presents a framework for capturing the requirements in the domain speci�c standards
for development and V&V processes and provides solutions for a process model validation, generation
and merge tasks. This approach forms the basis for the model validation of the standard compliance
of speci�c tool-chain models and thus provides support for the process designers to construct certi�-
able development processes. Additionally, the framework supports the process model generation and
identi�cation of commonalities and variabilities among development processes.

An ontology-based modeling approach is developed to enable the intuitive modeling language
construction and the description of complex logical requirements. Ontology and EMF-based tools are
applied in order to support the model validation and generation tasks.

To prove that the constructed ontology model correctly describes the requirements in the stan-
dard, manual veri�cation is needed. Note that this is a one-time e�ort. Based on the veri�ed ontology
representation, checking V&V processes is automated, this way it is not needed to check each process
manually.

The results of this chapter are based on the results of the previous two theses, since it applies the
modeling language de�nition and DSM framework construction methods presented in my �rst thesis
and also applies the SMT-based model generation approach presented in my second thesis.

My new results are the ontology-based modeling approach for the domain-speci�c standards,
the model validation method and the adaptation of the model-generation tool-chain for generating
process models.

The results of this thesis were partially developed and later applied in the MOGENTES and CE-
CRIS EU FP7 projects.

My results in the form of a thesis for the PhD requirements:

Thesis 3 I analyzed the requirements described in the standards for development and V&V pro-
cesses of safety critical systems (especially in IEC61508 and EN50128), and proposed an ontology-
based approach to construct their formal representation. Based on this approach I prepared a frame-
work for checking the standard compliance of development processes.
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1. Formulating the requirements included in the standard using ontologies

I developed an ontology-based approach to representing the requirements contained in the
standards for the development and V&V processes. I proposed a method for verifying these
requirements using ontology-based reasoners and query languages. The method o�ers con-
structive feedback to reach the compliance with the standard and to support the tool selection.
As a concrete study I formalized requirements for development processes in the railway area
as contained by the EN50128 standard.

2. Validating SPEM-based process models using ontology-based representation

I proposed a process validation approach on process models created using the industrially rele-
vant SPEM metamodel. I constructed a model validation framework for checking the standard
compliance of these process models, which applies a mapping from SPEM-based process models
to ontology based representation.

Related publications are the following: [3], [4], [5], [11], [12], [13] and 15.

4.8 Future work

During the standard based model validation of development tool-chain models not only the used
methods are important. The standard speci�es that safety arguments are required during the certi-
�cation process. These safety arguments communicate the relationship between the evidence and
objectives. There is a model based representation of the safety arguments based on the Goal Struc-
turing Notation (GSN) [KW04]. This notation explicitly represents the individual elements of the
safety arguments and the relationships that exist between these elements and the requirements. The
arguments can be ordered into a hierarchical breakdown structure. There could be some parts of these
arguments that are produced by tools in one step or by tool-chains in multiple steps. The hierarchical
breakdown structure can be modeled using a logic description language and the arguments can be
included in the model of the development process. SPEM supports this by allowing to include artifacts
in the development processes. Based on this structure, the reasoning process could be extended in
order to check the availability of the expected safety arguments.

The re-construction of development processes or tool-chains based on a newer version of a stan-
dard can be also supported by an incremental re-generation of a process model based on the existing
one. If we would like to certify using a newer version of the standard an incremental re-generation
can be executed and a report about the di�erences could be produced that is helpful for the process
engineers. First, the inconsistencies (based on an OWA reasoner) should be identi�ed and removed.
Later, the model generator may be applied to generate a new standard compliant process model.

The model generation task could be improved by adding additional constraints to the require-
ments. Now, the process structure and required methods, artifacts are covered, but the connection of
the tasks and artifacts or the organizational structure is not modeled. Since the generated models are
valid process models according to the structure and methods used, but from an other aspect they look
like a “randomly constructed model”. The presented framework supports the usage of description
logic to de�ne constraints, so the domain-expert may enrich the presented ontology-based models of
the standards with additional requirements.

The optimization perspective of the process modeling is important, since the cost and time di-
mension has high priority in the industrial practice. The selection of the tools and methods has huge
impact on the costs and time requirements during the development. The model generation task could
be extended with the de�nition of metrics or goals that can drive the model generation process to
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a “better” result (according to the de�ned metric). Based on this metric de�nition an iterative pro-
cess model generation could be executed, which could generate even “better” models, similar to the
approach in Chapter 3.





Appendix A

Deriving domain-speci�c languages
based on high-level speci�cations

A.1 Details of the OWL2 to GP mapping

The mapping is presented based on the structure of the OWL 2 Web Ontology Language Quick Ref-
erence Guide [OWL].

A.1.1 Class expressions

A.1.1.1 Prede�ned and named classes

Language feature: named class
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 CN

GP syntax:
1 Named entity , subClassOf Thing +
2 pattern class_CN(Concept) =
3 {
4 ’Thing ’.’CN ’( Concept );
5 }

Language feature: universal class
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 owl : Thing

GP syntax:
1 Thing named entity at metamodel level +
2 pattern class_Thing(Concept) =
3 {
4 ’Thing ’( Concept );
5 }

111
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Language feature: empty class
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 owl : Nothing

GP syntax:
1 (neg find entity)

A.1.1.2 Boolean connectives and enumeration of individuals

Language feature: intersection
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 ObjectIntersectionOf ( C1 . . . Cn )

GP syntax:
1 pattern objectIntersectionOf(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 find C1(Individual );
5 ...
6 find Cn(Individual );
7 }

Language feature: union
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 Objec tUnionOf ( C1 . . . Cn )

GP syntax:
1 pattern objectUnionOf(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 find C1(Individual );
5 }
6 or ... or
7 {
8 ’Thing ’( Individual );
9 find Cn(Individual );

10 }

Language feature: complement
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 ObjectComplementOf ( C )

GP syntax:
1 find complementOf(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 neg find C(Individual );
5 }
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Language feature: enumeration
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 ObjectOneOf ( a1 . . . an )

GP syntax:
1 pattern objectOneOf(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 find individual_a1(Individual );
5 }
6 or ... or
7 {
8 ’Thing ’( Individual );
9 find individual_an(Individual );

10 }

A.1.1.3 Object property restrictions

Language feature: universal
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 ObjectAllValuesFrom ( P C )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern objectAllValuesFrom(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4
5 neg shareable pattern objectAllValuesFrom_relationBadRange(Individual) =
6 {
7 find P(X, Individual , Target );
8 neg find C(Target );
9 }

10
11 }

Language feature: existential
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 ObjectSomeValuesFrom ( P C )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern objectSomeValuesFrom(Individual) =
2 {
3 find P(X, Individual , Target );
4 find C(Target );
5 }

Language feature: individual value
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 ObjectHasValue ( P a )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern objectHasValue(Individual) =
2 {
3 find individual_a(Target );
4 find objectProperty_P(X, Individual , Target );
5 }
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Language feature: local re�exivity
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 O b j e c t H a s S e l f ( P )

GP syntax:
1 pattern objectHasSelf(Individual) =
2 {
3 find objectProperty_P(X, Individual , Individual );
4 }

Language feature: exact cardinality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 O b j e c t E x a c t C a r d i n a l i t y ( n P )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern objectExactCardinality(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 check(Count == n);
5 find typedRelation(Individual , Target) #Count;
6 }
7
8 shareable pattern typedRelation(Source , Target) =
9 {

10 find P(X, Source , Target );
11 find class_Thing(Target );
12 }

Language feature: quali�ed exact cardinality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 O b j e c t E x a c t C a r d i n a l i t y ( n P C )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern objectExactCardinality(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 check(Count == n);
5 find typedRelation(Individual , Target) #Count;
6 }
7
8 shareable pattern typedRelation(Source , Target) =
9 {

10 find P(X, Source , Target );
11 find C(Target );
12 }
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Language feature: maximum cardinality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y ( n P )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern objectMaxCardinality(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 check(Count <= n);
5 find typedRelation(Individual , Target) #Count;
6 }
7
8 shareable pattern typedRelation(Source , Target) =
9 {

10 find P(X, Source , Target );
11 find class_Thing(Target );
12 }

Language feature: quali�ed maximum cardinality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y ( n P C )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern objectMaxCardinality(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 check(Count <= n);
5 find typedRelation(Individual , Target) #Count;
6 }
7
8 shareable pattern typedRelation(Source , Target) =
9 {

10 find P(X, Source , Target );
11 find C(Target );
12 }

Language feature: minimum cardinality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 ObjectMinCardinality ( n P )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern objectMinCardinality(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 check(Count >= n);
5 find typedRelation(Individual , Target) #Count;
6 }
7
8 shareable pattern typedRelation(Source , Target) =
9 {

10 find P(X, Source , Target );
11 find class_Thing(Target );
12 }
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Language feature: quali�ed minimum cardinality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 ObjectMinCardinality ( n P C )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern objectMinCardinality(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 check(Count >= n);
5 find typedRelation(Individual , Target) #Count;
6 }
7
8 shareable pattern typedRelation(Source , Target) =
9 {

10 find P(X, Source , Target );
11 find C(Target );
12 }

A.1.1.4 Data property restrictions

Language feature: universal
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 DataAl lVa luesFrom ( R D)

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern dataAllValuesFrom_27(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 neg shareable pattern dataAllValuesFrom_relationBadRange(Individual) =
5 {
6 find dataProperty_footsize(X, Individual , Target );
7 neg find datatype_Integer(Target );
8 }
9

10 }

Language feature: existential
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 DataSomeValuesFrom ( R D)

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern dataSomeValuesFrom(Individual) =
2 {
3 find D(Target );
4 find R(X, Individual , Target );
5 }
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Language feature: literal value
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 DataHasValue ( R v )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern dataHasValue(Individual) =
2 {
3 check(value(Target) == "v");
4 find R(X, Individual , Target );
5 find datatype_v(Target );
6 }

Language feature: exact cardinality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D a t a E x a c t C a r d i n a l i t y ( n R )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern dataExactCardinality(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 check(Count == n);
5 find typedRelation(Individual , Target) #Count;
6 }
7
8 shareable pattern typedRelation(Source , Target) =
9 {

10 find R(X, Source , Target );
11 find datatype_Literal(Target );
12 }

Language feature: quali�ed exact cardinality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D a t a E x a c t C a r d i n a l i t y ( n R D)

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern dataExactCardinality(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 check(Count == n);
5 find typedRelation(Individual , Target) #Count;
6 }
7
8 shareable pattern typedRelation(Source , Target) =
9 {

10 find R(X, Source , Target );
11 find D(Target );
12 }
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Language feature: maximum cardinality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D a t a M a x C a r d i n a l i t y ( n R )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern dataMaxCardinality(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 check(Count <= n);
5 find typedRelation(Individual , Target) #Count;
6 }
7
8 shareable pattern typedRelation(Source , Target) =
9 {

10 find R(X, Source , Target );
11 find datatype_Literal(Target );
12 }

Language feature: quali�ed maximum cardinality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D a t a M a x C a r d i n a l i t y ( n R D)

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern dataMaxCardinality(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 check(Count <= n);
5 find typedRelation(Individual , Target) #Count;
6 }
7
8 shareable pattern typedRelation(Source , Target) =
9 {

10 find R(X, Source , Target );
11 find D(Target );
12 }

Language feature: minimum cardinality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D a t a M i n C a r d i n a l i t y ( n R )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern dataMinCardinality(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 check(Count >= n);
5 find typedRelation(Individual , Target) #Count;
6 }
7
8 shareable pattern typedRelation(Source , Target) =
9 {

10 find R(X, Source , Target );
11 find datatype_Literal(Target );
12 }
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Language feature: quali�ed minimum cardinality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D a t a M i n C a r d i n a l i t y ( n R D)

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern dataMinCardinality(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 check(Count >= n);
5 find typedRelation(Individual , Target) #Count;
6 }
7
8 shareable pattern typedRelation(Source , Target) =
9 {

10 find R(X, Source , Target );
11 find D(Target );
12 }

A.1.1.5 Restrictions using n-ary data range

Language feature: n-ary universal
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 DataAl lVa luesFrom ( R1 . . . Rn Dn )

GP syntax:
1 -

Language feature: n-ary existential
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 DataSomeValuesFrom ( R1 . . . Rn Dn )

GP syntax:
1 -

A.1.2 Properties

A.1.2.1 Object property expressions

Language feature: named object property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 PN

GP syntax:
1 Return the GTPattern that is defined through Declaration.
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Language feature: universal object property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 owl : t o p O b j e c t P r o p e r t y

GP syntax:
1 Relation from Thing to Thing named topObjectProperty +
2 shareable pattern objectProperty_topObjectProperty(Relation , Source , Target) =
3 {
4 ’Thing ’( Target );
5 ’Thing ’( Source );
6 relation(Relation , Source , Target );
7 }

Language feature: empty object property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 owl : b o t t o m O b j e c t P r o p e r t y

GP syntax:
1 (neg find relation)

Language feature: inverse property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 ObjectInverseOf ( PN )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern objectInverseOf(Relation , Source , Target) =
2 {
3 find objectProperty_PN(Relation , Target , Source );
4 }

A.1.2.2 Data property expressions

Language feature: named data property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 R

GP syntax:
1 Return the GTPattern that is defined through Declaration.

Language feature: universal data property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 owl : t o p D a t a P r o p e r t y

GP syntax:
1 Relation from Thing to Datatype named topDataProperty +
2 shareable pattern dataProperty_topDataProperty(Relation , Source , Target) =
3 {
4 ’Thing ’( Source );
5 ’Datatype ’( Target );
6 ’Thing ’.’topDataProperty ’(Relation , Source , Target );
7 }
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A.1.3 Individuals & literals

Language feature: named individual
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 aN

GP syntax:
1 Named entity at model level , see declaration of individuals.

Language feature: anonymous individual
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 _ : a

GP syntax:
1 -

Language feature: literal
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 " abc "^^DN

GP syntax:
1 Entity with value at model level below the source individual ,
2 see dataPropertyAssertions.

A.1.4 Data ranges

A.1.4.1 Data range expressions

Language feature: named datatype
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 DN

GP syntax:
1 See declarations and built -in datatypes.

Language feature: data range complement
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 DataComplementOf (D)

GP syntax:
1 pattern dataComplementOf(DataValue) =
2 {
3 ’Literal ’( DataValue );
4 neg find datatype_D(DataValue );
5 }
6 Note: That case OWA=CWA , since if a data value is not ’D’ typed ,
7 than it is known to be not ’D’ typed.
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Language feature: data range intersection
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D a t a I n t e r s e c t i o n O f ( D1 . . . Dn )

GP syntax:
1 pattern dataIntersectionOf(DataValue) =
2 {
3 ’Literal ’( DataValue );
4 find D1(DataValue );
5 ...
6 find Dn(DataValue );
7 }

Language feature: data range union
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 DataUnionOf ( D1 . . . Dn )

GP syntax:
1 pattern dataUnionOf(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Literal ’( Individual );
4 find D1(Individual );
5 }
6 or ... or
7 {
8 ’Literal ’( Individual );
9 find Dn(Individual );

10 }

Language feature: literal enumeration
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 DataOneOf ( v1 . . . vn )

GP syntax:
1 pattern dataOneOf(DataValue) =
2 {
3 ’Literal ’.’Integer ’( DataValue );
4 check(toInteger(value(DataValue )) == v1);
5 }
6 or ... or
7 {
8 ’Literal ’.’Integer ’( DataValue );
9 check(toInteger(value(DataValue )) == vn);

10 }
11 Note: The DataValue ’s value is converted to the vi TypedLiteral ’s mapped type.
12 DataValue ’s type is the same as the literal ’s (mapped) type.
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Language feature: datatype restriction
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 DatatypeRestriction (DN f 1 v1 . . . fn vn )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern datatypeRestriction(DataValue) =
2 {
3 check(DataValue f1 v1);
4 ...
5 check(DataValue fn vn);
6 find datatype_DN(DataValue );
7 }
8 Note: DN is the mapped datatype. (See 3.1 Built -in Datatypes .)
9 Note2: See 3.2 Facets for detailed information about the check expressions.

A.1.5 Axioms

A.1.5.1 Class expression axioms

Language feature: subclass
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 SubClassOf ( C1 C2 )

GP syntax:
1 pattern subClassOf_1(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 neg find C2(Individual );
5 find C1(Individual );
6 }

Language feature: equivalent classes
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 EquivalentClasses ( C1 . . . Cn )

GP syntax:
1 pattern equivalentClasses(Individual) =
2 {
3 find C1(Individual );
4 neg find C2(Individual );
5 }
6 or
7 {
8 find C2(Individual );
9 neg find C1(Individual );

10 }
11
12 //Or pattern body is created for all pairs.
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Language feature: disjoint classes
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s ( C1 C2 )

GP syntax:
1 pattern disjointClasses(Individual) =
2 {
3 find C1(Individual );
4 find C2(Individual );
5 }

Language feature: pairwise disjoint classes
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s ( C1 . . . Cn )

GP syntax:
1 pattern disjointClasses(Individual) =
2 {
3 find C1(Individual );
4 find C2(Individual );
5 } or {...}
6 // All Ci - Cj (1 <= i < j <= n) pairs must be checked.

Language feature: disjoint union
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D i s j o i n t U n i o n O f (CN C1 . . . Cn )

GP syntax:
1 Syntactic sugar:
2 EquivalentClasses( CN ObjectUnionOf( CE1 ... CEn ) )
3 DisjointClasses( CE1 ... CEn )

A.1.5.2 Object property axioms

Language feature: subproperty
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f ( P1 P2 )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern subObjectPropertyOf(Relation , Source , Target) =
2 {
3 find P1(Relation , Source , Target );
4 neg find P2(Relation , Source , Target );
5 }
6 Special: When P1 is an ObjectProperty and P2 is an P1 ,
7 it is asserted into vpm.
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Language feature: property chain inclusion
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f ( O b j e c t P r o p e r t y C h a i n ( P1 . . . Pn ) P )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern subPropertyChainOf(ChainIndividual1 , ChainRelation1 , ...,
2 ChainIndividualn , ChainRelationn , ChainIndividualn +1) =
3 {
4 find P1(ChainRelation1 , ChainIndividual1 , ChainIndividual2 );
5 ...
6 find Pn(ChainRelationn , ChainIndividualn , ChainIndividualn +1);
7 neg find P(Relation , ChainIndividual1 , ChainIndividualn +1);
8 }

Language feature: property domain
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 Objec tProper tyDomain ( P C )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern objectPropertyDomain(Relation , Source , Target) =
2 {
3 find P(Relation , Source , Target );
4 neg find C(Source );
5 }

Language feature: property range
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e ( P C )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern objectPropertyRange(Relation , Source , Target) =
2 {
3 find P(Relation , Source , Target );
4 neg find C(Target );
5 }

Language feature: equivalent properties
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 E q u i v a l e n t O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s ( P1 . . . Pn )

GP syntax:
1 pattern equivalentObjectProperties(Relation , Source , Target) =
2 {
3 find P1(Relation , Source , Target );
4 neg find P2(RelationNA , Source , Target );
5 }
6 or
7 {
8 find P2(Relation , Source , Target );
9 neg find P1(RelationNA , Source , Target );

10 }
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Language feature: disjoint properties
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D i s j o i n t O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s ( P1 P2 )

GP syntax:
1 See pairwise disjoint properties.

Language feature: pairwise disjoint properties
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D i s j o i n t O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s ( P1 . . . Pn )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern disjointObjectProperties(Relation1 , Relation2 , Source ,
2 Target) =
3 {
4 find P1(Relation1 , Source , Target );
5 find P2(Relation2 , Source , Target );
6 }
7 or {...}
8 Note: The pattern body must be created for all Pi - Pj (i<j) pairs.

Language feature: inverse properties
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s ( P1 P2 )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern inverseObjectProperties(Source , Target) =
2 {
3 find P1(Relation1 , Source , Target );
4 neg find P2(Relation2 , Target , Source );
5 }
6 or
7 {
8 find P2(Relation1 , Source , Target );
9 neg find P1(Relation2 , Target , Source );

10 }

Language feature: functional property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 F u n c t i o n a l O b j e c t P r o p e r t y ( P )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern functionalObjectProperty(Source , Relation1 , Target1 ,
2 Relation2 , Target2) =
3 {
4 Target1 =/= Target2;
5 find P(Relation1 , Source , Target1 );
6 find P(Relation2 , Source , Target2 );
7 }
8 Note: This will return all relation pairs in all order ,
9 that doesn ’t satisfies the axiom.
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Language feature: inverse functional property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 I n v e r s e F u n c t i o n a l O b j e c t P r o p e r t y ( P )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern inverseFunctionalObjectProperty(
2 Source , Relation1 , Target1 , Relation2 , Target2) =
3 {
4 Target1 =/= Target2;
5 find P(Relation1 , Target1 , Source );
6 find P(Relation2 , Target2 , Source );
7 }
8 Note: This will return all relation pairs in all order ,
9 that doesn ’t satisfies the axiom.

Language feature: re�exive property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 R e f l e x i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y ( P )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern reflexiveObjectProperty(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 neg find objectProperty_knows(Relation , Individual , Individual );
5 }

Language feature: irre�exive property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 I r r e f l e x i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y ( P )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern irreflexiveObjectProperty(Individual , Relation) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 find P(Relation , Individual , Individual );
5 }

Language feature: symmetric property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 S y m m e t r i c O b j e c t P r o p e r t y ( P )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern symmetricObjectProperty(Relation , Source , Target) =
2 {
3 neg find P(RelationNA , Target , Source );
4 find P(Relation , Source , Target );
5 }
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Language feature: asymmetric property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 As y mm e t r i cO b j ec t P r o pe r ty ( P )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern asymmetricObjectProperty(Relation_ST , Source ,
2 Target , Relation_TS) =
3 {
4 find P(Relation_TS , Target , Source );
5 find P(Relation_ST , Source , Target );
6 }

Language feature: transitive property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 T r a n s i t i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y ( P )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern transitiveObjectProperty(A, Relation_AB , B,
2 Relation_BC , C) =
3 {
4 find P(Relation_AB , A, B);
5 find P(Relation_BC , B, C);
6 neg find P(RelationNA , A, C);
7 }

A.1.5.3 Data property axioms

Language feature: subproperty
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 SubDataProper tyOf ( R1 R2 )

GP syntax:
1 It can be represented in vpm , wich has the expected semantic during checks.
2 Note: Only data property is a data property expression ,
3 so it always can be represented in vpm.

Language feature: property domain
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 DataPropertyDomain ( R C )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern dataPropertyDomain(Relation , Source , Target) =
2 {
3 neg find C(Source );
4 find R(Relation , Source , Target );
5 }
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Language feature: property range
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 DataPropertyRange ( R D)

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern dataPropertyRange(Relation , Source , Target) =
2 {
3 find R(Relation , Source , Target );
4 neg find D(Target );
5 }

Language feature: equivalent properties
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 E q u i v a l e n t D a t a P r o p e r t i e s ( R1 . . . Rn )

GP syntax:
1 Data properties are merged into one data property.
2 (All data property expression can be only data property .)
3 The new name will be R1_and_ ... _and_Rn.

Language feature: disjoint properties
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D i s j o i n t D a t a P r o p e r t i e s ( R1 R2 )

GP syntax:
1 pattern disjointDataProperties(Relation1 , Relation2 , Source ,
2 Target1 , Target2) =
3 {
4 find R1(Relation1 , Source , Target1 );
5 find R2(Relation2 , Source , Target2 );
6 Target1 =/= Target2;
7 check(value(Target1) == value(Target2 ));
8 find mostSpecificTypeOf(TypeT1 , Target1 );
9 find mostSpecificTypeOf(TypeT2 , Target2 );

10 TypeT1 = TypeT2;
11 }

Language feature: pairwise disjoint properties
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D i s j o i n t D a t a P r o p e r t i e s ( R1 . . . Rn )

GP syntax:
1 See disjoint properties.
2 In this case the pattern is generated to all Ri-Rj pairs. (i < j)
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A.1.5.4 Datatype de�nitions

Language feature: datatype de�nition
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D a t a t y p e D e f i n i t i o n (DN D)

GP syntax:
1 This axiom is not transformed , because it is complicated to use.
2 Even the simplest expression can ’t be handled with popular ,
3 recent reasoners. (e.g.: DatatypeDefinition (: myType xsd:int))

A.1.5.5 Assertions

Language feature: functional property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 F u n c t i o n a l D a t a P r o p e r t y ( R )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern functionalDataProperties(Relation1 , Relation2 , Source ,
2 Target1 , Target2) =
3 {
4 find R(Relation1 , Source , Target1 );
5 find R(Relation2 , Source , Target2 );
6 Target1 =/= Target2;
7 find mostSpecificTypeOf(TypeT1 , Target1 );
8 find mostSpecificTypeOf(TypeT2 , Target2 );
9 TypeT1 =/= TypeT2;

10 }
11 or
12 {
13 find R(Relation1 , Source , Target1 );
14 find R(Relation2 , Source , Target2 );
15 Target1 =/= Target2;
16 check(value(Target1) != value(Target2 ));
17 }

Language feature: individual equality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 S a m e I n d i v i d u a l ( a1 . . . an )

GP syntax:
1 It is transformed into one entity. The new individual has the union of the
2 types , data properties and object properties (also outgoing and incoming ).

Language feature: individual inequality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D i f f e r e n t I n d i v i d u a l s ( a1 a2 )

GP syntax:
1 Differently named model entities are different. (UNA applies .)
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Language feature: pairwise individual inequality
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D i f f e r e n t I n d i v i d u a l s ( a1 . . . an )

GP syntax:
1 Differently named model entities are different. (UNA applies .)

Language feature: class assertion
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 C l a s s A s s e r t i o n ( C a )

GP syntax:
1 pattern classAssertion(Individual) =
2 {
3 ’Thing ’( Individual );
4 find class_C(Individual );
5 find individual_a(Individual );
6 }

Language feature: positive object property assertion
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 O b j e c t P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n ( P a1 a2 )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern objectPropertyAssertion () =
2 {
3 neg shareable pattern matchingOPA(ObjectProperty) =
4 {
5 find P(ObjectProperty , SourceIndividual , TargetIndividual );
6 find individual_a1(SourceIndividual );
7 find individual_a2(TargetIndividual );
8 }
9 }

Language feature: positive data property assertion
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 D a t a P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n ( R a v )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern dataPropertyAssertion () =
2 {
3 neg shareable pattern matchingDPA(DataProperty , SourceIndividual ,
4 TargetDataValue) =
5 {
6 find R(DataProperty , SourceIndividual , TargetDataValue );
7 find individual_a(SourceIndividual );
8 find dataValue(TargetDataValue );
9 }

10
11 }
12
13 pattern dataValue(DataValue) =
14 {
15 ’Datatype ’( DataValue );
16 check(value(DataValue) == "v");
17 }
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Language feature: negative object property assertion
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 N e g a t i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n ( P a1 a2 )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern negativeObjectPropertyAssertion(ObjectProperty) =
2 {
3 find a1(SourceIndividual );
4 find a1(TargetIndividual );
5 find P(ObjectProperty , SourceIndividual , TargetIndividual );
6 }

Language feature: negative data property assertion
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 N e g a t i v e D a t a P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n ( R a v )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern negativeDataPropertyAssertion(DataProperty ,
2 SourceIndividual , TargetDataValue) =
3 {
4 find R(DataProperty , SourceIndividual , TargetDataValue );
5 find a(SourceIndividual );
6 find v(TargetDataValue );
7 }

A.1.5.6 Keys

Language feature: Key
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 HasKey ( C ( P1 . . . Pm) ( R1 . . . Rn ) )

GP syntax:
1 shareable pattern hasKey(Source1 , Source2) =
2 {
3 find C(Source1 );
4 find C(Source2 );
5 Source1 =/= Source2;
6
7 find P1(X_143 , Source1 , Target_142 );
8 find P1(X_144 , Source2 , Target_142 );
9

10 find R1(X_152 , Source1 , Target1_151 );
11 find R1(X_154 , Source2 , Target2_153 );
12 check(value(Target1_151) == value(Target2_153 ));
13 find mostSpecificTypeOf(Type1_155 , Target1_151 );
14 find mostSpecificTypeOf(Type2_156 , Target2_153 );
15 Type1_155 = Type2_156;
16 }
17 Note: The sources ’ domain is checked at the beginning of the pattern ,
18 then the two "find P1" construction is generated for all Pi (1 <= i <= m).
19
20 Next the last six line pattern composition is generated
21 for all Rj (1 <= j <= n).
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A.1.6 Declarations

Language feature: class
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 Declaration ( Class ( CN ) )

GP syntax:
1 Entity is created below Thing , named CN, subtype of Thing. +
2 pattern concept_CN(Concept) =
3 {
4 CN(Concept );
5 }

Language feature: datatype
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 Declaration ( Data type ( DN ) )

GP syntax:
1 Entity is created below Datatype , named DN, subtype of Datatype. +
2 pattern datatype_DN(DataValue) =
3 {
4 ’Datatype ’.’DN ’( DataValue );
5 }

Language feature: object property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 Declaration ( O b j e c t P r o p e r t y ( PN ) )

GP syntax:
1 Named relation from Thing to Thing , (generalization of topObjectProperty) +
2 shareable pattern objectProperty_PN(Relation , Source , Target) =
3 {
4 ’Thing ’( Source );
5 ’Thing ’( Target );
6 ’PN ’(Relation , Source , Target );
7 }

Language feature: data property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 Declaration ( D a t a P r o p e r t y ( R ) )

GP syntax:
1 Relation from Thing to Datatype (generalization of topDataProperty) +
2 shareable pattern dataProperty_R(Relation , Source , Target) =
3 {
4 ’Datatype ’( Target );
5 ’Thing ’( Source );
6 ’Thing ’.’R’(Relation , Source , Target );
7 }

Language feature: annotation property
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 Declaration ( A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y ( A ) )

GP syntax:
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Language feature: named individual
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 Declaration ( NamedInd iv idua l ( aN ) )

GP syntax:
1 Named entity at model level typed Thing. +
2 pattern individual_DN(Individual) =
3 {
4 ’Thing ’( Individual );
5 check(name(Individual) == "DN");
6 }

A.1.7 Annotations

A.1.7.1 Annotations

Language feature: annotation assertion
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n (A s t )

GP syntax:
1 -

Language feature: annotation of an axiom
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 AXIOM( Annota t ion (A t ) . . . )

GP syntax:
1 -

Language feature: annotation of another annotation
OWL syntax:

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 Annota t ion ( Annota t ion (A t ) . . . A1 t 1 )

GP syntax:
1 -
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A.2 Details of the SWRL to GP mapping

A.2.1 SWRL rules

SWRL VIATRA GP
Rule(Head(head1 ... headn),Body(body1
... bodyn)) 1 shareable pattern swrlRule(I1, ..., In) =

2 {
3 find body1(Ibj , ..., Ibk);
4 ...
5 find bodyn(Ibl , ..., Ibm);
6
7 neg shareable pattern head(Is , ..., It) =
8 {
9 find head1(Ihj , ..., Ihk);

10 ...
11 find headn(Ihl , ..., Ihm);
12 }
13 }

A.2.2 SWRL atoms

SWRL VIATRA GP
ClassAtom(:CE Variable(?x)) CE(X);
ObjectPropertyAtom(:R Variable(?x) Variable(?y)) R(_R,X, Y );

SameIndividualAtom(Variable(?x) Variable(?y)) X1 = X2;

Di�erentIndividualsAtom(Variable(?x1) Variable(?x2)) X2 = / = X1;

A.2.3 SWRL arguments

SWRL VIATRA GP
SWRLVariable Resolved to the correct pattern parameter.
SWRLLiteralArgument A local parameter is created, which binds to the literal’s

newly created graph pattern.
SWRLIndividualArgument A local parameter is created, which binds to the individual’s

already created (since it must be declared) graph pattern.

A.2.4 SWRL built-Ins

SWRL VIATRA GP
equal check(DArg1 == DArg2);
not equal check(DArg1 != DArg2);
less than check(DArg1 < DArg2);
less than or equal check(DArg1 <= DArg2);
greater than check(DArg1 > DArg2);
greater than or equal check(DArg1 >= DArg2);
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A.3 Handling built-in datatypes and facets

A.3.1 Datatypes

OWL2 Datatype VIATRA Datatype
xsd:decimal, xsd:long, xsd:int, xsd:integer,
xsd:short, xsd:byte, xsd:nonNegativeInteger,
xsd:nonPositiveInteger, xsd:positiveInteger,
xsd:negativeInteger, xsd:unsignedLong,
xsd:unsignedInt, xsd:unsignedShort,
xsd:unsignedByte

viatra2 Integer

xsd:double, xsd:�oat viatra2 Double
xsd:string viatra2 String
xsd:boolean viatra2 Boolean

A.3.2 Facets
Facet VIATRA GP
xsd:minInclusive check(toDouble(value(DataValue)) >= toDouble(value));
xsd:maxInclusive check(toDouble(value(DataValue)) <= toDouble(value));
xsd:minExclusive check(toDouble(value(DataValue)) > toDouble(value));
xsd:maxExclusive check(toDouble(value(DataValue)) < toDouble(values));
xsd:minLength check(str.length(value(DataValue)) >= value);
xsd:maxLength check(str.length(value(DataValue)) <= value);
xsd:length check(str.length(value(DataValue)) == value);

A.4 Query de�nitions

A.4.1 Simple query - PosLength

1 invalids = new ArrayList <Segment >();

2

3 for (Object eObject : pack.getContains ()) {

4 if (eObject instanceof Segment) {

5 Segment segment = (Segment) eObject;

6 if (segment.getLength () <= 0)

7 invalids.add(segment );

8 }

9 }

Figure A.1: PosLength query in Java

1 oclIsKindOf(Segment) and

2 length <= 0

Figure A.2: PosLength query in OCL
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1 query "PosLength check"

2 segment : Segment(length <= 0)

3 end

Figure A.3: PosLength query in Drools

1 pattern posLength(Source , Target) = {

2 Segment(Source );

3 Segment.length(Source , Target );

4 check(( Target as Integer) <= 0);

5 }

Figure A.4: PosLength query in IncQuery Pattern Language

1 SELECT distinct ?xSegment

2 WHERE {

3 ?xSegment rdf:type base:Segment .

4 ?xSegment base:length ?xLength .

5

6 FILTER (? xLength <= 0)

7 }

Figure A.5: PosLength query in SPARQL

A.4.2 Simple query - SwitchSensor

switch:Switch

sensor:Sensor

NEG
- sensor

Figure A.6: SwitchSensor query in graphical representation

1 invalids = new ArrayList <Switch >();

2

3 for (Object eObject : pack.getContains ()) {

4 if (eObject instanceof Switch) {

5 Switch aSwitch = (Switch) eObject;

6 if (aSwitch.getSensor (). isEmpty ()) {

7 invalids.add(aSwitch );

8 }

9 }

10 }

Figure A.7: SwitchSensor query in Java
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1 oclIsKindOf(Switch) and

2 self.sensor ->isEmpty ()

Figure A.8: SwitchSensor query in OCL

1 query "SwitchSensor check"

2 switch : Switch( )

3 not ( Sensor( this memberOf switch.sensor ) )

4 end

Figure A.9: SwitchSensor query in Drools

1 pattern switchSensor(Individual) = {

2 Switch(Individual );

3 neg find hasSensor(Individual );

4 }

5 pattern hasSensor(TrackElement) = {

6 TrackElement(TrackElement );

7 Sensor(Target );

8 TrackElement.sensor(TrackElement , Target );

9 }

Figure A.10: SwitchSensor query in IncQuery Pattern Language

1 SELECT distinct ?xSwitch

2 WHERE

3 {

4 ?xSwitch rdf:type base:Switch .

5

6 FILTER NOT EXISTS {

7 ?xSensor rdf:type base:Sensor .

8 ?xSwitch base:sensor ?xSensor .

9 } .

10 }

Figure A.11: SwitchSensor query in SPARQL

A.4.3 Advanced query - RouteSensor

NEG

sensor1:Sensor

switchPosition:SwitchPosition

switch:Switch

route:Route

- switch

- sensor

- switchPosition

- routeDefinition

Figure A.12: RouteSensor query in graphical representation
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1 invalids = new ArrayList <Sensor >();

2 for (Object eObject : pack.getContains ()) {

3 if (eObject instanceof Sensor) {

4 Sensor sensor = (Sensor) eObject;

5 for(TrackElement te :

6 sensor.getTrackElement ()) {

7 if (te instanceof Switch) {

8 Switch aSwitch = (Switch) te;

9 for(SwitchPosition sp :

10 aSwitch.getSwitchPosition ()) {

11 if (! sp.getRoute ().

12 getRouteDefinition ().

13 contains(sensor )) {

14 invalids.add(sensor );

15 }

16 }

17 }

18 }

19 }

20 }

Figure A.13: RouteSensor query in Java

1 oclIsKindOf(Sensor) and

2 not self.Sensor_trackElement ->forAll(

3 te|te.oclIsKindOf(Switch) implies

4 te.oclAsType(Switch ). switchPosition ->forAll(sp |

5 sp.route.routeDefinition -> includes(self)

6 )

7 )

Figure A.14: RouteSensor query in OCL

1 query "RouteSensor check"

2 route : Route()

3 switchPosition : SwitchPosition( this memberOf

4 route.switchPosition )

5 switch : Switch( this == switchPosition.switch )

6 sensor : Sensor( this memberOf switch.sensor )

7 not Sensor( this == sensor ,

8 this memberOf route.routeDefinition )

9 end

Figure A.15: RouteSensor query in Drools

1 pattern routeSensor(Sen) = {

2 Route(R);

3 SwitchPosition(Sp);

4 Switch(Sw);

5 Sensor(Sen);

6 Route.switchPosition(R, Sp);

7 SwitchPosition.switch(Sp, Sw);

8 TrackElement.sensor(Sw , Sen);

9

10 neg find hasRouteDefinition(Sen , R);

11 }

12 pattern hasRouteDefinition(Sen , R) = {

13 Route.routeDefinition(R, Sen);

14 }

Figure A.16: RouteSensor query in IncQuery Pattern Language
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1 SELECT distinct ?xSensor WHERE {

2 ?xRoute rdf:type base:Route .

3 ?xSwitchPosition rdf:type base:SwitchPosition .

4 ?xSwitch rdf:type base:Switch .

5 ?xSensor rdf:type base:Sensor .

6 ?xRoute base:switchPosition ?xSwitchPosition .

7 ?xSwitchPosition base:switch ?xSwitch .

8 xSwitch base:sensor ?xSensor .

9

10 FILTER NOT EXISTS {

11 ?xRoute ?routeDefinition ?xSensor .

12 } .

13 }

Figure A.17: RouteSensor query in SPARQL
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A.4.4 Advanced query - SignalNeighbor

1 private int doCCheck () {

2 matchedRoutes = new ArrayList <Route >();

3 for (Object eObject : pack.getContains ()) {

4 if (eObject instanceof Route) {

5 Route aRoute = (Route) eObject;

6 if (!( isValid(aRoute ))) {

7 matchedRoutes.add(aRoute );

8 } } }

9 return matchedRoutes.size ();

10 }

11

12 private boolean isValid(Route route) {

13 Signal exitSignal = route.getExit ();

14 for (Sensor sen1 : route.getRouteDefinition ()) {

15 for (TrackElement te1 : sen1.getTrackElement ()) {

16 for(TrackElement te2 : te1.getConnectsTo ()) {

17 for(Sensor sen2 : te2.getSensor ()) {

18 boolean goodSensor = false;

19 for(Object eObject : pack.getContains ()) {

20 if (eObject instanceof Route) {

21 Route route2X = (Route) eObject;

22 if (( route2X.getRouteDefinition ().

23 contains(sen2)) && (route2X != route )){

24 goodSensor = true;

25 break;

26 } } }

27 if (goodSensor) {

28 for(Object eObject : pack.getContains ()){

29 if (eObject instanceof Route) {

30 Route route2 = (Route) eObject;

31 if (( route2.getRouteDefinition ().

32 contains(sen2)) &&

33 (route2.getEntry () != null) &&

34 (route2.getEntry ().

35 equals(exitSignal ))){

36 return true;

37 }

38 }

39 }

40 if (exitSignal != null) {

41 return false;

42 } } } } } }

43 return true;

44 }

Figure A.18: SignalNeighbor query in Java
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1 pattern signalNeighbor(R1 : Route) = {

2 find exitSignalSensor(SigA , R1, Sen1A );

3 find connectingSensors(Sen1A , Sen2A);

4 find rDefinition(R3A , Sen2A);

5 R3A != R1;

6 neg find entrySignalSensor(SigA , _R2A , Sen2A);

7 }

8 pattern exitSignalSensor(Sig , R1 , Sen1) = {

9 find exitSignal(R1, Sig);

10 find rDefinition(R1, Sen1);

11 }

12 pattern entrySignalSensor(Sig , R2 , Sen2) = {

13 find entrySignal(R2, Sig);

14 find rDefinition(R2, Sen2);

15 }

16 pattern entrySignal(R, Sig) = {

17 Route(R); Signal(Sig);

18 Route.entry(R, Sig);

19 }

20 pattern exitSignal(R, Sig) = {

21 Route(R); Signal(Sig);

22 Route.exit(R, Sig);

23 }

24 pattern rDefinition(R, Sen) = {

25 Route(R); Sensor(Sen);

26 Route.routeDefinition(R, Sen);

27 }

28 pattern connectingSensors(Sen1 , Sen2) = {

29 find sensorTrackElement(Sen1 , Te1);

30 find sensorTrackElement(Sen2 , Te2);

31 find trackElementConnected(Te1 , Te2);

32 }

33 pattern trackelementConnected(Te1 , Te2) = {

34 TrackElement(Te1);

35 TrackElement(Te2);

36 TrackElement.connectsTo(Te1 , Te2);

37 }

38 pattern sensorTrackElement(Sen , Te) = {

39 Sensor(Sen); TrackElement(Te);

40 Sensor.trackElement(Sen , Te);

41 }

Figure A.19: SignalNeighbor query in IncQuery Pattern Language

1 oclIsKindOf(Route) and self.exit ->exists(signal |

2 self.routeDefinition.trackElement.connectsTo.sensor

3 ->exists(sen2 |

4 Route.allInstances()->exists(route2X |

5 (route2X <> self) and

6 route2X.routeDefinition ->includes(sen2)

7 )

8 and not (

9 Route.allInstances()->exists(route2 |

10 route2.routeDefinition ->includes(sen2) and

11 route2.entry = signal

12 ) ) ) )

Figure A.20: SignalNeighbor query in OCL
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1 query "SignalNeighbor check"

2 route : Route()

3 sen1A : Sensor(this memberOf route.routeDefinition)

4 te1A : TrackElement(this memberOf sen1A.trackElement)

5 te2A : TrackElement(this memberOf te1A.connectsTo)

6 sen2A : Sensor(this memberOf te2A.sensor)

7 sigA : Signal(this == route.exit)

8 Route(routeDefinition contains sen2A , this != route)

9 not Route(entry == sigA ,

10 routeDefinition contains sen2A)

11 end

Figure A.21: SignalNeighbor query in Drools

1 SELECT distinct ?xRoute1

2 WHERE {

3 ?xRoute1 rdf:type base:Route .

4 ?xSen1 rdf:type base:Sensor .

5 ?xRoute1 base:routeDefinition ?xSen1 .

6 ?xTE1 rdf:type base:TrackElement .

7 ?xTE1 base:sensor ?xSen1 .

8 ?xTE2 rdf:type base:TrackElement .

9 ?xTE1 base:connectsTo ?xTE2 .

10 ?xSen2 rdf:type base:Sensor .

11 ?xTE2 base:sensor ?xSen2 .

12 ?xSig rdf:type base:Signal .

13 ?xRoute1 base:exit ?xSig .

14

15 ?xRouteX rdf:type base:Route .

16 ?xRouteX base:routeDefinition ?xSen2 .

17 FILTER ( ?xRouteX != ?xRoute1 )

18

19 OPTIONAL {

20 ?xRoute2 rdf:type base:Route .

21 ?xRoute2 base:routeDefinition ?xSen2 .

22 ?xRoute2 base:entry ?xSig .

23 } .

24 FILTER (! bound(? xRoute2 ))

25 }

Figure A.22: SignalNeighbor query in SPARQL
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